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Thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies, that have previously shown 
pseudo-ductility in tensile loading, have been experimental investigated under 
several different load cases. These include open-hole tension, compression, bending, 
fatigue loading and bearing loading, since the design of carbon fibre composite 
structures is often limited by their behaviour under these load cases and the failure 
is often catastrophic in many of these load cases. The behaviour of these laminates 
under different loadings were found to be significantly affected by a combination of 
prepreg properties, layups and angles in angle-ply. An overall promising behaviour 
has been observed, including a reduced notch-sensitivity in open-hole tension, 
compressive fibre fragmentation, progressive failure in bending via fibre 
fragmentation in the specific sequences on the tensile and compressive sides of the 
beam, good fatigue performance in both pristine and damaged specimen and gradual 
failure in bearing. 
 Laminates with two different configurations, namely [±265/0]s and [±252/0]s, 
and containing different fibre types, were designed and investigated under unnotched 
and open-hole tensile loading. Both configurations have shown pseudo-ductile 
stress-strain responses under unnotched tension, with similar damage mechanisms 
of 0° ply fragmentation and localised dispersed delamination found in the laminates. 
In terms of open-hole behaviour, the [±252/0]s  laminate has been shown to be less 
sensitive to the presence of a notch than the [±265/0]s laminate. The fragmentation 
of the central 0° ply was found to be the main mechanism according to analysis of 
digital image correlation and X-ray computed tomography. This fragmentation 
caused stress redistribution around the hole and therefore a reduced notch-sensitivity 
was achieved.  
To achieve pseudo-ductility in compression, a [±277/0]s laminate containing 







four-point bending. The laminate exhibited a pseudo-ductile stress-strain response 
and gradual failure in compressive loading. The compressive fibre fragmentation in 
the central 0° plies, and inhibition of delamination at the 0/- interface using thin 
ply prepreg contributed to the progressive failure.   
The [±277/0]s laminate has also shown a non-linear load-displacement 
response and progressive failure under flexural loading. Fragmentation has been 
observed in both the compressive and tensile sides of the beam, where fragmentation 
of the central 0° plies and localised dispersed delamination on the tensile side slowed 
down damage accumulation on the compressive side and achieved this gradual 
failure.   
The three laminates used previously have been tested under tension-tension 
fatigue loading to investigate their fatigue life and damage progression. 80% of the 
laminate “yield” stress has been found to be the maximum stress level that these 
laminates can operate without a stiffness loss up to 1 x 106 cycles. For the overloaded 
specimen with fractured 0° ply fibres under fatigue loading, delamination dominated 
damage was seen in these laminates and a comparison between each laminate was 
presented. 
A preliminary study of the bearing behaviour of thin ply angle-ply laminates 
has been conducted via single- and double-bolted laminate joint configurations.  
Gradual failure has been exhibited in all tested laminates, which is attributed to the 
absence of delamination in thin ply laminates, allowing compressive damage, such 
as fibre microbuckling of standard modulus fibre in 0° plies, and fibre fragmentation 
of the high modulus fibre in 0° plies, which propagated gradually to the adjacent 
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Carbon fibre reinforced plastic composites (CFRPs) have been used extensively in 
recent years. They offer better specific strength and stiffness, as well as improved 
corrosion resistance and structural efficiency, compared to more traditionally used 
metallics such as aluminium which are commonly used in lightweight structures. 
The design of carbon fibre composites can be tailored to meet the specific 
requirements in different applications via changing stacking sequences or constituent 
materials. Consequently, the mechanical properties and damage mechanisms vary 
for different designs. A thorough understanding of composite behaviour when 
subjected to different loading conditions is crucial to design composite structures. 
 There is a broad range of applications for carbon fibre composites, from high 
performance applications to commercial goods. One of the major applications of 
carbon fibre composites is in commercial aircraft. More than 50% of the weight in 
the most recent generation of aircraft, the Boeing 787 [5] and Airbus A350 XWB [6] 
are carbon fibre composites and the use of CFRPs reduces fuel consumption by up 
to 25%. It is also worth noting that composites have been used in primary structures 
such as wings and fuselage sections in these two aircraft. In other innovation projects, 
carbon fibre composites also play an important role in primary loaded structures, 
such as in the Interplanetary Transport System launch vehicle and the Interplanetary 
Spaceship developed by SpaceX [7].  
 Because of the high cost of carbon fibre composites, applications used to be 
primarily focused on the high-end aerospace industry or high-performance 
automobile racing. Nowadays, applications are spreading into wider industry sectors, 
such as oil storage, wind energy, infrastructure and sports goods. CFRPs have shown 
many advantages such as weight savings, design flexibility and structural efficiency. 
However, compared with most metals, structures made from carbon fibre often fail 
suddenly and catastrophically. This requires a larger safety margin when designing 
a structure with carbon fibre composites, which could reduce the effectiveness of the 




design and material usage. For example, Figure 1.1(a) presents an example showing 
different failures of metal and CFRP bicycle frames. Considering a bicycle crash, 
carbon fibre frames can snap in half catastrophically. On the contrary, a metal bicycle 
frame only undergoes plastic deformation and bending, without complete fracture. 
It is also found that the carbon fibre structures can fail suddenly, without any warning 
or visual inspected damage, which requires more complex maintenance and 
inspection. In addition, from a comparison between the stress-strain behaviour of 
quasi-isotropic CFRPs and aluminium as shown in Figure 1.1(b), the plastic 
deformation and progressive failure can allow a higher energy absorption in ductile 
material such as aluminium than brittle material such as CFRP, indicating the 
beneficial of ductility in application of crashworthiness.  
 
 
Figure 1.1: (a) An example showing the advantage of ductility: a metal bike frame underwent 
plastic deformation and a carbon fibre frame snapped into several parts. (b) the typical stress-
strain curves for quasi-isotropic carbon fibre composites and aluminium 2024 T3.   
(a) 
(b) 
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 To overcome the “inherent” brittleness of carbon fibre composites and to 
achieve gradual failure, several different approaches have been developed under the 
High Performance Ductile Composites Technology (HiPerDuCT) programme [8,9]. 
Three distinct themes, including a fibre reorientation concept, an aligned fibre and 
interfacial modification concept and ductile constituents concept have all been 
investigated and ductility/pseudo-ductility has been achieved using these approaches. 
In the fibre reorientation approach, a significant amount of pseudo-ductility has been 
obtained in angle-ply laminates, when using thin ply prepregs for all plies. For 
example, a [±25]ns laminate made from thin ply prepreg (t = 0.03 mm) exhibited 
highly non-linear stress-strain behaviour in tension and achieved a pseudo-ductile 
strain of 1.23% (defined as the difference between the strain at the ultimate stress 
and at a point on the initial modulus line at the ultimate stress) as well as an ultimate 
stress of 927 MPa [10]. Incorporating the non-linearity of angle-ply laminates with 
central 0° plies, a metal-like tensile stress-strain response has been exhibited in these 
laminates, with an enhanced initial modulus, strains and strength [11]. Figure 1.2 
shows a typical stress-strain response of the pseudo-ductile [±265/0]s laminate. 
Delamination suppression of thin plies enables this response to be achieved by 
several distinct damage mechanisms such as progressive multiple fibre fracture 
(fragmentation) of the central 0° plies and localised dispersed delamination at the 0/-
 interfaces.  
 
Figure 1.2: Metal-like stress-strain curves for [±265/0]s laminates [11]. 




The definition of pseudo-ductility and other key measures, as used in the 
HiPerDuCT programme and in the current work, are presented in Figure 1.3. Two 
different stress-strain curves were considered here. Figure 1.3 (a) presents a stress-
strain curve with a smooth transition between the elastic and non-linear region. In 
this condition, the “yield” stress, Y is defined as the stress at the intersection 
between a straight line offset from the initial modulus by a strain of 0.1%, and the 
laminate stress-strain curve. The corresponding strain at this point is defined as the 
“yield” strain Y. In another case presented in Figure 1.3 (b), a clear “knee” point can 
be seen between the elastic and the non-linear regions. The stress and strain at the 
knee point are selected as the “yield” stress Y and the “yield” strain Y. The 
definition of the pseudo-ductile strain, d is the same in both cases, which is defined 
as the difference between the strain at the ultimate stress and at a point on the initial 
modulus line at the ultimate stress.  
So far, the exploration of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates has 
primarily focused on tensile loading. To progress these laminates to a wider range of 
applications, their behaviour under different loading cases needs to be understood. 
The aim of the current work is to further investigate pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-
ply laminates and to exploit their pseudo-ductility in different loading cases.  
 
Figure 1.3: Definition of pseudo-ductile strain and other key parameters. 
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1.2 Summary, research scope and thesis outline 
The overall aim of this PhD thesis is to understand the behaviour of thin ply angle-
ply laminate with central 0° plies under different loading condition. More 
specifically, the following objectives are fulfilled in the present work: 
• Explore in further detail thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies 
under static tensile loading. 
• Investigate the notch-sensitivity of thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 
0° plies under tensile loading. 
• Explore pseudo-ductility and gradual failure of thin ply angle-ply laminates 
in compressive loading. 
• Investigate the flexural performance of laminates with non-linear pseudo-
ductile tensile and compressive behaviour. 
• Investigate the fatigue life of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates 
with central 0° plies, as well as to understand the damage progression and 
accumulation under cyclic loading. 
• Design and investigate the progressive failure in bearing loading and to 
understand the mechanisms of single- and double-bolt jointed laminates.  
 
Extensive work has been carried out to fulfil the objectives above and has been 
presented in the following chapters:  
Chapter 1 presents a background of composite materials and pseudo-ductility in 
carbon fibre composites. 
Chapter 2 reviews several loading cases which are critical in the design of pseudo-
ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates. 
Chapter 3 covers an experimental and numerical investigation of thin ply angle-ply 
laminates under open-hole tensile loading. Detailed analysis is conducted via several 
different techniques and the notch sensitivity is discussed.  
Chapter 4 investigates the pseudo-ductility under compressive loading using thin 
ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies. A novel compression test method via a 




sandwich beam is used. Post-failure analysis is conducted to understand the damage 
mechanism governing the progressive compression failure.  
Chapter 5 further explores the flexural behaviour of thin ply angle-ply laminates 
with central 0° plies. The layups selected in this study have shown pseudo-ductility 
in tension and compression according to the previous chapters. Assessment of the 
damage initiation and development are also conducted to provide information for 
designing the laminates to fail progressively.  
Chapter 6 investigates the operation limits and fatigue life of pseudo-ductile thin 
ply angle-ply laminates with three different layups. In addition, the damage 
progression under cyclic loading is conducted through “pre-fractured” fatigue testing.  
Chapter 7 describes further work on experimentally characterising the bearing 
strength and damage evolution within pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates 
subjected to bearing loading and a method to compare bearing performance between 
two different pseudo-ductile laminates.             
Chapter 8 concludes all the key findings from the previous chapters and presents 
possible future works. 




2  Literature Review 
 
2.1 An overall review of pseudo-ductile laminates 
Up to now, a number of different approaches have been developed in order to achieve 
ductility in carbon fibre laminates, such as introducing ductile constituents, or by re-
designing the architectures of carbon fibre laminates. Examples include using the 
extra strain generated from fibre reorientation [10–12] or making hybrid composites 
via either interlayer hybrids [13–20] or intermingled hybrids [21–23]. In the present 
study, the focus is mainly on re-designing the architectures of carbon fibre laminates.  
 The hybrid composites concept can be traced back to the 1970s [24] and has 
regained much interest in recent years. Early research on hybrid composites has 
shown that by hybridising two or more fibre types into a single composite, the 
advantages of each fibre type were retained with additional benefits. One of the main 
advantages is enhancement in failure strain of hybrid laminates. When testing a 
composite comprising both low elongation (LE) and high elongation (HE) fibres, it 
was found that failure would not necessarily occur at the fracture point of the LE 
fibre, and showed a progressive failure [25].  
 As a typical example of LE and HE fibre hybrid composites, carbon fibre – 
glass fibre hybrid composites have been studied extensively. Aveston and Kelly 
carried out several investigations on intermingled carbon/glass fibre epoxy hybrid 
composites [26]. They found that once the types of carbon and glass fibres are fixed, 
the behaviour of these hybrid composites is significantly determined by the fraction 
of glass and carbon fibres – a single fracture occurred if the amount of glass fibre 
was insufficient to sustain the stress at the first carbon fibre fracture. Increasing the 
glass content to a specific transition point resulted in multiple fractures being 
observed in the low elongation carbon fibre, resulting in a higher failure strain of the 
hybrid composite compared to an exclusively carbon fibre composite. Similar 
observations have also been found in interlayer hybrid composites. In interlayer 
hybrid composites, instead of single fibre bundle fracture, single- or multiple- fibre 
fractures were found across the entire width of the laminate. Again, the performance 
of these are determined from the glass and carbon layer fraction, and a gradual failure 




without severe stiffness loss or load drop would be ideal. In the study presented by 
Bunsell and Harris [24], or Manders and Bader [27], for hybrid laminates with 
thicker carbon layers, an obvious load drop followed the first carbon layer fracture, 
whilst a more gradual stress-strain curve was seen in the hybrid laminate with thinner 
carbon layers. In addition, in these studies on hybrid composites, a so called “hybrid 
effect” has been reported. A clear point of the “hybrid effect” is that the tensile 
fracture strain of low elongation fibres in a hybrid specimen was found to be higher 
than the conventional unidirectional (UD) tensile testing. In addition, they found that 
the thinner the LE plies are or well dispersed the fibres are, the higher failure strain 
is.  
Inspired by this, further investigations on interlayer glass-carbon hybrid 
laminates were carried out to design pseudo-ductile carbon fibre composites. Czel et 
al. successfully demonstrated pseudo-ductility in carbon fibre laminates, by 
hybridising glass fibre prepreg with carbon fibre prepreg [13–20,28,29]. It is worth 
noting that the thin ply prepregs with nominal ply thickness of 0.03mm were used in 
the central UD carbon layer. They found that the performance of the 
[Glassm/Carbonn/Glassm] hybrid laminates was significantly reliant on the relative 
thickness of the carbon layers to the total glass layers [13]. In a hybrid laminate 
[Glass2/Carbonn/Glass2], the laminate failed in the desired pseudo-ductile manner 
with a clear pseudo-yield point when there was 1 or 2 layers of carbon in the centre. 
When the number of carbon layers increased to 3 and 4, the specimen showed a 
minor load drop after the initial elastic region, followed by a stress plateau or a 
significant load drop due to unstable delamination. These observations are similar to 
the stress-strain behaviour of the hybrid laminates that have been mentioned 
previously. In terms of damage mechanisms and final failure modes, multiple 
fractures (fragmentation) uniformly distributed in the carbon layers have been 
observed in the laminates with 1 and 2 carbon plies and localised delamination have 
been seen. When the number of carbon plies increased to 3 and 4, the damage 
changed to delamination dominated failure. The different behaviour is caused by the 
different energy release rate as the thinner carbon layers release lower energy. These 
observations confirm the importance of using thin carbon plies – since there is a clear 




shift of the damage mechanisms and failure modes between different carbon 
thicknesses.  
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the stress-strain curves of hybrid laminates with (a) conventional 
thickness ply and (b) thin ply in the carbon layer [13]. Note: the present curves only represent 
the shape of stress-strain curves for each laminate. A sudden load drop in stress is observed 
in the conventional hybrid and a stable transition is observed in thin-ply hybrid.  
 
Figure 2.2: Possible failure modes of UD glass/carbon hybrid laminates, where (a) (b) shows 
catastrophic failure and (c) shows pseudo-ductile behaviour [13]. 
 
To understand and predict pseudo-ductility in hybrid laminates, Jalavand et 
al. have developed numerical and analytical models to analyse pseudo-ductile 
glass/carbon thin-ply UD hybrid composites [16–18]. In the numerical approach, 
they modelled the full damage process, such as fragmentation in the carbon layers 
and dispersed delamination with the assistance of cohesive elements. The results 
have been found to be in good agreement with the experimental stress-stress 
behaviour. More hybrid layups have been analysed and a so called “damage mode 
map” has been developed with the axes of absolute and relative carbon thicknesses. 




The “damage mode map” defines the boundaries between four distinct regions – 
carbon fragmentation, fragmentation and localised delamination, single 
delamination and glass failure. Since using a numerical model to produce the 
“damage mode map” was computationally expensive, an analytical method was 
proposed. In this approach, several distinct sections of the stress-strain curve were 
modelled. The first failure was assumed to be the fracture of the carbon layers since 
there is no stress variation along the fibre direction in the linear region, followed by 
three possible damage modes including fragmentation in the carbon layers, 
delamination propagation at the carbon/glass interfaces and failure of the glass plies. 
The stress-strain curves and failure strain for several S-glass/carbon hybrid 
combinations predicted from this analytical model have shown a good agreement 
with the experimental results. The glass/carbon combination showing the optimised 
pseudo-ductile behaviour has been found to be the [S-glass/C2/S-glass]. It achieved 
a pseudo-ductile strain of 1.0% whilst retaining a “yield” stress of 1130 MPa. In 
addition, a generally better performance of the S-glass/carbon hybrid compared to 
the E-glass/carbon hybrid has shown that the enhanced properties of glass layers 
increased the overall laminate performance.  
With the assistance of the “damage mode map” as shown in Figure 2.3, and 
analytical predictions, a more comprehensive study was carried out on the S-glass 
sandwiched between a series of different carbon fibre layers, including standard, 
high and ultra-high modulus fibres [14]. There is a trade-off between the initial 
modulus, the “yield” stress and pseudo-ductile strain when designing pseudo-ductile 
hybrid laminates. All the configurations tested in this study have achieved pseudo-
ductile strains between 0.8% and 2.6%, initial modulus between 50 GPa and 125 
GPa and “yield” stresses between 500 MPa and 1400 MPa.    





Figure 2.3: A typical example of a damage mode map for glass/carbon hybrid laminates [18].  
 
2.2 Pseudo-ductility of thin ply angle-ply laminates 
The method of using thin-ply UD glass-carbon hybrids to achieve gradual 
failure has been extended to all-carbon thin ply angle-ply carbon fibre laminates as 
many industrial applications demand it. In addition, a higher proportion of thin 
angle-plies can enable much greater design flexibility. The high strain to failure 
makes these thin ply angle-ply laminates a good replacement for the high strain 
material – the glass fibre plies in the hybrid glass/carbon case [10–12,30].  
Much of the early work on angle-ply laminates has shown significant fibre 
re-orientation and a much higher strain to failure compared to UD laminates, 
particularly for ±45° laminates [31,32]. The failure strain of these ±45° laminates has 
been found to be more than 20%, which is desirable for use as a replacement of the 
high strain material in hybrid glass/carbon laminates [31]. However, one of the major 
drawbacks was its low initial modulus and strength, which were only 15 GPa and 
375 MPa respectively. This limits the overall mechanical performance of pseudo-
ductile thin angle-ply laminates. Therefore, Fuller et al. has focused on reducing the 
angle selections in angle-ply laminates, for example achieving an initial modulus of 
80 GPa and strength of 1300 MPa in a ±22.5° laminate [10].  
A series of works have been done in order to understand the behaviour and 
damage mechanisms governing angle-ply laminate failure [33–40]. Xu et al. tested 




two types of [+20m/-20m]ns laminates (where m = 1, 2 and n = 8, 4) in tension 
experimentally and numerically [33]. A 57% increase in strength was achieved in 
the laminates when reducing the thickness of blocked plies, and edge delamination 
in the angle plies was delayed. This observation is similar to the early research on 
effect of the ply thickness on edge delamination and transverse cracking performed 
by Crossman et al. [36]. Inspired by this, Fuller and Wisnom have decided to use 
commercially available thin ply prepregs to replace the standard thickness ply 
prepreg in angle-ply laminates to achieve a better stress and strain performances in 
thin ply angle-ply laminates.  
Thin ply prepreg is manufactured from a breakthrough new technique called 
spread-tow technology, first introduced by Kawabe et al. in 1997 [41] and then 
further developed to industry scale in composite materials in 2008 [42]. This 
technique enables a uniform spreading of fibre tows of sizes from 3K to 24K whilst 
minimising the fibre damage. Thus far, several companies can manufacture thin ply 
prepreg including the North Thin Ply Technology (NTPT), SK Chemical, Chomarat 
and the Nippon Graphite Fibre Corporation. Due to the potential benefits such as 
damage reduction and better design capability using thin ply prepreg, many 
investigations have been carried out based on these fairly new materials [43–63]. As 
the thickness of thin ply materials is small, to maintain the thickness requirement of 
structures, a large number of plies will be required, resulting in an increase of the 
labour and time. In addition, expensive manufacturing processes for thin ply 
prepregs make them a significantly more expensive option compared to regular 
materials   
As one of the first studies on thin ply laminates, Sihn et al. have tested two 
different laminates named THIN and THICK, where the THIN and THICK 
laminates were made from prepregs with nominal ply thicknesses of 0.04 mm and 
0.2 mm respectively [47]. All the laminates used QI layups and were tested in several 
different load cases such as unnotched tension, open-hole tension, impact and fatigue 
loading. In the unnotched tensile testing, they found that the THIN laminate 
exhibited a 10% higher strength than the THICK laminate. In addition, when the 
unnotched specimens were loaded in fatigue, the THIN specimens showed less than 




5% reduction in both the modulus and residual strength after 50,000 cycles, whilst 
the THICK specimens showed a reduction up to 17% for the same applied peak stress. 
Also, X-ray images revealed that micro-cracks and edge-delaminations observed in 
the THICK laminate, were suppressed in the THIN laminate. All these experimental 
observations gave a good indication that when using thin prepreg, the micro-cracking 
and edge delamination can be suppressed in the carbon fibre laminates, as well as 
increasing the damage onset stress.  
More in-depth investigations covering thin ply laminates or thickness 
scaling by using thin ply prepreg have been carried out [34–37,39–41, 42, 44, 49–
53]. Yokozeki et al. have tested QI laminates with thin ply prepreg (75 gsm) and 
standard thickness ply prepreg (145 gsm) in static tension, tension-tension fatigue, 
CAI and compression testing and superior characteristics have been found in thin 
ply laminates in all these loading cases [49]. For example, under static tensile loading, 
laminates with thinner plies have shown a 20% higher strength compared with 
thicker plies, as well as fewer accumulated matrix cracks, which is in good 
agreement with the results presented by Sihn et al. [47]. Under compression loading, 
the compressive strength has shown a 16% increase in thin ply laminates compared 
with laminates with standard thickness plies. The increase in strength was attributed 
to a notable increase in the compressive stability of thin ply laminates. In all other 
work focusing on thin ply prepreg, either using thin non-crimp fabric (Chomarat C-
ply [45,60] and TeXtreme [58,59]) or ultra-thin prepreg (NTPT prepreg [43,53]), the 
damage mechanisms such as matrix cracking and delamination were suppressed, and 
a better performance in terms of failure stress and strain was achieved in all these 
laminates. Using thin ply prepreg to replace the standard thickness ply in angle-ply 
laminates produces a promising non-linear stress-strain performance, higher failure 
strains and enlarges the design space in these laminates [63]. 
 The studies as mentioned above have shown the potential to achieve a better 
non-linearity in angle-ply laminates using thin ply prepregs, as the premature failure 
of angle-ply laminates due to matrix cracking and delamination can be avoided.  
Fuller et al. have investigated thin ply angle-ply carbon fibre laminates with angles 
varying from 15° to 45° under static tension [10]. The material chosen for this study 




was Skyflex USN020A carbon fibre/epoxy prepreg with a ply thickness of 0.03mm, 
consisting of Mitsubishi Rayon TR30 carbon fibre and SK chemical K50 120oC 
curing resin. As shown in Figure 2.4, highly non-linear stress-strain behaviour has 
been achieved in all these angle-ply layups. Since the [±455]s laminate showed a low 
initial modulus and strength and the [±155]s laminate showed very limited non-
linearity, the primary interests were focused on the [±205]s, [±255]s, and [±305]s, 
laminates. The [±255]s laminates showed a pseudo-ductile strain of 1.23% as well as 
a failure stress of 927 MPa. The [±305]s laminates have a slightly lower failure stress, 
but the pseudo-ductile strain is more than twice that of the [±255]s laminates. Free-
edge delamination was completely suppressed in each of these thin angle-ply 
laminates. The absence of edge delamination enabled higher failure strains in the 
angle-ply laminates, as well as allowing other mechanisms, e.g. fragmentation in 
carbon layer as observed in [15], to develop within the laminates.  
Fuller et al. further investigated thin ply angle-ply laminates via an analytical 
method, taking into account the large amount of fibre rotations and matrix plasticity 
that was observed in the experiment [12]. This method used an orthotropic plasticity 
model developed by Sun and Chen [64], as well as taking into account fibre rotation. 
A unit cell of the thin angle-ply laminates has been defined in a micromechanical 
model with orthotropic linear-elastic fibre properties and isotropic elastic-plastic 
matrix properties following the von Mises J2-flow rule. The analytical tensile stress-
strain response of [±5]s laminates with different angles was shown to have a good 
agreement with experimental results in the region lower than 2%, and only showed 
a slightly stiffer behaviour in the high strain region compared to the experimental 
results. A parametric study on parameters governing pseudo-ductility suggested that 
[±5]s and [±5]s laminates show the most promising pseudo-ductile behaviour. 
The result has shown that even 1° difference in ply angles brought notable 
differences in overall behaviour. For example, the pseudo-ductile strains for the 
[±265]s and [±275]s laminates are 1.2% and 1.47% respectively. Similar modelling 
work on thin angle-ply laminates can also been found in [65].  





Figure 2.4: Experimental longitudinal stress-strain curves of [±]n angle-ply laminates with 
angles vary between 15° and 45°. All the laminates were made of Skyflex USN020 TR30 
carbon fibre prepreg with nominal ply thickness of 0.03 mm. The figure is reproduced from 
[10].  
As pseudo-ductility and high strain to failure have been demonstrated 
experimentally and analytically in thin ply angle-ply laminates, these laminates have 
been found to be a good substitute for the glass plies in glass/carbon hybrid 
composites. Using thin ply prepreg in angle plies, damage has been suppressed as 
well as providing a larger design space. Fuller et al. have combined the analytical 
model for thin angle-ply laminates with the analytical model for pseudo-ductile UD 
hybrid laminates [18], to predict the stress-strain behaviour and failure modes of 
[±n/0m]s laminates [11].  
Similarly to the pseudo-ductile glass/carbon hybrid laminates, three distinct 
damage modes have been modelled in the [±n/0m]s laminates, including fibre 
fracture/fragmentation of the central 0° plies, dispersed delamination at the 0/- 
interfaces localised to the fracture surfaces and the failure of the angle plies. The first 
major damage predicted to occur in the model is the fracture of the central 0° plies, 
once the fracture strain of the 0° ply fibre has been reached. If the angle plies adjacent 
to the 0° plies are strong enough, fibre fragmentation occurs. In addition, a Mode-II 
delamination at the 0/- interface has been considered in the model. The last failure 
mode considered in the model is failure of the angle plies, which resulted in the final 
failure of the laminate.  






Figure 2.5: The tensile stress-strain curve and damage evolution for the [±265/0]s laminate. 
The black dashed-line represents the modelling results from the same laminate. In the bottom 
image, the dye penetrant reflections are shown in the pink colour and suspected to be damage 
[11]. 
 
Laminates made from the same Skyflex USN020A prepreg with several 
different layups have been simulated in the model, and two of the layups - [±264/0]s 
and [±265/0]s - have been found to show good pseudo-ductile behaviour and have 
been tested for model validation. In the analytical prediction, the [±264/0]s and 
[±265/0]s laminates have exhibited pseudo-ductile strains of 2.01% and 1.91% 
respectively. In the experimental validation, all specimens from the batch of 
[±265/0]s layup have shown stress-strain behaviour that is similar to the analytical 
prediction, exhibiting an averaged pseudo-ductile strain of 2.2% and a “yield” stress 
of 692 MPa. However, the [±264/0]s layup has shown large discrepancies in the 
experimental results – only two specimens have shown pseudo-ductility and the rest 




of them failed catastrophically at the fibre fracture strain. X-ray analysis indicated 
that the early failure was due to the premature failure of the angle plies, due to the 
localised stress being close to the strength of the angle plies. One extra pair of angle 
plies avoided this problem and gave a more conservative design. Figure 2.5 presents 
the stress-strain curve and damage evolution in the [±265/0]s laminate. This 
analytical model has shown sufficient accuracy to predict the behaviour of [±n/0m]s 
laminates made from different materials, stacking sequences and ply orientations.  
Pseudo-ductility and unique damage mechanisms have been found in these 
thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies in tension. To progress these 
laminates to real applications, their behaviour in more complex loading cases needs 
to be understood, particular for critical loading cases that might result in premature 
or catastrophic failure. In this work, the following load cases – open-hole tension, 
compression, bending, tension-tension fatigue and bearing – are the main focuses of 
the present work, and their background will be presented in the following sections.  
 
2.3 Open-hole loading of CFRP laminates 
The open-hole behaviour of these pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates needs 
to be understood since the presence of stress concentrations can lead to significant 
strength reduction and catastrophic failure. Limited work has been reported on the 
open-hole response of pseudo-ductile laminates [28,66,67]. 
 Several studies have been carried out to investigate the factors and damage 
mechanisms that related to the notched strength of the laminates. The strength of a 
notched laminate is related to a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic factors, including 
hole size and geometry, ply thickness, laminate size, stacking sequences, material 
constituents, the quality of machining and some interactions between these factors 
[68–79].  
In all these investigations, notch sensitivity has been found to be related to 
the damage growth within the laminate prior to final failure. Harris and Morris have 
tested a number of quasi-isotropic (QI) [0/±45/90]ns laminates and cross-ply 
[0/±45]ns laminates with different numbers of sub-laminates to examine the role of 




delamination on the notched strength [79]. The results indicated that the strength of 
the [0/±45/90]s laminates decreased with the increasing number of sub-laminates. 
According to the radiographs of crack-tip damage, the decrease in the [0/±45/90]ns 
laminates is due to the smaller damage zone at the crack-tip in the laminate with 
more sub-laminates and less stress relief in the laminates. The strength of the 
[0/±45]ns laminates increased with the increasing number of sub-laminates, as the 
blocks of delamination at the +45/-45 interface have been prevented in the thicker 
laminates. This allowed fibre fracture and splitting developed in all plies and stress 
redistribute next to the notch.   
In order to understand the relation between different types of damage and 
notched strength, Kortschot and Beaumont conducted a series of tensile tests on 
notched cross-ply laminates and employed an X-ray technique to monitor damage in 
the specimen [69,78]. All the specimens have been categorised into three batches by 
different ratios of total notch length to specimen width: 0.125, 0.25 and 0.5. Similar 
damage patterns, such as 0° ply splitting, transverse ply cracking and delamination 
at the 0/90 interfaces, have been observed in X-ray images from all three batches. 
They have measured the length of splitting and the base length of delamination and 
then linked these two parameters to the strength of the specimens. They concluded 
that the strength of these cross-ply specimens increased with the increase of splitting 
length since 0° plies splitting can redistribute the stress at the tip of the notch and 
have a significant influence on the notched strength of the laminate. Based on the 
damage observation, they have developed a damage-based notched strength model 
to predict the damage growth and notched strength.  
Similar observations and conclusions have been found in many other studies 
[70,73–77,80]. Laminate thickness and scaling effects influencing the sub-critical 
damage development and notched strength have been discussed. Among all of these 
studies, lower notched strengths have been observed in the laminates with a lower 
ply thickness, a smaller number of blocked plies or sub-laminate level scaling. This 
is due to the damage mechanisms blunting the notch, such as 0° plies splitting, matrix 
cracking and triangular delamination extending from the splits being less in these 
laminates. Wisnom et al. [81] and Hallett et al. [70] have demonstrated that 




introducing cohesive elements along the splitting route in FE analysis can effectively 
model the effect of the split in 0° plies.  
A more extensive and comprehensive experimental testing programme on 
scaling of notched composites was performed by Green et al. [80]. They carried out 
a series of open-hole tensile tests with different hole diameters and ply thicknesses 
to investigate the scaling effects in notched composites. Quasi-isotropic CFRP 
laminates with stacking sequences [45m/90m/-45m/0m]ns were tested in static tension 
containing central holes with diameters from 3.175mm to 25.4mm. The results 
showed that the open-hole performance was dependent upon hole size and laminate 
thickness. In the ply-level scaling, the failure mode transitioned from pull-out to 
delamination dominated failure with the increase of ply thickness, and delamination 
was reduced if the ratio of hole diameter to ply thickness was increased. For sub-
laminate-level scaling, less splitting in the 0° plies was observed when increasing 
the total number of sub-laminates, and a lower notched strength found. Overall, this 
study has indicated that less sub-critical damage has been found in laminates with a 
less ply blocking and a larger hole dimension, resulting in a larger strength reduction. 
The notched strength is plotted with the hole diameter and changing the thickness in 
Figure 2.6. This is because sub-critical damage can redistribute the stress at the hole 
edge and delay the onset of final failure.  
 
Figure 2.6: Notched strength is plotted against hole diameter for ply-level scaling and sub-
laminate-level scaling laminates [80]. 
 




From the studies mentioned above, notch-sensitivity was highly related to 
the damage development within the laminate prior to final fracture. Subcritical 
damage can redistribute the stress at the notch-tip and result in a higher notched 
strength. However, this could be a concern with laminates using thin plies, since the 
damage suppression characteristic of thin plies/low thickness plies has been shown 
to be sensitive to notches [43,45–47,49]. The open-hole tensile strength of thin ply 
laminates can be at least 10% lower than the laminates made from thicker plies, 
whilst failing in a more brittle manner. For example, Sihn et al. presented the open-
hole tensile strength of the THIN QI laminate (t = 0.04 mm) as being 10% lower 
than the THICK one (t = 0.20 mm) [47]. The damage of these laminates has been 
analysed via acoustic emission (AE) and X-ray techniques. Results have shown that 
more AE energy events were captured during loading and more micro-cracks were 
observed at the hole edge of the THICK than the THIN laminates. Figure 2.7 presents 
typical visual damage observations of the failed THIN and THICK specimens. 
Similar findings were also presented in the notched responses of non-crimp fabric 
thin-ply laminates by Arteiro et al. [45]. In laminates with a centre-notched or centre-
drilled hole, brittle net-section failure was observed in the laminates made from thin 
non-crimp C-ply.  
 
Figure 2.7: A comparison between THICK and THIN specimens after ultimate load [47]. 
 
To improve the notched performance of thin-ply laminates and maintain the 
benefits of using thin ply prepregs, it is necessary to design the laminate with “built 




in” damage. Furtado et al. have developed a selective ply-level hybridisation concept 
(HYBRID) [46], which combined off-axis thin plies with standard thickness 0° plies 
in a QI laminate and then compared them with the THIN and THICK laminates with 
the same layups respectively. The HYBRID and THICK specimens exhibited very 
similar damage modes, including splitting along the 0° fibres and some localised 
delaminations across the width of the specimen next to the hole edge. The notched 
strength of the HYBRID laminate was higher than the THIN laminate and slightly 
lower than the THICK laminates. Although the notched strength of the HYBRID 
laminate reduced when increasing the hole dimension, the influence of hole 
dimension on the laminate strength was less than the THIN laminates. This study 
successfully demonstrated that introducing “built in” damage (e.g. 0° ply splitting) 
can effectively improve the notched performance of thin ply laminates without losing 
their unnotched tensile response.   
Jalalvand et al. [28] suggested that, based on numerical modelling, the notch 
sensitivity can be reduced in QI laminates made from pseudo-ductile thin-ply hybrid 
sub-laminates. The results showed that when the ratio of pseudo-ductile strain to 
“yield” strain is sufficiently high, the stress concentration can be reduced since 
damage initiated in the pseudo-ductile thin-ply hybrid sub-laminate can re-distribute 
the stress around the hole. This  has been experimentally demonstrated in [66,67]. 
These studies provide a good indication that the damage mechanisms of pseudo-
ductile thin angle-ply laminates mentioned in section 2.2, e.g. fibre fragmentation, 
could be mechanisms in blunting notch in the thin ply specimen under open-hole 
tensile loading.   
 
2.4 Compressive loading 
Thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies have shown metal-like stress-strain 
behaviour in tensile loading. If these pseudo-ductile laminates are applied to real 
structures, compressive behaviour is often a critical design case since the 
compressive strength is often found to be lower than in tension [83]. It is essential to 
fully understand the compressive behaviour of these laminates so that confidence in 
their utilisation can be increased.  




 Compressive behaviour and failure modes have been investigated 
extensively in the past [83–98] and the results have shown that plastic microbuckling 
– governed by the shear instability of the fibres in the surrounding matrix - was the 
major compressive failure mechanism in many commercial fibre composites. In UD 
laminates, fibre micro-buckling is induced from the instability of fibres under 
compressive loading, followed by plastic deformation in the surrounding matrix. 
This allows the further rotation of the fibre to form a “kink-band”, which contributes 
to the final failure. Figure 2.8 shows a typical illustration of how the “kink-band” is 
formed.  
 
Figure 2.8: An illustration showing kinking band formation under compressive loading: (a) 
the initial misalignment or in-plane waviness, (b) micro-buckling of fibres and (c) formation 
of kink-band. 
 
 A significant number of theoretical analyses have been performed to predict 
the compressive strength of fibre reinforced composites. One of the earliest models 
to predict the compressive strength was presented by Rosen [99], where the 
compressive strength was related to the work done by compressing composites and 
the strain energy in the fibre and matrix. Jelf and Fleck [87] have extended Rosen’s 
model which assumed an elastic buckling of an initially perfectly aligned fibre, to a 
more realistic elastic-perfectly plastic case, incorporating matrix strain hardening 
and finite fibre stiffness. Through a series of imperfection-sensitivity studies, the 
matrix yield strength and the initial fibre misalignment/waviness have been found to 
be the key factors on the compressive strength and buckling behaviour. Budiansky, 
Fleck et al [84], Jelf, Fleck et al. [100] and Wisnom [95] have shown that the 




compressive strength reduces linearly with the increase of applied shear stress until 
the shear strength has been reached – it is a maximum when the shear stress is zero. 
Figure 2.9 shows the variation of axial compressive strength with applied shear stress. 
Fibre waviness and misalignment can introduce very large shear stresses, and result 
in shear instability under a lower applied compressive load compared with the 
perfectly aligned case [83,94–96]. For example, Wisnom [94] has demonstrated that 
the compressive strength could be reduced from 1949 MPa to 940 MPa, from only a 
small angle change from 0.75° to 3°.  
 
Figure 2.9: Compressive strength is plotted against matrix shear yield strength [100]. 
 
 Studies on compressive behaviour of CFRPs have been extended to angle-
ply laminates and the effect of angle plies on the 0° plies’ failure [101–106]. The 
compressive strength of angle-ply laminates was found to be significantly lower than 
UD laminates. It decreases significantly with the increase of angle in the angle plies, 
and the degree of non-linearity increases [101,105,107]. In terms of failure modes, 
the dominant failure mode for the angle-ply laminates with a small angle (below 15°) 
is characterised by brooming and interlaminar cracking. When the angles lie between 
15° and 45°, the laminates fail as a single fracture parallel to the fibre direction. This 
failure is governed by in-plane matrix shearing and high transverse tensile stress. 
With the further increase of angles to between 60° and 90°, failure is attributed to 
matrix dominated transverse compression. Fuller et al. have observed similar 
behaviour for the [±n]s and [±n]s laminates made from thin ply prepreg [63]. 




 In the studies focused on off-axis laminates containing 0° plies, the effect of 
off-axis plies on 0° fibre micro-buckling has been investigated. Soutis et al. have 
tested cross-ply and QI laminates containing different percentages of 0° plies [97]. 
Failure strains of all the laminates were found to be independent of the layup, 
suggesting that the ±° plies have very limited effect on the micro-buckling strain 
of the 0° plies. The damage modes observed in these laminates were micro-buckling 
of 0° plies, followed by delamination at the 0/ interfaces. Berbinau et al. tested 
[(±/02)2]s laminates with  equal to 30°, 45°, 60° and 75° [106]. Each of these 
specimens failed by splitting parallel to the fibres in the angle-ply layers, with fibre 
micro-buckling of the 0° plies and delamination between 0° and ± plies, where 
micro-buckling of the 0° plies was found to be the major mechanism and to cause 
the catastrophic failure. The ±45° plies provided the best lateral support among all 
angles. However, the difference in failure strain was less than 5% which indicated 
the values of  had little effect on the 0° plies. Via a modified micro-buckling model, 
it was also suggested that matrix cracking and edge delamination could trigger 
micro-buckling in the 0° plies at a lower stress/strain in a [(±/02)2]s laminate.  
 From the studies discussed above, angle-ply laminates have shown a 
significant degree of non-linearity under compressive loading if the angles in the 
angle-ply were higher than 15°. However, due to the high in-plane shear stress and 
transverse tensile stress, angle-ply laminates have a lower compressive strength 
compared to UD laminates. Laminate with both off-axis plies and 0° plies tend to 
fail at a higher stress than monolithic angle-ply laminates, but the micro-buckling in 
the 0° plies and delamination at the 0/ interface result in catastrophic failure. In the 
studies of thin ply laminates [49,61], if the ply is sufficiently thin, delamination can 
be suppressed in compressive loading. The delamination at the 0/ interface can be 
avoided and a more progressive failure can be promoted in thin ply angle-ply 
laminates with central 0° plies. In some of the most recent works on glass/carbon 
hybrid composites [15,108], Czel et al. have observed progressive ply fragmentation 
in a compressive test of high modulus carbon fibre plies. This suggests the potential 
to exhibit pseudo-ductility under compression with the absence of kink-bands due to 
shear instability.  





Flexural loading is another crucial but more complicated loading case, involving 
compression and tension on the top and bottom sides of the specimen respectively, 
as well as interlaminar stresses in the through thickness direction. This means that 
when laminates are loaded in flexure, their compressive, tensile and shear properties 
all need to be taken into consideration. The flexural strength can be the same as the 
tensile/compressive strength of the laminate, depending on whichever is the lower, 
but in most cases the flexural strength lies between these two properties due to the 
fact that micro-buckling can be inhibited on the compressive side of the beam by the 
stress gradient, and so much higher strains can be achieved in bending [109–111]. 
 Flexural behaviour and the dominant damage modes can be significantly 
influenced by the laminate layup and test configuration [112–115]. Increasing the 
span-to-thickness ratio results in the failure mode changing from interlaminar shear 
failure to tensile/compressive failure [112]. For example, Davies et al. investigated 
the effect of flexural behaviour on three different span-to-thickness ratios of 16, 32 
and 64 [113]. The flexural strength was found to increase with the increase of span-
to-thickness ratio. The authors have also reported that a larger non-linearity is 
presented in the load-strain curves for the laminates with a ratio of 64 than 16 or 32, 
due to the geometrical non-linearity. Although differences have been seen in the 
strength and load-strain curves for the different ratios, the failure modes were similar 
among these cases: out-of-plane fibre micro-buckling induced compressive failure, 
followed by minor delamination on the compressive side of the beam. Jackson et al. 
have studied the layup and scale effects in the failure of laminates in flexural loading 
[115]. Laminates with UD, angle-ply, cross-ply and QI layups have been machined 
into different dimensions and tested in a hinged-pinned flexural test fixture. Different 
layups have exhibited different failure mechanisms in bending. UD laminates failed 
mainly by fibre facture and longitudinal splitting, whilst angle-ply laminates failed 
by transverse matrix cracking along the angle direction. Size-related effects had very 
little influence on the failure mechanisms of both laminates. However, in the cross-
ply laminates, the failure mechanisms transited from fibre fracture of the outer 0° 
plies and transverse matrix cracks in the 90° plies, to delamination at the 90/0 
interface. In terms of bending strength and strain, the angle-ply laminates were 




influenced the most, whilst the UD laminates showed the least sensitivity to size 
effects.  
 Caminero et al. [116] have also investigated the effect of stacking sequence 
on flexural behaviour via a series of different layups, including UD layup [0]12, and 
multi-directional layups [0/90]3s, [±45]3s, and [0/90/±452]3s tested in 3-point bending. 
Most of the layups failed catastrophically with a sudden load drop, apart from the 
[±45]3s laminates. The [±45]3s laminates exhibited the largest non-linearity and high 
strain to failure due to the scissoring of angle plies on both the compressive and 
tensile sides. Severe matrix cracks and delamination due to the high free-edge 
interlaminar stresses initiated from the tensile side and progressed to the compressive 
side, resulting in progressive pseudo-ductile behaviour. For the two layups with 0° 
plies, the damage initiated in the [0/90]3s and [0/90/±452]3s laminates is compressive 
micro-buckling and delamination at the 0/90 interfaces. Delamination at the ±45 
interface on the tensile side was also observed. All these layups, apart from the 
[±45]3s laminates, failed catastrophically which is caused by the sudden compressive 
failure. Figure 2.10 shows the load-displacement curves and damage for cross-ply 
and angle-ply laminates that have been mentioned in the previous context.  
 From the studies above, the [±45]3s angle-ply laminate has shown favourable 
non-linear behaviour and gradual failure. The micro-damage accumulation and the 
matrix yield in the angle plies contributed to the non-linear behaviour in tensile, 
compressive and flexural loading. The dissimilar behaviour on the tensile and 
compressive sides causes a non-symmetric strain field through the thickness [117–
121]. In addition, due to significant non-linear tensile and compressive stress-strain 
behaviour for the [±45]3s laminate, possible large deflections in the bending test and 
non-linear stress-strain behaviour of the fibres, linear elastic analysis is not sufficient 
for analysing these laminate beams [121–123]. The earliest evaluation presented by 
Jones [121] has shown an analysis to predict the flexural strength and modulus based 
on the non-linear material response, but restricted to the material with bilinear stress-
strain behaviour. Wisnom [123] also developed an analytical model by assuming the 
non-linear tensile and compressive modulus as a linear function of strains. The 
predicted results have shown a good agreement with experimental results as well as 




up to a 20% difference compared to the linear elastic bending theory. Some more 
recent work presented by Serna Moreno et al. [115,117–120] has focused on flexural 
behaviour analysis on the UD, cross-ply and angle-ply laminates with a dissimilar 
tensile and compressive modulus. In the work focused on the [±45]ns angle-ply 
laminate [119], the pseudo-ductile flexural response has been investigated and 
predicted in more detail. In contrast to the UD, cross-ply and QI laminates, the 
damage initiation of the [±45]ns angle-ply laminate started by matrix micro-cracking 
from the tensile side. With increasing load, the remaining plies next to the first failure 
plies sustained further loading and this micro-cracking propagated to the adjacent 
layers until complete failure occurred. The progressive damage accumulation 
starting from the tensile side has been shown to successfully demonstrate pseudo-
ductility in flexural loading. Similar tension dominated failure has been reported in 
the bending work by Wisnom [114,124]. This observation gives a good indication 
that when pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates are subjected to bending, the 
initiation of 0° ply fragmentation on the tensile side would delay the damage 
accumulation on the compressive side and therefore achieve a more gradual failure.  
 
Figure 2.10: Load-displacement curves and optical damage observations for two different 
layups. A non-linear curve and more progressive damage development can be seen in the 
angle-ply laminate rather than cross-ply laminate [116].  





Any structure made from carbon fibre composite may suffer from fatigue load in its 
service life, therefore the fatigue performance is another important property that 
needs to be understood, predicted and considered in design. In fibre reinforced 
composites, defects such as voids, fibre wrinkles and misalignments can be damage 
initiation points when subjected to fatigue loading [125]. The accumulation of 
damage such as matrix cracking, interfacial debonding and fibre breakage leads to 
more detectable damage such as delamination and splitting that can cause the 
eventual failure of a composite in cyclic loading.   
 To assess the damage that has developed during cyclic loading, residual 
strength and residual modulus have been found to be a common scale and the failure 
is assumed to have occurred at a residual strength equal to the maximum stress 
amplitude. Figure 2.11 shows typical degradation curves – normalised stiffness and 
strength against number of cycles. In these curves, the stiffness is found to be more 
sensitive to the damage accumulation over cyclic loading than the strength [125].  
 
Figure 2.11: Normalised mechanical property reduction against number of cycles [125]. 
 
 The fatigue life and damage accumulation are significantly influenced by 
numerous factors including load severity, frequency of cyclic loading, the R-ratio 




(stress ratio, defined as the ratio of the minimum and maximum cyclic stresses), 
material constituents and laminate stacking sequence [125–139]. It is particularly 
worth mentioning the effect of loading frequency on fatigue life as it has been found 
to vary depending on stacking sequences. For example, Saff [135] has shown that 
when the frequency increased from 0.1Hz to 10 Hz, the fatigue life of a [±42]s 
laminate at 10Hz is only one tenth of that at 0.1 Hz due to the self-generated heat. 
Miyano et al. [140] have developed a method on predicting fatigue life of UD carbon 
fibre composites. Based on the results from both the prediction and experimental 
validation, for a given fatigue strength, the number of cycles to failure is lower for 
the specimen tested at a frequency f = 0.02 Hz than at a frequency of f = 2 Hz due to 
the viscoelastic behaviour of polymer matrix. However, for laminates containing 0° 
plies, the loading frequency has less effect on fatigue life in general.  
 The influence of laminate configuration/stacking sequence on fatigue life 
has been found to be based on the damage accumulation within the laminate 
[130,131,141–146]. O’Brien [143,147] conducted tension-tension fatigue testing on 
[02/2/-2]s carbon fibre laminates, with  = 15, 20, 25 and 30°. The damage 
sequences in all these layups are similar: matrix cracks in -° plies, followed by the 
local and edge delamination at the /- interfaces. Similar damage accumulation has 
also been observed in QI laminates in fatigue presented by Masters and Reifsnider 
[130]. For a [0/±2]s laminate, the sequence of damage was transverse cracks in 
the 90° layer, transverse cracks in the ±45° layers and delamination at the 45/-45 
interfaces at the free-edge. Some of the damage observed in fatigue specimens, such 
as the cracking initiated in the off-axis plies and the extensive edge delamination, 
have not been seen in the static specimens. This suggests that the damage 
accumulated at fatigue loads was transverse ply cracking and delamination, and it 
was more severe than that seen under static tensile loading. 
Due to the significant role of damage on fatigue behaviour, Poursartip et al. 
have developed a model to predict the stiffness loss due to damage [145,146]. 
Analysis has focused on two stages: the stiffness loss was based on the delamination 
area and a slow stiffness reduction was attributed to the breakage of the 0° plies once 




the delamination was completed. They also found that the damage growth rate is 
independent of the damage in the specimens at a constant applied stress level.  
However, the previous investigation on thin ply laminates [47] has shown 
no microcracks and less edge delamination under fatigue loading compared with 
laminates made from standard thickness plies. This suggests that when the pseudo-
ductile thin ply angle-ply laminate with central 0° plies is subjected to fatigue loading, 
a stiffness reduction is unlikely due to transverse cracking. As mentioned in section 
2.2, the damage modes observed in these laminates under static tension were 
fragmentation of the central 0° plies, delamination localised to the fractured 0° plies 
and a small amount of edge delamination at the /- interface. Therefore, the growth 
of localised dispersed delamination in addition to the free edge delamination under 
fatigue load would be the main fatigue damage mechanisms and their effect on the 
reduction of laminate properties needs to be assessed. 
Wisnom et al. presented more details on the delamination growth under 
fatigue tension loading using laminates with terminating internal plies [148] and 
tapered laminates [149]. These two types of laminate have been found to be prone to 
delamination, in both static tensile and fatigue loading. In their studies, the 
delamination has developed and propagated along the interface between the 
continuous and cut plies at a constant rate [148]. Delamination growth rate and the 
strain energy release rate have been estimated based on the measured modulus before 
and after fatigue loading. In addition, delamination growth rate has been found to 
vary with thickness and orientation of plies, and thinner specimens showed an 
increased delamination growth rate. These delamination studies are very similar to 
the pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates with fractured central 0° plies loaded 
in fatigue, as specimen with internal cut or fractured plies favour a Mode-II 
delamination. 
 
2.7 Bearing  
Mechanically fastened joints are a critical part in the application of composites, since 
these connect different parts together and transfer the loads between them. The load 




is transferred through friction produced by the laminates and bolt thread, mechanical 
interlocking of the bolt head and the shear force in the fastener. The failure modes 
of mechanically fastened joints vary based on the material, layup and geometry 
factors, and bearing strength is always found to be lower than the unnotched strength 
due to the stress concentration around the hole, therefore the bearing behaviour needs 
to be well understood to design joints more efficiently without any premature failure 
of the composite structure.  
 One of the common ways for determining the bearing response of laminates 
is via a single bolted joint. Among all the studies on bolted composite joints, net-
section tension, shear, cleavage, tear-out and bearing were the five main common 
failure modes in laminates and are presented in Figure 2.12. Net-section tension and 
cleavage are often associated with bearing/bypass interaction.  
 
Figure 2.12: Five typical damage modes observed in bolted composite joints: (a) net-
section tension, (b) shear-out, (c) bearing, (d) tear-out and (e) cleavage.  
 
Extensive studies have been carried out to investigate the effect of 
geometrical parameters on bolted joint laminates [150–162]. Zhang et al. explored 
the effect of end distance on the bearing behaviour of a QI laminate [150]. With the 
end distance to diameter ratio (E/D) increasing, the failure mode transitioned from 
cleavage/shear failure to a progressive bearing failure. An intrinsic critical length has 
been selected to assess the failure mode – laminates tend to fail in cleavage if the 
end distance is smaller than the critical length and vice versa. An E/D ratio of 3 is 
recommended to be used in the design for QI laminates according to many studies. 
A similar trend has also been seen in the width to diameter ratio (W/D) that with the 
increase of this ratio, the failure mode changes from tension dominated failure to 
bearing failure [151,152,158,163]. Hamada et al. [152] and Park et al. [153] 
presented the effect of stacking sequences on bearing behaviour in more detail. 
Similar conclusions have been made that, for either QI or cross-ply layups, the 




stacking sequences of the internal plies had limited influence on bearing strength, 
but the plies on the outer surface played an important role. The studies found that the 
laminates with 90° plies on the outer layers were stronger than those with 0° plies.  
Many experimental investigations and theoretical models have been 
developed to understand the behaviour and damage mechanisms of bolted composite 
joints [151,152,155,157,164]. Wang et al. studied the bearing failure of cross-ply 
and QI laminates with different layups in a double shear-lap bolted joint test [151]. 
QI layups have shown higher bearing strengths than cross-ply laminates at the same 
test condition, particularly for those with 90° layers on the outer surfaces since ±45 
plies improved the shear strength of the QI laminate. In terms of damage 
observations, out-of-plane shear cracks and delamination have been observed in all 
layups. The shear cracks often come in pairs and are attributed to the accumulation 
of fibre kinking, fibre-matrix shear and matrix compression in each ply of the 
laminate. In addition, a linear load-displacement response and catastrophic failure 
have been observed, due to the unstable delamination initiated from the shear cracks. 
When increasing the initial applied clamping pressure, the bearing strength has also 
been found to increase. Shear cracks and delamination were reduced within the 
specimen due to the lateral constraint from tightening the bolts. A clear comparison 
of bearing damage at finger tight and high clamping pressure conditions is presented 
in Figure 2.13 [151].  
 
Figure 2.13: A schematic description of the bearing damage at low (finger tight) and high 
clamping pressures [151]. Under low clamping pressure, damage accumulates in the 
individual plies to form significant amounts of shear cracks in the bearing plane of the 
laminates; under high clamping pressure, the shear cracks are inhibited due to the restraints 
in the transverse direction.  




Xiao et al. [157] and Sola et al. [164] further investigated in detail the role 
of fibre kinking in bearing tests of carbon fibre composites. In these studies, a kink-
band plays a dominant role in leading to bearing failure. Fibre kinking has been 
shown to be the first major damage occurring within the laminates. With further 
applied load, the kink-band propagated in both the in-plane and out-of-plane 
direction (referred as out-of-plane shear cracks in [151]). These kink-bands triggered 
delamination located close to the outer layers of the laminate due to lack of ply 
constraint effects, resulting in the final failure. Figure 2.14 presents typical damage 
observations at the bearing plane at 60% and 75% of the maximum load respectively.  
All the studies discussed above were based on laminates made from standard 
thickness plies. When thin ply laminates are subjected to bearing load, damage 
mechanisms have been found to be different from those studies above [43,45]. Thin 
ply laminates have shown superior bearing responses to standard thickness ply 
laminates (e.g. IM7/8552). Although matrix cracking and fibre kinking have been 
observed in these thin ply laminates, delamination has been successfully inhibited. 
This suggests that when the pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates are loaded 
in bearing, the compressive damage in 0° plies, either fibre kinking or progressive 
fibre fracture, may not cause catastrophic failure of the laminate if the delamination 
is suppressed.  
Once the number of fasteners is increased to two or more, the design and 
analysis of bolted joint laminates becomes more complex. It involves both the 
bearing behaviour at each fastener and the ability of load to bypass from one fastener 
to another. Each fastener needs to be designed to carry an allowable portion of the 
load, and premature failure in any fastener would be undesirable. Many studies have 
focused on testing multi-bolted laminates joints, and in addition to those factors 
mentioned in bearing tests, the material properties of the fixture and bolts, and the 
distance and alignment between adjacent holes are also important in testing multi-
bolted joints [165–172].  





Figure 2.14: SEM images show bearing damage at 60% and 75% of the maximum load [157]. 
 
A review of the literature has shown that pseudo-ductility has been 
developed in thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies under tension. 
Damage suppression of thin ply prepreg allows damage mechanisms of 
fragmentation in the 0° plies and localised delamination to develop in these laminates. 
These pseudo-ductile laminates would be expected to take the advantage of thin-ply 
laminates, with their other mechanisms providing different behaviour in a range of 
loading conditions compared with conventional carbon fibre composites.  
In open-hole tensile loading, due to the lack of damage mechanisms, thin 
ply laminates are found to be very sensitive to notches. Previous research has 




suggested that introducing built-in damage within thin ply laminates can improve the 
notched performance, indicating fibre fragmentation of 0° plies of pseudo-ductile 
laminates could be the mechanism for redistributing the stress around the hole and 
achieving a better notched strength. When thin-ply angle-ply laminates are under 
compression, micro-buckling in the 0° plies has been found to be delayed due to the 
lack of matrix cracking and edge delamination. Delamination at the 0/ interface can 
also be suppressed, which allows progressive fibre fractures to occur in the central 
0° plies with the support from adjacent angle plies and could achieve pseudo-
ductility under compression. A similar indication should also be given in bearing 
load. When pseudo-ductile laminates are loaded in flexure, progressive fibre 
fractures on both the tensile and compressive sides of the beam are observed. The 
initiation of 0° ply fragmentation on the tensile side would delay the damage 
accumulation on the compressive side and therefore achieve a more gradual failure.










3 Unnotched and open-hole response of 








This chapter presents an experimental investigation on the unnotched and open-hole 
tensile behaviour of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply carbon fibre/epoxy laminates 
with central 0° plies. Laminates with two different configurations of [±5/0]s and 
[±2/0]s were designed and tested under unnotched and open-hole tensile loading. 
Metal-like tensile stress-strain curves with a plateau were observed in both 
unnotched configurations. The open-hole net-section strength of the [±2/0]s 
laminate attained 96% of the unnotched “yield” strength. Digital image correlation 
and X-ray CT-scan images showed that the same damage mechanisms of central 0° 
ply fragmentation and local dispersed delamination observed in unnotched pseudo-
ductile laminates were present in the open-hole specimens of the same configuration. 
These damage mechanisms caused stress redistribution around the hole and reduced 
the notch sensitivity in pseudo-ductile laminates under open-hole tensile loading. 
The main factors governing the open-hole performance are also discussed. 
 





Pseudo-ductility and unique damage mechanisms have been found in these thin ply 
angle-ply laminates in tension. However, to progress these laminates towards real 
applications, their open-hole behaviour needs to be understood since the presence of 
stress concentrations can lead to catastrophic failure and significant strength 
reduction.  
In previous research, notch sensitivity has been found to be related to the 
damage within the laminate prior to the final failure. For example, Kortschot and 
Beaumont [78] conducted a series of tensile tests on notched cross-ply laminates and 
employed an X-ray machine to monitor damage in the specimen, to understand the 
relation between damage and notched strength of open-hole specimens. The results 
showed that sub-critical damage in cross-ply laminates, such as 0° ply splitting, 
transverse ply cracking and delamination, can redistribute the stress and have a 
significant influence on the notched strength of the laminate. Similar conclusions 
have also been found in many other studies and also it has been found that the 
laminates tend to be less notch sensitive when the hole size is relatively small.  
However, this could be a concern with laminates using thin plies, for 
example pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates, since the damage suppression 
characteristic in thin plies has been shown to make laminates sensitive to notches.  
The open-hole strength of thin ply laminates can be at least 10% lower than for 
thicker plies, whilst failing in a more brittle manner [47].  
In the present chapter, the studies of pseudo-ductile laminates in unnotched 
tensile loading have been extended from laminates with all standard modulus fibre 
prepreg to intermediate – high modulus fibre prepreg combinations. Based on this, 
the open-hole tensile performance of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates has 
been investigated and the role of the damage mechanisms of these pseudo-ductile 
laminates on their notch sensitivity has been studied. The damage within the 
laminates was studied using acoustic emission and Digital Image Correlation (DIC) 
during testing, and ultrasonic C-scan and X-ray CT-scan techniques for post-failure 
analysis.  




3.2  Design methods 
As mentioned in the work presented by Javalvand et al. [28], in a pseudo-ductile 
glass-carbon hybrid QI laminate with thin carbon plies, notch sensitivity is expected 
to decrease with increasing ratio of pseudo-ductile strain to “yield” strain (termed 
strain ratio) and it can potentially be eliminated when the strain ratio is greater than 
3.  
        Inspired by this, two different pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminate 
configurations were tested: one is a laminate with a strain ratio higher than 3 and 
other one has a low strain ratio for a contrasting study. The design of the unnotched 
specimens follows an analytical method developed by Fuller et al. [11]. 
 
3.2.1 Design concepts for unnotched specimens 
The criteria used in the design of a pseudo-ductile [±m/0n]s laminate follow the 
analytical method presented by Fuller et al. [11] and is briefly summarised here. The 
failure mode of thin ply angle-ply laminates with internal 0° plies depends on the 
elastic properties of the angle plies, 0° plies and their thicknesses. The possible 
failure modes of these laminates include failure and fragmentation of the central 0° 
plies, delamination initiating from fracture surface of the central 0° plies and fibre 
fracture of angle plies. Two types of design considerations are made here in order to 
promote failure in a pseudo-ductile manner: 
(1) Once the fibre failure strain of the 0° plies has been reached, the central 0° plies 
start to fracture and the ±° plies have to be sufficiently strong to withstand the 
increased stress at the crack tip (crack) to promote multiple fractures in the 
central 0° plies (termed fragmentation) that leads to gradual failure. crack is 














K     (3.1) 
where x is the laminate applied stress, tAP is the thickness of angle plies, t is the 
total laminate thickness and Kt is an assumed stress concentration factor (SCF) 
since the broken 0° plies can introduce a non-uniform stress distribution around 




the surrounding angle plies and may lead to the fracture of these angle plies. An 
approximate SCF value of 1.08 predicted from a finite element analysis, was 
used for all of the laminates [18].  
 
(2) The stress concentration at the crack tip promotes a Mode-II delamination at the 
0/ interface. The second design criterion is to assess the delamination stress, 
ensuring it is higher than the fragmentation stress to avoid the complete 
delamination of the specimen after the first fracture. The delamination stress del 














=  (3.2) 
In this equation, GIIc denotes the critical Model-II fracture energy, subscripts 
“UD” and “AP” denote the properties of the 0° plies and angle plies respectively, 
and ExAP and E11 represent the stiffness of the angle plies and 0° plies 
respectively. 
 
To achieve the required strain ratio, two approaches can be used, either by 
increasing the final failure strain or reducing the “yield” strain. Standard modulus 
fibres normally have a relatively high fracture strain, for example 1.6% for the T300 
carbon fibre, a high failure strain of 6% is required for the laminate to achieve a 
strain ratio of 3, which is difficult to achieve in angle-ply laminates whilst retaining 
good strength and stiffness. Therefore, high modulus fibre prepreg has been used to 
replace the standard modulus fibre prepreg in the central 0° plies, since the high 
modulus fibres have a lower fracture strain, for example 0.5% for the TORAYCA 
YSH70A carbon fibre. Finally, two different laminates were selected in the present 
study: T300-T300 [±5/0]s laminate, where “T300” stands for prepreg with standard 
modulus fibre T300, and MR60-YSH70 [±2/0]s, where “MR60” and “YSH70” 
denote intermediate modulus MR60 fibre and high modulus YSH70 fibre prepreg 
respectively. The T300-T300 laminate was based on a similar configuration 
presented in [11] and was used for a contrast study. In the MR60-YSH70 laminate, 




since the central 0° plies were replaced by high modulus fibre prepreg, the angle 
plies were adjusted to ±25° to ensure that they would be strong enough to carry the 
stress redistribution after the fracture in the 0° plies. 
 
3.2.2 Material selection, specimen design and manufacture 
The materials used in each of the tests are commercially available spread tow carbon 
fibre prepregs including Skyflex USN020A with TORAYCA T300 standard 
modulus carbon fibre (termed T300), Skyflex UIN020A with Mitsubishi Rayon 
MR60 intermediate modulus fibre (termed MR60), and YSH-70A-
ThinPreg120EPHTg-402 with ultra-high modulus fibre from North Thin-ply 
Technology (termed YSH70). The first two Skyflex prepregs from SK Chemicals 
used K50 low-temperature cure resin and the high modulus fibre prepreg from North 
Thin-ply technology uses a 120 EPHTg-402 type epoxy resin. The elastic properties 
for the different fibre types and cured laminates are given in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 
respectively. 











TORAYCA T300  
(Standard modulus) [173] 
230 1.6 3530 
Mitsubishi Rayon MR60  
(Intermediate modulus) [174] 
290 2.0 5680 
TORAYCA YSH70A  
(High modulus) [175] 
720 0.5 3630 
 
The T300-T300 laminate was laid up from Skyflex USN020A prepreg, 
cured in the autoclave followed with a standard cure cycle of the Skyflex prepreg 
(heating up rate 3 °C/min, dwelling at 80 °C for 30 mins and holding at 125 °C for 
90 mins). The MR60-YSH70 laminate was manufactured from Skyflex UIN020A 
prepreg and North YSH70A with a curing cycle (heating up rate 3 °C/min, dwelling 




at 80 °C for 75 mins and holding at 125 °C for 165 mins). Whilst both materials 
could be cured at the same temperature, the North prepreg required a longer dwell 
period. The cure cycle of the combined MR60-YSH70 laminate was therefore 
selected to be the same as the longer of the two materials, to ensure complete 
crosslinking of both.  
Table 3.2: Cured ply mechanical properties of UD laminates. 






E1 [GPa] 121 a 146 362 
E2 [GPa] 5.4 a 6.6 6.0 
1 [GPa] 1936
 b 2800 1810 
G12 [GPa] 2.76 c 2.97 4.00 
1 [%] 1.6 2.0 0.5 
t [mm] 0.022 0.028 0.032 
vf [%] 52 50 50 
a Estimated from Rule of Mixtures 
b Calculated from E1 and 1 
c Measured experimentally 
 
In order to understand the performance of the adjusted cure cycle, the degree 
of cure was examined by using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Initially, 
DSC was performed on an uncured hybrid mixture with a mass of 10.56 mg with a 
ramp rate of 10 oC/min, start temperature of 35 oC and an end temperature of 250 oC 
(shown as black curve in Figure 3.1). An additional sample underwent an identical 
curing cycle that was used in this study by performing isotherms (75 mins at 80 oC; 
165 mins at 125 oC) using DSC.  This sample (10.86 mg) was analysed with DSC 
with a ramp rate of 10 oC/min and temperature ramp from 35 oC to 250 oC (shown 
as red curve in Figure 3.1). All samples were placed in hermetically-sealed 
aluminium (Tzero) pans and were analysed by a TAI Q200 DSC. 
The DSC curves are shown Figure 3.1. The uncured sample is characterised 
by a large exothermic peak at ~146 oC which signals the irreversible crosslinking of 




epoxy resin. The absence of this exothermic peak in the red curve demonstrates that 
the epoxy resin systems have successfully cured. In addition, the cured MR60-
YSH70 laminate was examined under the microscope and no phase 
separation/delamination was observed. The information above indicates the 
compatibility of the two resins, although no chemical formulation of the above two 
resin systems were provided by the prepreg suppliers. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: DSC signals of the uncured and cured hybrid prepreg specimens. The cured 
hybrid sample had undergone isothermal DSC to mimic the same curing cycle as the 
mechanical test samples. 
 
The unnotched specimens for the T300-T300 [±5/0]s and  MR60-YSH70 
[±2/0]s laminates were designed according to the ASTM 3039 standard, which 
stipulates a parallel edge specimen of gauge length 150 mm and width 15 mm. For 
the open-hole specimens, a central drilled hole with diameter of 3.175 mm was used, 
with a width-to-diameter ratio of 5 and length-to-diameter ratio of 20, giving a 
specimen width of 16mm and gauge length of 64 mm. The thicknesses of the T300-
T300 and MR60-YSH70 laminates were 0.48 mm and 0.25 mm respectively, which 
are too thin for testing in open-hole tension due to the compression across the width 
in the upper and lower edge of the hole that may cause undesired failure. Therefore, 




the configurations of T300-T300 [±265/0]s2 and MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s4 were used 
for the open-hole specimens, both with similar total thicknesses of about 1 mm. In 
both cases, glass fibre-epoxy end-tabs of length 40 mm were attached at each end of 
the specimen. The details of specimen dimensions are specified in Figure 3.2 and 
summarised in Table 3.3. 
 
Table 3.3: Specimen geometries of T300-T300 [±5/0]s and MR60-YSH70 [±2/0]s 
laminates 
 T300-T300 [±5/0]s  MR60-YSH70 [±2/0]s 
 Unnotched Open-hole Unnotched Open-hole 
Thickness [mm] 0.48 0.96 0.25 1.02 
Width [mm] 15.00 16.00 15.00 16.00 
Total length [mm] 230 144 230 144 




Figure 3.2: Schematic of the unnotched and open-hole tensile specimens. Orange crosses on 
each specimen represent the target points used for tracking longitudinal strain. In the open-
hole specimen, the middle region was speckled with black and white dots for surface strain 
tracking by DIC. 
 




3.2.3 Test setup and equipment 
The unnotched and open-hole specimens were tested using an Instron hydraulically-
actuated system with a 25 kN load cell, at loading rates of 2 mm/min and 1 mm/min 
respectively to give similar strain rates on the different length specimens. 
In both tests, the overall strain was measured by an Imetrum Video 
Extensometer. Since the material properties in pseudo-ductile thin-ply angle-ply 
laminate cannot be treated as homogeneous in the loading direction and the damage 
mechanisms of fibre fracture and delamination can initiate from anywhere along the 
gauge length, strain gauges and extensometers are not sufficiently long in this case. 
The overall longitudinal strain measurements were therefore recorded by tracking 
targets which were set up near the top and bottom of the gauge length (the targets 
are shown as orange crosses in Figure 3.2) by using a Video Extensometer. A 10 mm 
gap was left between the targets and end-tabs to minimise the end-tab effects and 
allow a sufficient length to be covered in the strain measurements at the same time.  
In order to evaluate the surface strain field local to the notch and to assess 
damage development in the open-hole specimen during loading, Digital Image 
Correlation (DIC) was employed. The main principle is to take images before and 
after deformation of the area of interest and then make a comparison between them. 
Two LaVision VC-Imager LX 16M CamLink (Nikon) cameras were placed in front 
of the specimen and zoomed in to the area of interest. The test set-up is shown in 
Figure 3.3. The area of interest was speckled with black & white paint and strains 
during loading were tracked by the cameras based on the deformation of these 
speckled patterns. The DIC measurement specifications are summarised in Table 3.4. 
It is also worth noting that the imaging apparatus for the T300-T300 laminates was 
set-up to be able to cover the whole specimen area. To perform the DIC measurement 
on the MR60-YSH70 specimens, once it was ascertained that the non-uniform strain 
field was only in a small region around the open hole, the field of view was reduced 
to increase spatial and strain resolution.  





Figure 3.3: Test setup for open-hole testing 
 
Table 3.4: Stereo DIC measurement specifications. 
Specimen Type T300-T300 [±5/0]s MR60-YSH70 [±2/0]s 
Technique Stereo DIC 
Software LaVision DaVis 8.3.1 
Subset size (Pixels) 29 35 
Step size (Pixels) 3 3 
Camera VC-Imager 16M 
Lens Tokina ATX AF 100/2.8 
Resolutions (Pixels) 5065 x 3336 5283 x 3408 
Field of view (mm) 101.4 x 66.8 63.0 x 40.6 
Spatial resolution (μm) 60 36 
Strain resolution (μs) 114 68 
 
Acoustic emission (AE) also has been employed in the open-hole tensile test 
for detecting damage onset as shown in Figure 3.4. Based on the different energies 
produced in the different damage modes, damage mechanisms can be identified. Two 
acoustic emission sensors were bonded to the surface of the open-hole specimens to 
monitor the real-time damage sequence during loading and they were connected to 
an AE data acquisition system (PAC) PCI2 for further analysis.  





Figure 3.4: Details of the pattern used for tracking the overall longitudinal strain with a video 
extensometer and local strain distribution by DIC, and the position of acoustic emission. 
 
3.3 Unnotched tension testing results 
3.3.1 T300-T300 [±265/0]s laminates 
The stress-strain behaviour of the T300-T300 [±265/0]s laminates is given in Figure 
3.5 and the mean values of the key mechanical properties are summarised in Table 
3.5. All five specimens showed consistent pseudo-ductile stress-strain behaviour. In 
the initial stage of loading, the stress increased approximately linearly with strain 
and a slight softening was observed after a strain of 1.0% was reached. Therefore, 
the modulus presented in Table 3.5 is the chord modulus, estimated between the 
strains of 0.1% and 0.3%. When the specimen was loaded beyond the fracture strain 
of the T300 fibre (x = 1.6%), an approximately constant stress plateau was observed. 
During this stage, the fibres in the central 0° plies fragmented progressively and 
dispersed delamination occurred. The last stage of the curve is a small amount of 
additional loading after saturation of the fragmentation until the mean failure strain 
of 3% was reached when the angle plies failed. This stress-strain curve is similar to 
the one presented in [11], using the same layup but a different fibre type TR30. 
Overall, gradual failure has been successfully achieved in this configuration, with a 
“yield” stress of 792 MPa and a pseudo-ductile strain of 1.39%.  





Figure 3.5: The unnotched tensile stress-strain behaviour of T300-T300 laminates. 
Table 3.5: Mean values for mechanical testing results of T300-T300 [±265/0]s and MR60-
YSH70 [±252/0]s laminates. The coefficients of variation (CV) for each mechanical property 














































3.3.2 MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s laminates 
Figure 3.6 shows the un-notched tensile stress-strain behaviour of the MR60-YSH70 
[±252/0]s laminate and the mechanical properties are summarised in Table 3.5. All 
five specimens showed consistent favourable pseudo-ductile tensile stress-strain 
behaviour although slight discrepancies were observed in the failure strain. From the 
stress-strain curve, an initial linear response was observed, with an initial chord 
modulus of 130 GPa, measured in the region of 0.1% to 0.3% strains. This modulus 
is similar to the modulus of a standard modulus carbon fibre unidirectional prepreg 
such as Skyflex USN020A with T300 fibre, and it shows the potential of introducing 
pseudo-ductile sub-laminates to replace conventional standard modulus carbon fibre 
plies. The response was then followed by an approximately constant stress plateau, 




with multiple small stress variations along the plateau. These stress variations could 
be due to delaminations at the 0/-25 interface initiating immediately from 
fragmentations of the high modulus carbon fibre layer. Another possible explanation 
is the relatively high thickness (tUD/tAP) and modulus (EUD/EAP) of the central 0° plies, 
which therefore carry a high proportion of the load compared with the angle plies, 
which could result in a noticeable stress reduction when they fragment. From the end 
of the plateau to final failure, further load was mainly carried by the angle plies.  
The MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s laminate showed pseudo-ductility with a 
pseudo-ductile strain of 1.54%. Also, it is worth noting that a pseudo-ductile strain 
to initial strain ratio of 3.02 was achieved. This ratio satisfies the design criterion of 
obtaining a strain ratio higher than 3 and provides a contrast with the strain ratio of 
0.86 for the T300-T300 laminate. 
 
Figure 3.6: The unnotched tensile stress-strain behaviour for MR60-YSH70 laminates. 
 
3.4 Damage mode analysis of unnotched specimens 
To understand the damage mechanisms and damage evolution of these two laminates 
over the tensile loading, the specimens from both configurations were loaded to 
various different positions in the stress-strain curve and were then unloaded and 
analysed using X-ray CT-scanning. All the specimens were immersed in a zinc 
iodide dye penetrant for at least 24 hours and then scanning was performed using a 
Nikon XTN320 X-Ray CT inspection machine. Since a very detailed damage 




analysis of [±265/0]s laminates with TR30 fibres can be found in previous work [11], 
only one specimen of T300-T300 [±265/0]s is also presented here. A detailed 
characterisation of the MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s laminates is presented in this section 
since damage analysis with a similar configuration has not previously been published. 
 
3.4.1 X-ray CT-scan of T300-T300 laminates 
The detailed X-ray analysis of the [±265/0]s laminates made from thin ply prepreg 
with TR30 fibre presented by Fuller shows that the critical damage is observed when 
the fibre fragmentation strain has been reached [11]. Therefore, one T300-T300 
specimen was loaded to a strain of 1.8%, which is 0.2% higher than the nominal 
fracture strain of the T300 fibre (1.6%), then scanned by X-ray with a resolution of 
0.078 mm. Figure 3.7 shows the X-ray image of this specimen. 
At this strain, fragmentations in the central 0° plies and dispersed 
delaminations at the 0/-26 interface were expected to have initiated, and the X-ray 
images shows that this is the case. Due to the low ply thickness (t=0.022mm), 
interference from surrounding plies occurred, resulting in the captured image at the 
central 0° layer from CT scanning showing multiple failure modes in varying 
intensities. The fragmentation showed inclined thin white lines, which can be seen 
propagating from the edge towards to the centre of the specimen. A larger, but less 
intense white region can be seen around these fragmentations, which is the dispersed 
delamination at the 0/-26 interface. It is also worth noting that delamination 
developed from the free-edge at the -26/26 interface adjacent to the central 0° plies 
and is shown by a white triangular shape. Some of the edge delaminations joined 
with dispersed delaminations, forming a larger damaged region. 





Figure 3.7: X-ray images of T300-T300 unnotched tensile specimen. 
 
3.4.2 X-ray CT-scan of MR60-YSH70 laminates 
Figure 3.9 shows the X-ray images of the MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s specimens which 
were loaded to three different strain levels of 0.58%, 1.2% and 2.1%. The interrupted 
positions in the stress-strain curve are shown in Figure 3.8. One ultrasonic C-scan 
image per specimen is also presented to help locate the damage in each specimen, 
since the X-ray scan was carried out smaller segments along the length of each 
specimen.  
In the X-ray image for 0.58% strain, a few inclined thin white lines are 
observed in the upper region and it shows that fragmentation in the central 0° plies 
has initiated. Since the strain of 0.58% is close to the fibre fracture strain of 0.5%, 
only limited numbers of fibre fragmentation have occurred and dispersed 
delaminations at 0/-25 interface were developed over only small distances. Also, it 
is worth noting that all these fragmentations have been observed across the entire 
width, although the specimen was loaded to just after the fragmentation strain.  
The images of the specimen - halted at a strain of 1.2% show that the 
fragmentations were fully saturated along the gauge length and the delamination 
extended further compared to the strain of 0.58%. Even though some of these 
inclined strips did not extend fully across the width, these regions were considered 
to be fragmented, since Fuller et al showed that the gap at the fragmentations in the 




middle could be too small for dye solution to penetrate. Similar to the X-ray image 
taken at the end of the plateau, the fragmentation of the central 0° plies is fully 
saturated.   
 
Figure 3.8: Stress-strain plot for showing the load/strain levels of the MR60-YSH70 
specimens for the X-ray scans. 
 
 
Figure 3.9: X-ray images of three MR60-YSH70 unnotched tensile specimens loaded to three 
different levels. C-scan images from the same specimens here show the global position of the 
damage in the specimens. The white dots in each X-ray image are the white paint. 
 




When the specimen was interrupted at a strain of 2.1% very close to the 
ultimate failure strain, the dispersed delaminations had propagated extensively and 
some of the adjacent delaminations were joined together, forming a complete failure. 
No further fragmentation could be observed at this stage and this indicated that the 
angle plies carried the majority of the additional load in the final loading stage. No 
obvious edge delamination at the 25/-25 interface was observed in the specimen.  
Overall, the T300-T300 [±265/0]s and MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s laminates 
both have shown a promising pseudo-ductile stress-strain behaviour, and they gave 
very different pseudo-ductile strain to “yield” strain ratios of 0.86 and 3.02 
respectively. The damage mechanisms of 0° ply fragmentation and dispersed 
delamination have been observed in both cases.  
 
3.5 Open-hole tensile testing results 
From section 3.3, the T300-T300 [±265/0]s and MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s laminates 
both have shown a promising pseudo-ductile stress-strain behaviour, and they gave 
very different pseudo-ductile strain to “yield” strain ratios of 0.86 and 3.02 
respectively. The damage mechanisms of 0° ply fragmentation and dispersed 
delamination have been observed in both cases.  
X-ray images show that at the end of the stress plateau, the fragmentation in 
the 0° plies and local dispersed delamination were saturated along the entire gauge 
length, which means that any further loading was primarily carried by the angle plies 
and the laminate no longer has pseudo-ductility. As a result, in the open-hole tensile 
loading, once the ligament section has reached the end of the stress plateau in the 
unnotched stress-strain curve, this section is expected to be fully fragmented and the 
stress is not able to redistribute any further. Therefore, in the following paragraphs, 
the open-hole performance is assessed against both the unnotched “yield” stress and 
the ultimate strength, but the comparison is primarily focused on the unnotched 
“yield” stress since the unnotched “yield” stress is similar to the stress at the end of 
the stress plateau. 




The two laminates have been tested in open-hole tension with all the 
specimen’s design and testing set-up given in section 3.2. Two different definitions 
of open-hole strength are used here: net-section notched strength (net-section) and 












=     (3.4) 
 
3.5.1 T300-T300 laminates 
The open-hole tensile gross stress is plotted versus the “global” strain measured by 
the video gauge as shown in Figure 3.10, and the unnotched tensile curve of the same 
laminate is also presented as a reference. The averaged mechanical properties are 
summarised in Table 3.6. All five specimens exhibited a similar response: 
approximately linear up to ultimate net-section failure at the hole. The average net-
section ultimate open-hole tensile strength is 527 MPa, which showed a 34% 
reduction compared to the unnotched “yield” strength - the maximum stress at which 
the pseudo-ductile laminates can normally be operated and 37% less when compared 
to the unnotched ultimate strength. The significant strength reduction and failure 
mode of this open-hole specimen is similar to those that have been presented in the 
studies of thin ply laminates under open-hole tension [45–47]. This brittle and net-
section failure as shown in Figure 3.10, could be attributed to the lack of significant 
fragmentation and all other damage mechanisms being suppressed. The lack of 
subcritical damage for blunting the stress concentration resulted in a large strength 
reduction and brittle failure.   
 
3.5.2 MR60-YSH70 laminate 
The open-hole tensile gross stress-strain curves for all five MR60-YSH70 specimens 
are presented in Figure 3.11 and averages of key mechanical properties are tabulated 
in Table 3.6. All five specimens exhibited a similar linear response in the initial stage, 




and then a small amount of non-linearity was shown when a strain of 0.17% was 
reached. This is due to the stress concentrations in the area around the hole - the 
fragmentation strain of the 0° plies was reached here. In this laminate, an average 
net-section strength of 627 MPa was achieved, which reached 97% of the unnotched 
“yield” strength of 642 MPa of the same laminate. If compared to its unnotched 
ultimate strength, the strength reduction increased to a higher figure of 24%, but it 
still shows that a higher open-hole strength was retained in the MR60-YSH70 
laminate than in the T300-T300 laminate. This is due to the higher strain ratio in the 
MR60-YSH70 laminate than for the T300-T300 laminate. When the strain ratio is 
sufficiently large, the subcritical damage of 0° ply fragmentation and dispersed 
delamination can develop to blunt the stress concentration in the MR60-YSH70 
laminate. Similar to the failed specimen of T300-T300 laminate presented in Figure 
3.10, brittle failure mode with a clean fracture surface was also observed in the 
MR60-YSH70 laminate. It could be due to the delamination being localised to the 
fragmentation area without extensive delamination occurring across the entire width. 
 
Figure 3.10: Stress-strain curves for T300-T300 [±265/0]s2 laminate subjected to open-hole 
tensile loading. An image of a failed specimen shows net-section failure. A dashed red line 
presents the net-section strength. 
 





Figure 3.11: Stress-strain curves of MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s4 laminate subjected to open-hole 
tensile loading. An image of a failed specimen shows net-section failure. A dashed red line 
presents the net-section strength 
Table 3.6: Average test results for open-hole testing of T300-T300 [±265/0]s2 and MR60-
YSH70 [±252/0]s4 laminates. The gross strength gross was calculated from the full width and 
the net-section strength net-section was calculated from the reduced width across the hole. net-
section is used as the critical strength in this study. CV for each mechanical property are shown 
in parentheses. Note the E presented in this table refers to the stiffness of the stress-strain 







Unnotched  yield [MPa] 792 (1.1%) 642 (2.0%) 
 yield  1.62 (1.2%) 0.51 (2.0%) 
Open-hole gross [MPa] 413 (4.8%) 502 (2.4%) 
net-section [MPa] 516 (4.8%) 627 (2.4%) 
failure* [%] 0.76 (5.3%) 0.42 (2.3%) 
E [GPa] 56 (5.4%) 122 (3.3%) 
 net-section/yield 0.65 0.97 
 
3.6 Damage analysis of open-hole specimens 
As seen from the open-hole stress-strain behaviour of the two different laminates in 
Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, the open-hole strength has been retained in the MR60-




YSH70 [±252/0]s4 laminates, but not in the T300-T300 [±265/0]s2 laminates. To 
further understand the damage mechanisms causing the different notched 
performances in these laminates and the damage evolution during the loading, in-
situ techniques of acoustic emission and DIC, and post-failure analysis methods such 
as Ultrasonic C-scan and X-ray CT-scanning were employed in this study.  
 
3.6.1 Acoustic emission 
In the acoustic emission, different damage modes can be distinguished by the 
different energies detected. In the study conducted by Fotouhi et al. [29], it is shown 
that the damage initiation energy of delamination and fibre breakage are 200aJ and 
500aJ respectively.  
Based on this, Figure 3.12 shows AE events of the T300-T300 Open-hole 
specimen during loading and the corresponding stress-strain curve also plotted for 
tracking the damage onset stress. At the early stage from 0 to 0.67% strain, apart 
from a few low energy noises, there is no significant high energy event detected. It 
indicates that the critical damage has not initiated at this stage. When the strain of 
0.67% was reached, a few high energy events were detected and the energy levels of 
these events were associated with fibre fragmentation. In overall terms, only limited 
damage developed in the T300-T300 specimen before ultimate failure. The stress 
concentration around the hole and the nature of damage suppression in the thin-ply 
laminates result in this brittle and catastrophic failure, due to lack of damage 
mechanisms that can reduce the stress concentration.  
Figure 3.13 shows the AE events of the MR60-YSH70 specimen combined 
with the gross stress-strain curve. Similar to Figure 3.12, only noise signals were 
detected in the beginning of loading. The first major energy event that was detected 
when the global strain reached 0.18% was presumed to be the first damage initiation. 
In the later stage in the stress-strain curve, a large number of high energy 
fragmentation and delamination events were captured, particularly after a strain of 
0.35% had been reached.  





Figure 3.12: Stress-strain curve and acoustic emission energy distribution for T300-T300 
laminates under open-hole tension testing 
 
Figure 3.13: Stress-strain curve with Acoustic Emission energy results for open-hole MR60-
YSH70 specimen 
 
3.6.2 Damage analysis via digital image correlation (DIC) 
Although DIC is not able to show the damage directly, it can be a useful tool for 
preliminary analysis of surface strain variation of these pseudo-ductile laminates 
under open-hole tension and for comparing these two different configurations. 
Surface longitudinal strain fields taken at 98% of the failure load of the 
T300-T300 and MR60-YSH70 open-hole tensile specimens are plotted in Figure 
3.14. The surface strain images on the left hand side of Figure 3.14 are plotted within 
a colour map, and the strains in both images can be seen highly concentrated next to 
the hole edge. However, it is hard to tell any difference between them as the images 




are shown with the same colour contours. Since there was no observable block of 
delamination in the open-hole specimen, the strain in the central 0° plies can be 
assumed to be the same as the surface ply as all the plies are still connected. If the 
fibre fracture strain of the central 0° plies is used as a relative point – the surface 
strains higher than the fibre fracture strain (1.6% for T300-T300 laminate and 0.5% 
for MR60-YSH70 laminate) are plotted in white, whilst the remaining parts are 
plotted dark. The surface strain distribution is plotted like this in the two images on 
the right-hand side of Figure 3.14 and these images are called “strain damage maps” 
in the following paragraphs. As discussed in the damage analysis of the unnotched 
specimen, fibre fragmentation in the central 0° plies is the first damage to occur, so 
all of the area in white is likely to be fragmented.  
 
Figure 3.14: Original and scaled longitudinal surface strain map of (a) T300-T300 [±265/0]s2 
laminate and (b) MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s4 laminate. All images were taken at 98% of the 
ultimate strength. 
 
In the “strain damage map” of the T300-T300 laminates, the fragmentation 
strain has been reached only in the area close to the hole edge. However, in the 




MR60-YSH70 laminates, the white areas extend from the hole boundary 
approximately parallel to diagonal line, indicating the appearance of fibre 
fragmentation in the central 0° plies and presumably also some dispersed 
delaminations at the 0/− interface.   
It can be clearly seen that more damage is present in the MR60-YSH70 
laminate than the T300-T300 laminate at 98% of ultimate load, and this damage 
relieved the stress concentration at the hole edge. Further understanding of how the 
damage developed during the loading can be gained through several surface strain 
maps taken at different positions along the stress-strain curves as indicated on the 
local strain versus applied load relation.  
 
Figure 3.15: Scaled longitudinal surface strain maps for T300-T300 [±265/0]s2 laminate at 
various applied stresses. 





Figure 3.16: Scaled longitudinal surface strain maps for MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s4 laminate 
at various applied stresses. 
 
Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 show the “strain damage maps” of the T300-
T300 [±265/0]s2 and MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s4 laminates respectively. For the T300-
T300 laminate, no damage could be seen until the applied stress reached 373 MPa, 
90% of the ultimate stress. After that, the damage only extended to a slightly larger 
region before ultimate failure. In the “strain damage maps” of the MR60-YSH70 
specimen, early fibre fragmentation can be observed when the applied stress is 284 
MPa, 44% of the open-hole ultimate strength and at a corresponding laminate strain 
of about 0.17%, which is similar to the first major energy event detected in Figure 
3.13. Consequently, a small amount of nonlinearity can be seen in the gross stress-
strain curve starting from this stress.  
From Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16, the hole edge was shown as the first 
region that has been damaged, therefore the curves of local strain at the hole edge 
were plotted against load in Figure 3.17 (a) and (b). The hole edge strain of the T300-
T300 specimen increases approximately linearly with the applied load and only at 
98% of ultimate load is there an increase in the slope. By contrast, the MR60-YSH70 




laminates present a more complicated three-stage local strain variation in Figure 3.17 
(b). The first sharp increase in slope occurred when the specimen was loaded to 46% 
of ultimate load. At this load, the corresponding strain is 0.5%, the same as the 
YSH70 fibre fracture strain. It means that fragmentation initiated in the central 0° 
plies and resulted in a local stiffness loss. The second critical point in terms of the 
rate of change of strain happened at 94% of the ultimate load. At this point, the area 
around the hole was already close to its unnotched ultimate failure strain and the hole 
edge was fully damaged in the 0° plies and the 0/-25 interface. The angle plies carried 
most of the load and the fracture process zone started to develop.  
 
Figure 3.17: The strain at the critical point variation with the applied load of (a) the T300-
T300 laminate and (b) the MR60-YSH70 laminates 
 
Further investigation of the strain distributions across the entire width of the 
specimens at different loads have been plotted in Figure 3.18 (a) and (b). Both tested 
laminates have shown strain concentrations near the hole, but the strain 
concentration factor varies in different cases. The strain concentration factor (SCF), 
determined from the strain at the hole edge divided by the far-field strain, for the 
T300-T300 laminate remains at almost the same level, changing from 2.5 at loading 
initiation to 2.8 at just before failure. However, for the MR60-YSH70 laminates, the 
SCF increases from roughly 3.03 at the start of loading to 7.1 at ultimate load. These 
observations in SCF can identify that the T300-T300 laminate remained in the linear 
region and the MR60-YSH70 laminate reached non-linearity and achieved local 
strain redistribution after a certain applied load. Although the calculation of strain 
concentration based on the surface strain measurement were not precise due to lack 




of resolution close to the hole edge, the large strain concentration increase can still 
indicate more stiffness loss and deformation at the hole edge in the MR60-YSH70 
laminate than in the T300-T300 laminates.  
 
Figure 3.18: Strain distribution across the width at various loading stages for (a) T300-T300 
laminate and (b) MR60-YSH70 laminate. 
 
3.6.3 Damage analysis via ultrasonic C-scan 
Even though the surface strain map taken by the DIC can identify possible damage 
within the laminate during loading and explain the differences between the two 
configurations, it is not a direct technique to observe damage in the laminates. To 
investigate the damage that has developed in the open-hole tensile loading more 
accurately, ultrasonic C-scan and X-ray CT imaging were used here.  
One specimen from each configuration was loaded to 90% of the open-hole 
ultimate strength and then immersed in a water tank for an ultrasonic C-scan with 
frequency 5kHz. Both C-scan images present the front view at the 0/- interfaces. In 
the C-scan image of the T300-T300 laminate as shown in Figure 3.19(a), there are 
some highlighted areas around the hole, which are suspected to be drilling damage. 
Apart from that, there is no obvious delamination observed. In the C-scan image of 
the MR60-YSH70 laminate, the delamination highlighted in the bright white colour 
is located on both sides of the hole and extends in the direction of diagonal line. 
However, due to the rather low ply thickness and lack of delamination in these 
laminates, Ultrasonic C-scan was not sufficient in this case and X-ray CT-scan 
imaging was required as the resolution of available X-ray machine can be less than 
the ply thickness of these laminates.  





Figure 3.19: Ultrasonic C-scan images of open-hole specimens for both layups interrupted at 
90% of the ultimate load. 
 
3.6.4 Damage analysis: X-ray CT imaging 
The same specimens used for ultrasonic C-scans were submerged in a zinc iodide dye 
penetrant solution and then analysed using X-ray CT scans. The X-ray images of the 
T300-T300 and the MR60-YSH70 laminates are presented in Figure 3.20 and Figure 
3.21 respectively. All damage has been highlighted as a white colour and the grey 
areas correspond to undamaged material, as discussed in the unnotched tensile 
testing. The corresponding DIC images from the same specimen at the same load 
level are also included. 
Figure 3.20 shows the X-ray images for the T300-T300 specimen taken at 
two different locations of the 0/- interfaces through the thickness, illustrated by a 
red dashed line. The scan resolution is 0.0376 mm. In both images, no critical 
damage can be observed. The only area highlighted in white is the small region 
around the hole, which may be machining damage and need not be taken into account. 
These X-ray images are similar to the X-ray images for open-hole thin ply QI 
laminates – no visible damage at the hole edge or free-edge due to the damage 
suppression in thin ply laminates. This indicates that the damage mechanisms 
observed in the unnotched pseudo-ductile laminates have not occurred in the open-




hole specimen with the same layup, due to the insufficient strain ratio margin. The 
“strain damage map” taken at the same load level for the same specimen is shown in 
Figure 3.20 (c). No damage is visible, which correlates well with the X-ray images. 
Figure 3.21 (a – d) presents the X-ray images of the MR60-YSH70 laminates 
captured at four different - interfaces through the thickness with a scan 
resolution of 0.044 mm. The DIC “strain damage map” taken at the same loading 
(90% of ultimate load) is given in Figure 3.21(e), showing that fragmentation of the 
central 0° plies has initiated. The X-ray images show a similar pattern of damage 
located on both sides of the hole edge and roughly parallel to the diagonal line 
direction. The white strips shown in the red bounded boxes have a certain width and 
are not exactly straight, correspond to the central 0° plies fragmentation and 
associated dispersed delamination. This is totally different from the micro-
cracks/splitting in angle plies or 0° plies that has been observed in most open-hole 
testing of laminates.  
 
Figure 3.20: (a) (b) X-ray images for the open-hole T300-T300 [±265/0]s2 laminate, taken at 
two different 0/-26 interfaces shown as the red dashed line. (c) The “strain damage map” of 
the same specimen at the same load (90% of ultimate load) 
 
The X-ray images confirmed that the higher open-hole strength in the 
MR60-YSH70 laminates compared with the T300-T300 laminates is due to the 
reduction of stress concentrations around the hole after the damage initiated by 0° 
ply fragmentation and dispersed delamination. 0° ply splitting, as the main 
mechanism for blunting the stress concentration in the laminates made from 




conventional thickness ply, was not seen in these pseudo-ductile laminates. 
Therefore, the hole size effect - the stress blunting effects of the 0° splitting reduced 
with the increase of hole diameter [176], observed in the conventional laminates was 
not applicable to this study. Increasing the hole diameter from 3.175 mm to higher 
values, is not expected to significantly reduce the strength of these pseudo-ductile 
laminates, since the stressed and damaged area will also increase with further relief 
of the stress concentration. However, hole size studies in notched pseudo-ductile thin 
ply angle-ply laminate with central 0° plies are still worth carrying out as future work. 
It is also shown that the DIC technique is a sufficient tool to determine where 
the damage is likely to have occurred and for a preliminary verification of what the 
possible damage mechanisms are in the pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates 
under open-hole loading. 
 
Figure 3.21: X-ray images for the open-hole MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s4 laminate, taken at four 
different -25/0 interface shown in the red dashed lines from (a) to (d). It should be noted that 
the large white region at the bottom of all four images and the white “ellipse” in the hole in 
(a) are the rubber used to hold the specimen during CT scan, so do not constitute any damage. 
(e) “Strain damage map” predicted from DIC in the same specimen at the same load level 
(90% of ultimate load). 
 
3.7 Conclusions 
Pseudo-ductile tensile stress-strain behaviour has been demonstrated in unnotched 
T300-T300 [±5/0]s and MR60-YSH70 [±2/0]s laminates. The ratio of pseudo-




ductile strain to “yield” strain for the T300-T300 laminate and MR60-YSH70 
laminate were 0.86 and 3.02 respectively. Central 0° ply fragmentation and dispersed 
delaminations have been shown as the main damage mechanisms in both tested 
laminates via X-ray CT scanning. However, their performance was different in the 
presence of stress concentrations when they were subjected to open-hole tensile 
loading: the T300-T300 laminate is sensitive to the stress concentrations, but the 
notch sensitivity in MR60-YSH70 laminate is reduced. The open-hole net-section 
strength is similar to the unnotched “yield” strength of the MR60-YSH70 laminate 
and less strength reduction is observed in the MR60-YSH70 laminate than the T300-
T300 laminate, when comparing the notched strength to the unnotched ultimate 
strength.   
The X-ray images showed a larger damaged area in the MR60-YSH70 
specimen than in the T300-T300 at 90% of ultimate loading. The damage 
mechanisms of unnotched MR60-YSH70 laminates, with 0° ply fragmentation and 
dispersed delamination, have also been seen in the open-hole specimens with the 
same layup. These damage mechanisms relieved the stress concentration around the 
hole in the MR60-YSH70 laminate, resulting in an enhanced notched strength and 
reduced notch-sensitivity of the MR60-YSH70 laminates compared with the T300-
T300 laminates. If the strain ratio is low, the strain at the hole edge reaches the 
unnotched ultimate tensile failure strain, whilst the rest of the region is still below 
the fibre fragmentation strain and damage progression and associated stress 
redistribution is limited in the laminate. But if the strain ratio is high, full load 
redistribution can take place. 
Digital image correlation has been found to be a useful tool to identify 
damage development in pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° 
plies. From the surface longitudinal strain distribution and the local strain variation 
around the hole, the initial damage in the open-hole T300-T300 specimens was found 
to occur at 98% of the ultimate load. However, damage was found in the MR60-
YSH70 specimen when the specimen was loaded to only 46% of its ultimate load. 
The presence of damage at an early stage relieved the stress concentration by the 
damage developed within the laminates.  




From the study of both laminates presented above, it has been successfully 
demonstrated that the notch-sensitivity can be reduced in thin ply laminates by taking 
advantage of the damage mechanisms of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates 
with central 0° plies. It also showed the potential that by proper selection of materials 
and layup in these laminates, the behaviour of the laminate can be tailored to either 
unnotched or notched critical applications. 

















Compressive failure is critical in many loading cases, potentially limiting the 
applications of pseudo-ductile [±m/0n]s laminates which have successfully 
demonstrated tensile metal-like gradual failure. The aim of this work is to 
experimentally explore the potential of using the thin ply angle-ply concept for 
achieving compressive pseudo-ductility in carbon fibre laminates. A laminate with a 
[±277/0]s configuration was selected and tested in compression, via a sandwich 
beam subjected to four-point bending. From the stress- strain curve, a significant 
amount of non-linearity has been observed and an average failure strain of 1.08% 
has been attained. Visual damage observation of a single fracture parallel to the 
angle-ply direction suggested that the compressive failure could be attributed to the 
high transverse tensile and in-plane shear stresses. X-ray analysis and microscopic 
observations revealed that 0° ply fragmentation was the main mechanism for 
gradual failure, inhibiting delamination at the 0/-27 interface.  
 





To be able to extend the pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates to wider 
applications, compressive performance needs to be considered as it is usually much 
lower than the tensile performance [83]. Compressive failure is the dominant failure 
mode in many combined loading cases, such as bending, static indentation and 
impact. 
In carbon fibre laminates made from standard thickness plies, the main 
compressive failure mode is plastic microbuckling or kinking [84,177–179]. 
Previous studies showed that in the case of off-axis laminates with internal 0° plies 
[±m/0n]s subjected to compressive loading, laminates failed catastrophically by 
microbuckling the of 0° plies and followed by delamination, leading to the internal 
0° plies not being supported by the angle plies [177,180]. Studies conducted on the 
scaling and thickness effect on compressive behaviour of CFRPs suggested that the 
number of delaminations and matrix cracks decreases with the reduction of ply 
thickness [181]. Similar observations have also been seen in laminates made with 
thin ply prepregs [43,45]. A uniform microstructure with better fibre alignment and 
a small resin rich region enables a better compressive performance and less 
delamination in thin ply laminates compared to laminates with thicker plies.  
The aim of this chapter is to avoid the catastrophic failure in compression of 
thin ply angle-ply laminates containing 0° plies, since the research presented thus far 
has shown that delamination can be suppressed in tensile or compressive loading if 
the plies are sufficiently thin, to achieve similar pseudo-ductility in compression [43].  
 
4.2 Laminate design and material selection 
As an initial investigation, a similar layup to the tension tests of [±n/0m]s was used 
in compression. Progressive fibre fractures of high modulus carbon fibre in 
compression were observed in a glass-carbon hybrid beam under four-point bending 
loading [15]. To promote progressive fibre fractures in the central 0° plies of a 
pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminate, high modulus fibre prepreg was selected 
for the central 0° plies. The compressive fracture strains of three different high 





modulus fibres and the ratio of the compressive facture strain to tensile fracture strain 
are presented in Table 4.1. The M55 fibre shows the highest compressive fracture 
strain and compressive to tensile strain ratio among all three fibres. Therefore, the 
M55 fibre was selected for the 0° plies in this study.  
Table 4.1: Compressive failure strain and the ratio of compressive strain to tensile strain of 
three different high modulus fibre types. 
 YSH70A M55 XN80 
E [GPa] 720 540 780 
c [%] 0.12 0.46 0.073 
t  [%] 0.5 0.8 0.5 
c/t 0.24 0.57 0.15 
 
Similar to the tensile testing, the stress in the angle plies at the fracture of 
the 0° ply needs to be taken into consideration (equation (3.1)) to promote fibre 
fragmentation in the central 0° plies instead of single-fracture of the laminate. 
Intermediate modulus fibre prepregs were selected for the angle plies. A [±277/0]s 
combination was tested, since ±27° is expected to show a promising combination of 
nonlinearity and considerable strength. Seven pairs of ±27° angle plies were selected 
enabling the angle plies are strong enough to take the non-uniform stress distribution 
around them once the compressive fracture of the central 0° plies occurred.  
Table 4.2: Cured ply properties of UD laminates 
  MR60/Epoxy M55/Epoxy [15]  IM7/8552[182]  
E1 [GPa] 146 280 164 
E2 [GPa] 6.6 6.2 11.4 
 [MPa] 2800 2240 2723 
G12 [GPa] 2.97 5.0 5.17 
1c [%] - 0.456 - 
t [mm] 0.028 0.032 0.125 
vf [%] 50 50 60 
 
The material selected for the angle plies was the Skyflex UIN020 prepreg 
(termed MR60), the same as used in chapter 3. For the 0° plies, the North M55JB-




ThinPreg120EPHTg-402 prepreg with M55 high modulus fibre (termed M55) was 
selected. The North M55/epoxy prepreg uses the same resin system as the North 
YSH70A/epoxy prepreg that was used in chapter 3, therefore the curing cycles of 
the two prepregs are the same as previously mentioned. The key mechanical 
properties of the cured prepregs are given in Table 4.2. 
 
4.3 Compression test method selection 
A number of test methods are available to determine the compressive behaviour of 
carbon fibre laminates[15,183–185]. Illustrations of these test methods are shown in 
Figure 4.1. Different test methods can bring significant discrepancies in 
measurements, therefore the selection of a test method needs to be well considered 
[186].  
Firstly, some of these methods often require highly precise and complex 
machining. For example, the Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine 
(ICSTM) Method via end-loading and shear in the tab requires a high precision in 
specimen machining and can easily fail in undesirable modes, such as failure in the 
end-tabs due to the formation of stress-concentration. Another method - ASTM D-
695 - requires specimens to be in a dog-bone shape, which can bring more 
complexities in specimen machining. The second consideration is for the material 
usage efficiency. Due to the low ply thickness (t = 0.03 mm), many plies are required 
to satisfy the thickness requirement for direct testing. For instance, 80 plies are 
needed for maintaining a specimen thickness of 2 mm. Thirdly, a short specimen 
gauge length of 10 mm is usually used in direct compression. This is not ideal for 
testing angle-ply laminates, since the fibre rotation is constrained by the end-tabs. In 
the hybrid beam bending method, the specimen is placed on the top of a glass 
substrate and then the entire hybrid beam is tested in a four-point bending 
configuration. However, due to the significant fibre rotation of angle plies and the 
mismatch between the Poisson ratio of the angle-ply laminate and the glass substrate, 
the hybrid beam bending method is not suitable for this case.  





Following all the considerations discussed above, an indirect compression 
test method via 4-point bending of a sandwich beam was selected. In this method, 
the laminate to be examined is used as the top skin of a sandwich beam, which is 
loaded in compression under flexural loading. Since the laminate to be examined is 
bonded to a honeycomb core and the overall deflection is small, specimen buckling 
that was observed in a direct compression test would not be expected to be observed 
in this method. There are a few drawbacks using this method, such as the possibility 
of premature core failure - core crushing and core shear failure, and the difficulty of 
measuring the stress directly in a bending test. Premature core failure can be avoided 
via sandwich beam design. A method has also been developed to derive the stress 
and will be presented in section 4.6.2. 
 
Figure 4.1: Common ompression test methods (a) ICSTM , (b) ASTM D695, (c) hybrid beam 
method [15] and (d) ASTM D5467 [182]. 
 




4.4 Sandwich beam design 
4.4.1 Skin and core design considerations 
The design of the top skin, sandwich core and the bottom skin were considered 
separately when designing the sandwich beam. The MR60-M55 [±277/0]s laminate 
was selected for the top skin. The ASTM standard D5467 recommends that the 
thickness of the bottom skin should be at least twice that of the top skin to avoid 
failure in the tensile side. Large amounts of material would be required if using the 
same thin ply prepreg in the bottom skin. As an alternative, a layup of [±273/0]s using 
the Hexcel IM7/8552 prepreg (t = 0.125 mm) was selected in the bottom skin. The 
similar orientation of angle plies in the bottom skin to the top skin is chosen to match 
fibre angles between the two skins as much as possible, whilst the 0° plies should 
add extra stiffness to ensure the bottom skin behaves linearly. The material properties 
of the Hexcel IM7/8552 prepreg are given in Table 4.2 and the estimated modulus 
of the skins from Classical Laminate Analysis (CLA) is presented in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3:  The estimated modulus in longitudinal direction of the top and bottom skins 
(calculated from CLA).  




Ex [GPa] 59.0 82.3 
  
The core material selection is also critical for the beam performance. A 
couple of considerations have been made here: 
• Core material: subject to material availability, core selection focused on the use 
of a Nomex honeycomb with a cell size of 3.2 mm, as it has shown the best range 
of compression strengths among all cell sizes.  
• Density of the honeycomb: the density of the Nomex honeycomb has a 
significant influence on both the compressive and shear strengths. For instance, 
the Nomex honeycomb with the highest density (144 kg/m3) shows three times 
higher compressive modulus and shear strength in the ribbon direction compared 
to the same grade honeycomb with a lower density (64 kg/m3). To maintain the 





beam rigidity and to avoid any premature core failure, the Nomex honeycomb 
with a density of 144 kg/m3 was selected.  
• Height of the honeycomb: core height determines both the bending and core 
shear rigidities of a sandwich beam. Further detail will be given in section 4.4.2. 
4.4.2 Beam design considerations 
To estimate the stress in the skins and bending stiffness of the beam, the neutral axis 
position needs to be determined. Due to the property mismatch of the top and bottom 
skins, the neutral axis position can be found using the following equations [187]. The 
graphical representation of all the parameters in the equations are presented in Figure 
4.2, where subscripts t, b, and c denote the properties of the top skin, the bottom skin 

























 (4.1)  
The effective second moment of area I for each part as well as the combined 





































bottomcoretop IIII ++=    (4.5) 





Figure 4.2: Schematic shows the cross-section of a sandwich beam. All the symbols used in 
the equations are presented here. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Schematic of a four-point bending condition. 
 
When the entire sandwich beam is loaded in four-point bending as shown in 
Figure 4.3, the deflection and bending moment M are found to be a maximum 
between the two loading rollers. At the same time, the shear force V is a maximum 
in the regions between the supporting and loading rollers and is zero between the 
loading rollers. The in-plane stresses in the top and bottom skins top and bottom, and 
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4.4.3 Beam geometry 
Once the layups of the top and bottom skins, and core material type were determined, 
the main focuses of beam design were the test configuration and core dimensions. 
The span between the loading and support rollers has a large effect on the core shear 
stress and deflection of the beam. Minimising the core shear stress can avoid 
premature core shear failure and reduce the shear deflection of the beam, therefore 
the moment arm L needs to be sufficiently long. A supporter span distance of 340 
mm and a loading span of 40mm were used in this case. In terms of the core 
dimensions, the height of the core also influences the core shear stress and shear 
deflection. The final dimensions of the sandwich beam are summarised in Table 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.4: Specimen schematic for a sandwich beam geometry and test setup  
 
4.5 Manufacture and testing procedures 
The sandwich beam was manufactured using a post-cure bonding method, since the 
two skin laminates require different curing cycles. Firstly, the top and bottom skins 
were cured separately in the autoclave using their specific cure cycles. The cure cycle 
of the top skin was the same as the one for the MR60-YSH70 laminate in  
chapter 2 and the bottom skin was cured using a standard cure cycle for IM7/8552 
prepreg [188]. Both skins were bonded to the honeycomb core with a layer of FM 




73M epoxy adhesive film, and the entire assembled structure was cured in the oven 
at 120 °C, following the specified cure cycle [189]. The sandwich panel was then 
machined into the required dimensions as specified in Table 4.4.  
Table 4.4: Sizing results for the sandwich beam.  
Sizing results  [±277/0]s 
Total beam length  [mm] 400 
Support span (S+2L) [mm] 340 
Loading span S [mm] 40 
ttop [mm] 0.83 
tcore [mm] 13.75 
tbottom [mm] 1.75 
Width w [mm] 30 
Load [N] 1932 
Deflection  [mm] 5.87 
c [MPa] 2.15  
 
Five specimens were tested using a four-point bending test fixture, with 
loading and support roller diameters of 10 mm each. Two strain gauges were placed 
on the surface of the top and bottom skins to measure longitudinal strains, and 
another strain gauge was placed perpendicularly on the surface of the top skin to 
measure transverse strain. The schematic diagram of the test set-up is presented in 
Figure 4.4. All tests were performed using an Instron 25 kN hydraulically-actuated 
testing machine with a loading rate of 2 mm/min. The test configuration is shown in 
Figure 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.5: Four-point bending test setup. 





4.6 Experiment results 
4.6.1 General behaviour 
As expected, all five specimens failed in the compressive skin and no undesirable 
failure modes occurred. The applied moment was calculated from the product of the 
applied load and a constant moment arm L. The moment is plotted versus the surface 
strains of the beam in Figure 4.6. In the initial stage, the compressive longitudinal 
strain, tx, increased linearly with the applied moment. When the compressive fibre 
fracture strain of the M55 fibre was reached the slope of the moment-strain curve 
reduced significantly. The specimen did not fail immediately due to the fracture of 
the 0° plies, instead showing progressive failure. This could be attributed to the 
fragmentation of the central 0° plies under compression, which is a less common 
compressive damage mechanism but was observed in the study of thin carbon-glass 
hybrid beams [15]. Detailed damage analyses will be presented in sections 4.6.4 and 
4.6.5. It is also worth noting that a significant amount of non-linearity developed in 
the transverse direction of the compressive skin, and the transverse strain was almost 
twice that of the longitudinal strain. From Figure 4.7, the moment-strain curve of the 
lower tensile skin showed a linear behaviour as the tensile skin operated at a low 
strain range. Although a small amount of non-linearity due to the neutral axis shift 
can be seen, it was negligible compared with the non-linearity of the top compressive 
skin and so a linear elastic behaviour was assumed in the tensile skin. 
 
Figure 4.6: Applied moment versus the surface strains of test beam under four-point bending 





Figure 4.7: The applied moment versus the longitudinal strains of the top and bottom surfaces. 
Two dashed lines were plotted with original curves, highlighting linear region.  
 
4.6.2 Stress evaluation 
Fragmentation of the central 0° plies within the compressive skin significantly 
reduced the stiffness in the top skin and resulted in a neutral axis shift towards the 
bottom skin. Evaluation of the compressive strength cannot follow the ASTM D5467 
guidelines, since the method is based on a constant neutral axis position and modulus. 
Compressive stress calculations based on the surface strain measurements with 
several assumptions, is presented here. The graphical representation of all the 
parameters used in the calculation are presented in Figure 4.9. In all of these 
expressions, subscripts t and b denote the properties of the top and bottom skins 
respectively  
The neutral axis position, yNA,, relative to the lower surface of the bottom 
skin, yb, was estimated from the surface strain measurements. Since the beam was 
under pure bending and the cross-section remained plane during bending, a linear 









−=    (4.11) 
Where yt is the position of upper surface of the top skin relative to the bottom yb=0. 






Figure 4.8: A plot shows the position of neutral axis relative to the bottom skin moving with 
the applied moment. 
 
The centroid position is plotted against the applied moment in Figure 4.8. 
The centroid position was found to move towards the bottom skin under bending and 
the effect of N.A shifting on moment-surface strain behaviour will be investigated 
in section 4.8. Based on the real time neutral axis position, the position and strain in 
the mid-plane of the top and bottom skins relative to the neutral axis, yt’, yb’, t’, and 
b’ were determined. 
 
Figure 4.9: Graphical representations of all the parameters, stress and strain variations 
through the thickness. 
 
The couple of assumptions are made here: an elastic response in the tensile 
bottom skin is assumed, as the strain on the bottom skin is less than 0.4%. The core 
is assumed to have negligible stiffness contribution to the beam and the total moment 
M is contributed by the top and bottom skins only as a much lower core longitudinal 




stiffness compared with the skin materials. It also assumed negligible geometrical 
non-linearity as an overall small beam deflection observed in the test.  




M =     (4.13) 
bbbb wtEf '=     (4.14) 
ttt wtf =     (4.15) 
Where M is the applied bending moment which can be assumed to be constant 
between the loading points, P is the applied load, L is the initial moment arm and 
assumed to remain the same during loading, Eb is the modulus of the bottom skin, w 
is the width of beam and tb is the thickness of the bottom skin. 
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The stress-strain behaviour for all five specimens is plotted in Figure 4.10 
and the key compressive properties are summarised in Table 4.5. All five specimens 
exhibited consistent stress-strain curves, although minor noise was seen in Spc2 (red 
line). The stress-strain curve consisted of three stages. In the initial stage of loading, 
the stress increased approximately linearly with strain up to the fibre fracture strain, 
although a small amount of non-linearity was observed due to the carbon fibre non-
linearity. Between the strains of 0.55% and 0.68%, the stiffness reduced gradually 
due to the progressive damage of the M55 fibres in the 0° plies. The third part of the 
curve showed the further loading ability of the laminate, although the 0° plies were 





presumed to be fully damaged. This three-stage behaviour in compression is like the 
tensile stress-strain curve of the pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates. 
However, in contrast to the flat stress plateau in the tensile stress-strain curve, the 
2nd stage of the compressive curve showed an inclined response and was termed as 
“sloped stress plateau” in this thesis. 
 
Figure 4.10: Compressive stress-strain curves for all five MR60-M55 specimens. Note: the 
red lines traces to the right are the noisiness in the strain measurement of specimen 2, which 
can be explained by voltage fluctuations in the analogue output from the strain gauge data 
log equipment.  
 
 
Figure 4.11: An example stress-strain curve, annotated with graphic definitions of all the key 
results. 




Table 4.5: Mean values for compressive testing results of MR60-M55 laminate. The 
coefficient of variation for each property are shown in parentheses. 






   

d
 Pseudo-ductile strain [] 0.41 (1.23%) 

Y
 “Yield” strain [] 0.55 (1.73%) 

x
 Failure strain [] 1.08 (1.39%) 

Y
 “Yield” stress [MPa] 306 (1.38%) 
*
x
 Ultimate stress [MPa] 412 (1.02%) 
Ex Modulus [GPa] 60 (3.4%) 
 
4.6.3 Visual inspection 
Visual inspection presented in Figure 4.12 revealed that the specimen failed by a 
single-fracture through the thickness and across the entire width of the compressive 
skin, parallel to the ° direction. This has been shown as a common compressive 
failure mode in angle-ply laminates with angles being in the region between 15° to 
30° [101,105]. The high shear stress and transverse tensile stress in the angle-ply 
laminates in compression, resulted in a reduction in the compressive strength [105]. 
The failure modes in this case include matrix failure in the ° plies, fibre fracture 
in the - plies and damage due to fragmentation in the central 0° plies. Due to the 
delamination at the 0− interface being inhibited, the laminate did not fail 
immediately after the fracture of the central 0° plies. The angle plies and the 
fragmented 0° plies took up further loading until final failure.   
As can be seen in Figure 4.12, the fracture developed from one end of the 
specimen to the other end. Localised core damage was seen (see the red-box), but 
this occurred after compressive failure of the skin with no load drop occurring prior 
to final failure, as can be observed in Figure 4.10. The core damage was crushing 
due to the large amount of energy that was released in the compressive fracture of 
the skin. In addition, no core-skin separation can be observed, which indicates the 
adhesive film chosen for bonding was strong enough and interface failure was 
avoided. Overall, the visual observation provided a good indication that the sandwich 





beam effectively failed in the compressive skin, without any premature failure in the 
bottom skin, sandwich core or core-skin interfaces.  
 
Figure 4.12: Visual damage observation shows the failure modes exhibited in the sandwich 
beam. 
 
4.6.4 X-ray CT-scan of the MR60-M55 [±277/0]s laminates 
Due to the localised internal damage within the compressive skin being invisible, X-
ray CT-scanning was employed. To further understand the internal damage within 
the specimen, only the compressive skin between two loading rollers was removed 
from the test beam (including fracture surfaces), immersed in a dye penetrant and 
then scanned using a Nikon XTN320 X-ray CT inspection machine. The X-ray 
image captured at the central 0° plies of the laminate is presented in Figure 4.13. No 
obvious damage can be observed in the X-ray image of the entire pieces (the middle 
image in Figure 4.13). Higher magnification images of the edge of the specimen 
reveal either the free-edge or fracture edge, where multiple small white strips can be 
seen. These short length strips are suspected to be fragmentations and a small amount 
of localised delamination, similarly observed for the tensile case. The damage is only 
seen close to the edge and cannot be seen in the middle part of the specimen, since 
the gap at the fractured 0° plies is too small for the dye solution to penetrate. 





Figure 4.13: X-ray images of the MR60-M55 laminates in compression. 
 
4.6.5 Microscopy of compressive skin 
The X-ray images of the specimen suggested that the fragmentations occurred close 
to the edge of the specimen, but with no damage observed in the middle of the 
specimen. Further analysis of the damage away from the edges was undertaken using 
optical microscopy. This was conducted by grinding the angle plies off ply-by-ply 
in the through-thickness direction until the 0° plies were visible. An example of the 
microscopic images taken at the 0° plies are shown in Figure 4.14. Fragmentations 
in the central 0° plies are clearly shown as dark lines across the width. Carbon layers 
were broken into small pieces across the entire width under compressive loading 
once the M55 fibre fracture strain was reached, in contrast to a previous study [177], 
where a kink-band in the 0° layer and delamination growth at the 0− interface 
were shown in the [±m/0n]s laminates with standard thickness.  






Figure 4.14: An example of a microscopic image of fragmentation in the central 0° plies. 
Note: the ply adjacent to the 0° ply is a -27° ply. 
 
By measuring the length of the fragmented ply presented in Figure 4.15, the 
distribution of fragment lengths is plotted in Figure 4.16. It is worth noting that the 
measurement of fragment length (Xn) was performed at regular intervals across the 
width of the specimen (as shown from Line 1 to Line n in Figure 4.15), since the 
fragment lengths are not completely straight. Most of the fragmented fibre lengths 
can be seen to be in the range between 0.3 and 0.6 mm. The critical fibre length lc of 
the central 0° plies is 1.2 mm and was calculated using equation (4.18), assuming a 








=     (4.18) 
Where Ec, c, and tc are the Young’s modulus, compressive failure strain and 
thickness of the central 0° plies (the North M55/epoxy prepreg) respectively. c is 
shear yield stress, taken as the interlaminar shear strength of the central 0° plies.  
The fragmented lengths are found to be less than half of the critical ply 
length lc. This indicates the load transfer mechanism between the fibre was not the 
same to the tensile case, once the compressive fracture occurred. Due to the absence 
of delamination at the 0/-27 interface and kink-band of 0° plies, the first fracture did 
not lead to instability. Instead, the two adjacent fragments 0° plies were expected to 
compress against each other during further loading. The contact between the two 




fragments allowed further loading, leading to fibre direction stress and shear stress 
in the fragments. The fibres in contact fragmented into even small segment, 
supported by the surrounding angle plies. These observations explain the “sloped 
stress plateau” presented in Figure 4.10, since the central 0° plies still contributed to 
the overall stiffness during fragmentation. Similar observation has been found in a 
glass-M55 fibre hybrid laminate under compression.  A fractured surface in an angle 
of approximately 45° enables the compressive load transferred within the laminate 
via contact force as well as sliding along the fracture surfaces [108]. 
 
Figure 4.15: Method to measure the fragmentation length. 
 
 
Figure 4.16: Distribution of fragmentation length in the central 0° plies. 





4.7 Investigation of the observed low strain to failure (CLA) 
To understand the ply-level behaviour further in compression, ply level stresses and 
strains were calculated using Classical Laminate Analysis (CLA). The calculation 
was based on the experimental surface strain measurements, assumed constant 
material properties, and negligible fibre rotation. The results of 11-11, 22-22 and 
12-12 on the surface 27° ply are plotted in Figure 4.17. 
As seen from the stress-strain curves in Figure 4.17, the stress level in the 
fibre direction 11 was the greatest. However, comparing those values with the 
material properties presented in Table 4.6, the relative ply level stresses of 12 and 
22 are very high. The calculated shear stress 12 reached the material in-plane shear 
yield stress of the Skyflex UIN020 prepreg, and the stress developed in the transverse 
direction 22 was also close to the transverse tensile strength of the same prepreg. 
This suggests that the low stress at failure of the angle-ply laminates under 
compressive loading with failure modes being a clean break parallel to the fibres can 
be attributed to a combination of high in-plane shear and transverse tensile stresses. 
 
Figure 4.17: Material direction stress-strain curves in the surface 27° ply for the top 
compressive skin. 




Table 4.6: Stresses in the material directions in the surface 27° ply for the top skin, calculated 
from Classical Laminate Analysis (CLA) 
  From CLA Strength 
11 [MPa] -518 -1440 
22 [MPa] 75 82 
12 [MPa] 56 55 
 
4.8 Investigation of bending effects 
The compressive test was carried out via an indirect bending method and an inclined 
moment-strain “plateau” was observed which could also be affected by the neutral 
axis shift during loading. To investigate this “bending effect”, a 2D finite element 
(FE) model was developed.  
 
Figure 4.18: A schematic diagram of a sandwich beam. To improve visualisation, the 
schematic diagram in the through thickness direction has been exaggerated.   
 
4.8.1 Modelling procedure 
A 2D plane stress FE model was developed to investigate the bending effect on 
compressive behaviour in a sandwich beam. The model geometry was the same as 
the beam tested experimentally (given in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.4). The model 
shown in Figure 4.19 was built with the Abaqus Composites Layup toolbox, using 
quadratic plane stress elements of type CPS8 with the smallest mesh and element 
size of 0.5 mm applied between the loading rollers. The element has three integration 
points in the thickness direction, representing the top skin, honeycomb core and the 
bottom skin respectively. A schematic representation is presented in Figure 4.18. 





The thickness of each layer was the same as those used in the experiment. The elastic 
constant material properties (Table 4.7) were assigned to the bottom skin and the 
material of the top skin was defined using a user defined material subroutine (UMAT) 
and will be discussed later. The core was treated as a homogenous material, with a 
relative low elastic modulus E = 0.6 GPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.3. The displacement 
was applied at two reference points and both points constrained to the lines that 
represent the contact region between the loading rollers and the specimen.  
 
Figure 4.19: Meshed bending specimen. The bottom image shows a finer mesh between two 
rollers. 
 
To understand the origin of the inclined “plateau” that was observed in the 
experimental moment-strain response, the UMAT defined a non-linear material 
property compromising of a bilinear response as shown in Figure 4.20. The first part 
is a linear elastic response and the second part of the response is an inclined line, 
with the same slope of the second stage of the compressive strain curve as presented 
in Figure 4.9, representing the stress plateau which is dominated by the mechanisms 
of fibre fragmentation and dispersed delamination in a pseudo-ductile laminate. The 
idea was to see change in the slope due to the neutral axis shift from the output 
moment-strain curve. This 2-line response is defined by seven independent 
parameters: initial longitudinal modulus E1, transverse modulus E2, major Poisson 
ratio v12, in-plane shear modulus G12, initial strain 1, saturation strain 2 and the 
stress m at saturation strain 2. The details of the input properties that were used are 




given in Table 4.7, where the experimentally measured EX and Y were used for the 
longitudinal modulus E1 and 1. The slope of the 2nd line is also the same to the 2nd 
stage of the compressive stress-strain curve. The longitudinal modulus E1 remains 
constant when the current strain is lower than 1, otherwise it is a secant modulus 
which is calculated from the yield stress and the current strain value. Other properties 
of E2, G12 and v21 are assumed to be constant.  




E1 [GPa] 82.3 
E2 [GPa] 12.6 
G12 [GPa] 25.6 
G13 [GPa] 5.2 
G23 [GPa] 4.0 
v12 0.6 
 
Table 4.8: Input material properties for the top skin (in UMAT). The values were adjusted 
from the experimental measurements presented in Table 4.5. 
 Top skin:  
MR60-M55[±277/0]s 
E1 [GPa] 60 
E2 [GPa] 6.0 
v12 0.6 
G12 [GPa] 2.5 
1 [%] 0.56 
2 [%] 0.7 
m [MPa] 400 
 






Figure 4.20: Input stress-strain curve for UMAT 
 
4.8.2 Modelling results  
The output of the applied moment is plotted against the compressive strain in Figure 
4.21, along with the experimental moment-strain curve in the same figure. Note that 
the non-linearity in fibre direction has been neglected in the FE model. Comparing 
the slope of the 2nd stage of FE model to the experimental result, the gradient of the 
inclined moment “plateau” in the FE model is nearly identical to the experimental 
results. This observation can explain that the inclined moment “plateau” in the 
moment-strain curve was nearly independent of the neutral axis shifts during bending, 
and predominantly caused by the damage mechanism of the fragmentation of 0° plies 
as discussed previously.  
 
Figure 4.21: A comparison between FE and experimental applied moment versus strain 
curves. Red dashed-lines are added in both cases to fit the slope of the 2nd stage of the curves. 





In this chapter, a thin ply angle-ply laminate with internal 0° plies has been designed 
and tested via an indirect compressive test method using a sandwich beam. The 
laminate exhibited a non-linear compressive stress-strain curve consisting of an 
initial elastic region, compressive fibre fragmentation in the central 0° plies, and a 
section of further loading of the angle plies. The failure mode of the specimen was a 
single fracture, parallel to the -27° direction due to the combination of high 
transverse tensile stress and in-plane shear stress within the angle-ply laminate. 
Delamination has been suppressed in the tested laminate and multiple fibre fractures 
have been promoted, instead of a single complete delamination initiating from the 
fibre fracture surface.  
Progressive compressive fibre fractures of the 0° plies have been also 
achieved in the present study. Fragmentation lengths are smaller than the critical 
length. This indicates that the load transfer in compression was not the same as in 
tension once the compressive fractures occurred. Instead, as delamination at the 0/-
27 interfaces has been inhibited, the load transfer between the adjacent fragmented 
fibres is via a mix of direct contact at the fractured surfaces and sliding between them 
during further compressive loading. This mechanism enables the central 0° plies to 
still contribute to the overall stiffness during fragmentation.  
In addition, the moment-strain response obtained from the FE model 
indicates that the effect of the neutral axis shift has only small amounts of influence 
on the slope of moment-strain curve. The inclined “plateau” observed in the 
compressive test was primarily attributed to the mechanisms of compressive fibre 
fragmentation.  







5 Exploring pseudo-ductility of thin ply 
angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies 







Angle-ply laminates containing 0° plies have been found to show gradual failure but 
behave differently in uniaxial tensile and compressive loading. Once such laminates 
are tested under flexural loading, dissimilar non-linear responses in tension and 
compression could bring more complicated flexural responses. Therefore, the aim 
of this work is to understand the flexural behaviour of these pseudo-ductile [±m/0n]s 
laminates and to explore the non-linearity of these laminates under flexural loading. 
In the present work, two typical pseudo-ductile laminates were tested under a four-
point flexural loading: the first one has pseudo-ductile stress-strain behaviour in 
both tension and compression and the second one has only pseudo-ductility in 
tension. The flexural results show that laminates with both layups failed on the 
compressive sides due to the high in-plane shear stress in the angle plies on the outer 
compressive side. However, due to the fragmentation on the tensile side, the failure 
was delayed and therefore a higher failure strain and more gradual failure were 
achieved.      
 




Gradual failure of carbon fibre composites in tensile and compressive loading has 
been achieved in the thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies. This is 
achieved via combining the non-linearity of angle plies with the damage mechanisms 
of fragmentation of the central 0° plies and localised dispersed delamination. Via this 
approach, the pseudo-ductile strain has been found to be up to 2.2% in tension and 
0.41% in compression in section 3.3.1 and section 4.6.2. Once the uniaxial tensile 
and compressive behaviour of these materials has been understood, the next stage of 
the work aims to understand their performance in flexural loading, as it is a more 
complex loading case involving both tension and compression. 
So far, bending testing has shown its importance in composites 
characterisation, as it is one of the major loading cases in real structures. The pseudo-
ductile stress-strain response is very different in tension and compression and some 
of the pseudo-ductile laminates with high fracture strain fibre in the 0° plies were 
found to have failed with no pseudo-ductile response in compression but did show 
pseudo-ductile response in tension. When these pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply 
laminates are subjected to flexural loading, the flexural behaviour of them will be 
influenced by the different non-linear behaviour in the tensile and compressive side.  
 In the present chapter, the laminates which have previously been 
demonstrated to show pseudo-ductility, were selected to be tested under bending 
loading. In these tests, the primary aim was to understand how the different non-
linear compressive and tensile response of the laminates affects their bending 
behaviour, what the damage modes and their sequences are, and to explore the non-
linearity and gradual failure in flexural loading.  
 
5.2 Static tensile testing 
Pseudo-ductile laminates with two different layups were selected to test under 
bending. The first one was a MR60-M55 [±277/0]s layup (where MR60 denotes 
intermediate modulus MR60 fibre prepreg and M55 denotes high modulus M55 fibre 
prepreg), which has shown compressive pseudo-ductile stress-strain response 





according to the previous compressive testing presented in Chapter 4. When such a 
laminate is tested under flexural loading, the different non-linear behaviour on the 
tensile and compressive sides of the bending beam would be expected to bring about 
an overall non-linear response. The second layup selected was TC35-TC35 [±266/0]s 
(where TC35 denotes Skyflex prepreg with standard modulus TC35 fibre and the 
cured ply properties are shown in Table 5.1). This layup was selected to replace the 
T300-T300 [±265/0]s laminate, which has shown pseudo-ductility in tension 
according to chapter 3 due to the T300 fibre prepreg is no longer available in the 
market. One extra pair of angle plies was used in the TC35-TC35 configuration than 
the T300-T300 configuration as the longitudinal modulus of TC35 fibre prepreg is 
slightly lower than the prepreg with T300 fibre. In the studies of [±n/0m]s laminates 
subjected to compression, it has been found that the laminate with high strain carbon 
prepreg in the middle, tends to fail catastrophically with a kink-band forming in the 
0° plies due to shear instability. Therefore, it is crucial to reduce the stress/strain on 
the compressive side and to promote damage initiation on the tensile side. 
Prior to the monolithic bending testing, the tensile behaviour of the MR60-
M55 [±277/0]s laminate (termed as MR60-M55) and TC35-TC35 [±266/0]s laminate 
(termed as TC35-TC35) were determined in order to analyse bending behaviour. The 
manufacture and preparation of laminates were the same as in the chapter 3 and 
chapter 4. The dimensions of specimen were the same as the unnotched tensile 
testing specimen as mentioned in chapter 3.  
Table 5.1: Cured ply mechanical properties of UD laminates. 
















121 5.4  2.76  0.022 0.52 
USN020A 
(TC35 fibre) 
110 6.2 1780 3.0 1.6 0.027 0.52 
 
 Figure 5.1 shows the tensile stress-strain curves for all five specimens and 
the key mechanical properties are summarised in Table 5.2. Pseudo-ductile stress-
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strain tensile behaviour can be observed with a pseudo-ductile strain of 3.08%. The 
laminate exhibited a three-stage pseudo-ductile stress-strain curve similar to the 
other layups tested previously: linear response in the initial stage before the “yield” 
stress, then followed by a gradual failure and short plateau due to fragmentation of 
the central 0° plies. A very large portion of reloading can be observed which was due 
to the angle plies carrying more load and having a higher failure strain.  
 
Figure 5.1: The experimental tensile stress-strain curves for the MR60-M55 laminates 
 
 Tensile stress-strain curve with simultaneous acoustic emission energy 
events as shown Figure 5.2 provides more information on damage evolution in the 
MR60-M55 specimen under tensile testing. In the linear region (stage I), no high 
energy event was captured. Significant amounts of high energy AE events were 
initiated from the “yield” stress and lasted until the first half of the second stage 
(stage II). These high energy events are associated with fibre fragmentation of the 0° 
plies. In the second half of the second stage, the total number of high energy events 
fell gradually, meaning the fragmentation in the gauge length of specimen tends to 
be saturated and localised dispersed delaminations were initiated from the fracture 
surfaces. In the third stage, only some medium level energy signals have been 
observed, associated with the dispersed delamination initiation from the fractured 
plies.   

















































Figure 5.2 Acoustic emission events which occurred during the tensile testing of the MR60-
M55 laminate. 
 
Two MR60-M55 specimens were taken out from the testing machine when the 
strains of 1.2 % and 3.9 % were reached, and then X-ray CT-scans were performed. 
All X-ray images taken in the middle plies of the specimens are shown in Figure 5.3. 
Again, the thin white lines were the fibre fragmentations in the 0° plies and the less 
intensive regions around the white lines were the dispersed delaminations at the 0/-
27 interface. At 1.2% strain, acoustic emission signals suggest the fibre 
fragmentation is saturated and the X-ray image at the same strain level shows this is 
the case. Fragmentation and dispersed delamination can be seen on both free edges 
over the entire gauge length with uniform fragment lengths and these fragmentations 
were shown to be approximately perpendicular to the loading direction. Some of this 
adjacent damage was found to be joined together across the width of the specimen. 
A finer scan was also performed at two locations of the specimen as shown in the 
two middle images of Figure 5.3. The information missing from the initial scan, can 
be observed in these finer scans. For example, some of the fragmentations are not 
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shown across the width in the initial scan, but can be seen in the finer images. In 
addition, the damage propagated between adjacent fragments can be seen in the 
matrix shear cracking in the 0° plies. In addition, some fragmentations are isolated 
away from the free edges, without any connection to the edge. This shows that 
fragmentations could existed in the area although there is no obvious dye penetration 
reflection can be seen. As a result, the observations above suggest the laminate was 
saturated with fragmentations and some localised delamination at the current strain 
level. When the strain was increased to very close to the ultimate point (3.9%), the 
specimen was fully damaged with fragmentation and extensive delamination.  
 
Figure 5.3: X-ray images of the MR60-M55 unnotched tensile specimen 
 
The tensile stress-strain behaviour of the TC35-TC35 laminate is presented 
in Figure 5.4 and corresponding mechanical properties are given in Table 5.2. The 
overall gradual behaviour of the TC35-TC35 laminate is very similar to the one 
shown in the T300-T300 layup in Figure 3.5, but it has shown a higher “yield” stress 
and the ultimate failure strain. In general, this layup is a good candidate for replacing 
the T300-T300 layup used previously.    






Figure 5.4: The experimental tensile stress-strain curves for the TC35-TC35 laminates 
 
5.3 Monolithic bending testing 
5.3.1 Specimen design and testing procedures 
 To investigate the bending behaviour of the pseudo-ductile MR60-M55 and 
TC35-TC35 laminates, a four-point loading configuration with fixed supporters and 
loading rollers was selected in this test since it allows zero shear forces between two 
loading rollers. An illustration of the testing configuration is presented in Figure 5.5. 
To introduce uniform contact and to reduce stress concentrations between the 
specimen and loading rollers, rubbery inserts were placed between them to avoid any 
premature fibre failure. Strain gauges were placed on both the top and bottom 
surfaces of the specimen for measuring strains during the loading.  
 
Figure 5.5: Illustration of testing configuration for a four-point bending test. 
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 The design of specimen was primarily according to the ASTM standard 
D7264. The specimen was machined into a rectangular shape with parallel edges. 
One of the key parameters in designing bending specimens is the support span-to-
thickness ratio. A low support span-to-thickness ratio can bring significant 
interlaminar shear stress and shear deformation, resulting in undesired failure. As 
per the ASTM standard, the recommended span-to-thickness ratio is 32:1. However, 
according to some preliminary bending tests of these pseudo-ductile specimens, a 
very large deflection was achieved if using this ratio. To minimise the total deflection 
and geometrical effect on the bending behaviour, in this chapter, a reduced span-to-
thickness ratio around 25 was used. The dimensions for testing the MR60-M55 and 
TC35-TC35 laminates in a setup with a support span three times that of the loading 
span are presented in Table 5.2.  





Loading span (S) 
[mm] 
Support span (S+2L) 
[mm] 
TC35-TC35 2.65 20 20 60 
MR60-M55 3.30 20 30 90 
 
 The experiments were performed in an Instron hydraulically-actuated 
system with a 25kN load cell. The load was applied at a loading rate of 1mm/min 
until the load drop was found to be higher than 30%. Vishay general purpose linear 
pattern strain gauges C2A-06-062LW-350 were used in this testing to obtain the 
strain measurements on both skins. Figure 5.6 shows the testing configuration of 
four-point bending test.  






Figure 5.6: Experimental set-up for the four-point bending testing. 
 
5.3.2 Bending results: the MR60-M55 [±277/0]s 
The bending response of the laminate is presented as the moment per unit width 
against the surface strains from the strain gauges, where the applied moment was 
calculated from the applied load times an assumed constant moment arm. The top 
and bottom surface longitudinal strains were plotted against the applied moment per 
unit width of all the MR60-M55 specimens in Figure 5.7. The applied moment per 
unit width against displacement is presented in Figure 5.8. Non-linear behaviour and 
gradual failure are shown in the moment-displacement plot and moment-surface 
strain plot. Two dotted lines have been added to the moment-strain curves showing 
the degree of non-linearity. To give a better presentation, curves for a single 
specimen are also presented Figure 5.10. In the initial linear region, the curves for 
tensile and compressive sides are almost identical. It can be clearly seen that the non-
linearity was initiated from around 0.7% strain on the compressive surface. 
Assuming a linear strain variation through the laminate thickness, a value of strain 
in the central 0° plies of the top sub-laminate (as shown 4 in Figure 5.9) can be 
calculated to be 0.54% when the surface compressive strain of 0.7% has been 
reached. This strain is similar to the value of 0.56% for the “yield” strain of the same 
fibre type presented in chapter 4, therefore the non-linearity observed was related to 
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the fibre fragmentation of the central 0° plies on the compressive side of the beam. 
At the same time, the strain in the 0° plies on the tensile side was only 0.46%, which 
was lower than the tensile fibre fracture strain of the same laminate (0.7%) as 
determined in static tensile loading in section 5.2. With further applied load, the 
gradient of the moment-strain curve on the compressive side changed again at 1.2% 
surface strain. This could be related to the initiation of fragmentation of the central 
0° plies on the tensile side and resulted in an increased non-linearity.    
 
Figure 5.7: Applied moment per unit width versus surface strains for the MR60-M55 
laminates under four-point bending. 
 
Figure 5.8: Applied moment per unit width versus displacement for the MR60-M55 laminates 
under four-point bending. The initial small amount of soft region is due to the rubber softness, 
which is not taking into consideration of material non-linearity.  
 






Figure 5.9: Graphical representation of a linear strain variation through the thickness  
 
 
Figure 5.10: Moment-surface strain plot for single MR60-M55 specimen – showing the non-
linearity and some characterization points on the curves.  
 
On the tensile side of the bending beam, the moment-strain curves are nearly 
linear up to a strain close to 1%, followed by a stepwise behaviour – where multiple 
short plateaux can be observed with the increase of applied moment. One of the 
possible reasons for the short plateaux is that fragmentation was localised underneath 
the strain gauge, causing local strain variation. To investigate this, one extra set of 
bending tests was performed, using strain gauges with two different gauge lengths 
to determine the influence of gauge length on strain measurements.  
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In addition to the strain gauge with a 6.4 mm gauge length that was used 
previously, one extra long strain gauge with a gauge length of 11.18 mm was 
attached on both the tensile and compressive surfaces, parallel to the short one shown 
in Figure 5.11. The moment against surface strains from both the short and long 
strain gauges are plotted in Figure 5.11. Both strain gauges show almost identical 
behaviour on the compressive sides. On the tensile side, the overall trends for both 
strain gauges are similar, but the stress-strain curve plotted from the longer strain 
gauge is more gradual after the initial linear region and the obvious short plateaux 
have been eliminated compared with the shorter strain gauge. This confirms that the 
short plateaux observed on the tensile side of the bending beam are due to the 
localised fragmentation under the gauge length of strain gauges. However, since the 
overall shape of the moment-strain curves and tensile failure strain are similar, the 
tested results from short strain gauges are still valid.  
 
Figure 5.11: The measured moment-surface strain curves for strain gauges with two different 
gauge lengths. Results have been found to be almost identical. 
 
The fragmentation of the 0° plies on the compressive side of the beam can 
therefore reduce the stiffness and result in the neutral axis shifting towards the tensile 
side (as shown in Figure 5.12). The neutral axis position relative to the bottom 
surface was determined from surface strain measurements using equation (4.11). 





More specifically, at the beginning of testing, the neutral axis is almost in the middle 
of the specimen (the specimen is 3.3 mm thick) due to the very similar values of in 
tension and compression. With the load applied, the sub-laminate on the compressive 
side starts softening slowly due to non-linear elasticity of the carbon fibres in the 0° 
plies. The slope increases further around the compressive fragmentation load. When 
the 0° plies reach the compressive fracture strain, a clear change in the slope of the 
neutral axis curve can be seen and it moves toward the bottom skin. The neutral axis 
continuously moves downward as an increased level of compressive fibre 
fragmentation occurs. This trend changes once the fibre fracture strain is reached on 
the tensile surface and the neutral axis then moves back toward the top compressive 
skin. The fibre fragmentation on the compressive side makes the overall response 
more gradual and the fragmentation on the tensile side can slow down the strain 
accumulation on the compressive side. This results in a delay of the ultimate failure.  
 
Figure 5.12: Neutral axis position relative to the bottom skin versus moment per unit width 
for the MR60-M55 specimen. 
 
5.3.3 Damage analysis of the MR60-M55 laminate 
All five specimens failed in the top compressive skins in a similar manner. 
A closer visual observation of the damage at the failure load is presented in Figure 
5.13. The specimen failed by a single fracture through the thickness at the 
compressive side of the beam and across the entire width of the specimen, parallel 
to the direction of the 27° fibres. This single fracture mode was found to be the same 
as the compressive failure mode of the laminate with the same layup which was 
presented in chapter 4. The failure mode comprises the matrix failure between the 
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adjacent fibres in the 27° plies, fibre fracture in the -27° plies and 0° plies. As 
suggested in chapter 4, this compressive dominated failure mode was attributed to 
the combination of high in-plane shear and transverse tensile stresses. In addition to 
the compressive fracture, some apparent delaminations have been found to have 
initiated from the fracture surface of the angle plies, and propagated along different 
interfaces on the compressive side of the beam, induced by the fibre fracture and 
matrix cracking. 
 
Figure 5.13: Visual observation of damage in the MR60-M55 specimen - failure exhibited 
on the compressive side of the beam. 
 
 To understand the damage within the specimens, further characterisation 
was carried out using Olympus and Zeiss microscopes, viewed from the free edge of 
the specimens. Figure 5.14 shows a typical microscopic observation of the MR60-
M55 specimen at the failure load, with enlargements showing the details of damage. 
A complete fracture is found in the compressive side of the specimens across a large 
number of angle plies and 0° plies, perpendicular to the longitudinal direction. 
Delaminations at two different 0/-27 interfaces above the neutral axis are also 
observed in these specimens. Once the fracture of the 0° plies occurred, any further 
applied loading can bring the two fractured halves into contact and creates a stress 
concentration that favours a Mode-I delamination at the 0/-27 interfaces. 






Figure 5.14: Microscopic images show the compressive fracture and delaminations above the 
neutral axis of the MR60-M55 specimen. 
 
Further details of the localised damage were inspected via a Zeiss 
microscope. Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 show several portions of the laminate free-
edge at the compressive side and the tensile side of the beam respectively. Figure 
5.15 (a) and (b) show two typical observations on the compressive side. Both of them 
highlight that significant fragmentations of the central 0° plies in two different 
positions - “y3” and “y4” - on the compressive side (an image is attached to show 
the position of “y3” and “y4” in the through-thickness direction). These fragmented 
fibre lengths have been found in the range from 0.5mm to 0.7mm, for example 
0.65mm in the presented portion. This observation shows a good agreement with the 
fragmented fibre length of the same layup that has been observed in compressive 
testing. It also confirms that the first major change in the gradient of moment-strain 
curves on the compressive side is attributed to fibre fragmentations in the 
compressive skins. Delaminations can be observed at the 0/-27 interfaces, as 
observed and discussed in the previous paragraphs.  




Figure 5.15: Typical microscopic images of the compression side of the MR60-M55 
specimen, taken at two different position along the length of the beam 
 
 Similarly, Figure 5.16 (a) and (b) present two typical microscopic images 
taken on the tensile portion of the bending beam. Tensile fibre fragmentation can 
also be found in the central 0° plies of the outer MR60-M55 sub-laminate (the first 
one counted from the bottom skin). Localised dispersed delamination have initiated 
from the fractured ply and developed at the 0/-27 interfaces. Some of these 
delaminations have migrated through the -27° plies and joined with the edge 
delamination at the -27/27 interface adjacent to the central 0° plies. These damage 
modes are the same as the tensile damage modes of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-
ply laminates with central 0° plies, indicating that the neutral axis “shift-back” during 
the latter stage of the loading is attributed to fragmentation in the tensile skin. 
However, due to the 0° plies at the 2nd lowest sub-laminate being very close to the 
neutral axis, the strain level was insufficient to induce further fragmentation in this 
layer.    






Figure 5.16: Typical microscopic images of the tensile side of the MR60-M55 specimen, 
taken at two different position along the length of the beam. 
 
5.3.4 Bending results: the TC35-TC35 [±266/0]s 
The applied moment per width versus the surface strains on the both sides of the 
bending beam are plotted in Figure 5.17 and the applied moment per unit width is 
also plotted against displacement in Figure 5.19. All the specimens generate 
consistent moment - strain behaviour apart from one specimen which shows a 
significant amount of noise in the load output, but this does not affect the overall 
shape of the curves. The averaged strains at failure on the tensile and compressive 
skins are 1.73% (2.6%) and -2.25% (4.0%) respectively, where coefficient of 
variation is shown in parentheses. The moment-displacement curve does not show 
any non-linearity until complete failure occurred. In the moment-strain curves, a 
small amount of hardening non-linear behaviour can be observed in tensile side and 
softening in compressive side, which are likely to be due to departure from linear 
elastic behaviour, with tensile modulus increasing with the increase of strain and the 
compressive modulus [123,190]. The degree of non-linearity in compression is often 
greater than that in tension, resulting in the position of neutral axis changed during 
loading. As shown in Figure 5.12, the position of neutral axis is at 1.33 mm above 
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the bottom surface at the beginning and gradually falls to 1.15 mm at the failure load. 
It gives an overall 0.18 mm shift of the neutral axis toward to the tensile bottom skin. 
This can slow down the strain increase on the tensile side and therefore the moment-
strain curve presents more non-linearity on the tensile side than on the compressive 
side.  
 
Figure 5.17: Applied moment per unit width versus surface strains of test beam for the TC35-
TC35 laminates under four-point bending. Note, the spikes in yellow and blue are the 
noisiness in the load measurement of a single specimen, which can be explained by voltage 
fluctuations in the analogue output from the Instron testing machine.  
 
 
Figure 5.18: Moment-surface strain plot for single TC35-TC35 specimen. Two dashed lines 
were plotted with original curves, highlighting linear regions.  






Figure 5.19: Applied moment per unit width versus displacement of the TC35-TC35 
specimen under four-point bending. Dashed line was plotted with the original curve, 
highlighting linear region. The initial small amount of soft region is due to the rubber softness, 
which is not taking into consideration of material non-linearity.  
 
 
Figure 5.20: Neutral axis position relative to the bottom skin versus moment per unit width 
for the TC35-TC35 specimen. 
 
5.3.5 Damage analysis of the TC35-TC35 laminates 
The visual observation of the specimen at failure shows that the TC35-TC35 
laminate also failed on the compressive side. Similar to the failure mode of the 
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MR60-M55 laminate, with the high in-plane shear stress and transverse tensile stress 
in the angle plies, compressive fracture was initiated, and parallel to the 26° fibre 
direction. The damage also involves matrix cracking in the 26° plies and fibre 
fracture of the 0° and -26° plies. Delaminations are also seen in the specimen on the 
compressive side and details of this damage will be observed and discussed in more 
detail together with the following microscopic observations.  
 
Figure 5.21: Visual observation of damage shows failure occurred on the compressive side 
of the TC3-TC35 specimen. 
 
 Figure 5.22 presents a microscopic image of TC35-TC35 specimens at the 
failure load. Two similar but slightly different damage morphologies have been 
observed in these laminates. In Figure 5.22 (a), the compressive fracture initiated 
and developed through the entire first two sub-laminates counting from the top skins. 
Several delaminations at different -26/26 interfaces were induced from the fractured 
fibres and matrix cracking, and the most severe one was found at one of the -26/26 
interfaces close to the neutral axis. In Figure 5.22 (b), the fracture only occurred in 
the upper half of the topmost sub-laminate, also introducing several delaminations 





at the -26/26 interfaces. No obvious damage can be seen on the tensile side according 
to the microscopic images at the current magnification.  
 
 
Figure 5.22: Microscopic images show the compressive fracture and delaminations above the 
neutral axis. There are two slightly different morphologies which are seen among all TC35-
TC35 specimens.  
 
The images taken under the Zeiss microscope show the damage at the free-edge of 
the specimen at a higher magnification and are presented in Figure 5.23, where (a) 
and (b) present typical observations on the compressive side and (c) presents the 
tensile side. Major damage and primary fibre failure are seen in the position where 
compressive fracture occurred. In the rest of the specimen, delamination initiated 
from the compressive fracture is the major damage on the compressive side, without 
any other damage observed. On the tensile side, 0° plies fragmentation and localised 
dispersed delamination are observed on the lower tensile sub-laminate. However, 
only a few fragmentations can be seen within the region between the loading span, 
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due to the premature fibre fragmentation. Therefore, the non-linearity on the tensile 
side was limited and the specimen failed in compression as a single fracture.   
 
Figure 5.23: Microscopic images of (a)(b) compressive side and (c) tensile side of the TC35-
TC35 specimen, taken at different positions along the length of the beam. 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, an experimental investigation into the bending behaviour of two 
different pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates has been performed. The two 
layups tested in the bending were the MR60-M55 [±277/0]s and TC35-TC35 
[±266/0]s laminates. The MR60-M55 laminate showed pseudo-ductile behaviour in 
both uniaxial tensile and compressive loading and this is achieved by the gradual 
fragmentation in the central 0° plies, as presented in Chapter 4. The TC35-TC35 
laminate also showed pseudo-ductility and 0° ply fragmentation in tension and, is 
not expected to display pseudo-ductility in compression.  





Both layups were found to fail on the compressive side of the bending beam, 
but they exhibited different moment-displacement and moment-strain behaviour in 
flexural loading. The MR60-M55 laminate was shown to have a more gradual failure 
and a larger amount of non-linearity according to the moment-displacement and the 
moment-strain curves. The non-linearity development was primarily due to the 
initial 0° ply fragmentation on both the compressive and tensile sides of the beam. 
The fragmentation on the tensile side resulted the position of neutral axis shifts up 
and down, to slow down the strain accumulation on the compressive skin and delay 
the final failure on the compressive surface. By contrast, the TC35-TC35 laminate 
has shown less non-linearity in the moment-displacement and moment-surface strain 
curves.  
To understand the bending behaviour better and to examine damage within 
the specimen, both layups were characterised under microscope and found to fail in 
compression – a single fracture across the width and parallel to the angle ply 
direction. More detailed microscope images confirm that 0° ply fragmentation was 
observed in the sub-laminates on both the compressive and tensile sides of the 
MR60-M55 laminate. In the TC35-TC35 laminate, only a few premature 
fragmentations were found in the 0° plies on the tensile sides. In addition to the 
compressive fracture in angle plies and fibre fragmentation in the 0° plies, 
interlaminar shear delamination was also observed at multiple different location in 
both layups. These delaminations initiated from the compressive fracture surfaces 
and propagated along the 0/-27 interfaces for the MR60-M55 laminate and the 26/-
26 interfaces for the TC35-TC35 laminate. These delaminations are more likely to 
be due to the stress concentrations at the fracture surfaces which favour a Mode-I 
delamination.  
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6 An investigation into fatigue behaviour 
and fatigue damage progression in 










Fatigue behaviour is another major consideration in the design of pseudo-ductile 
thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies. Fatigue loading was found to be a 
main cause of laminate failure, if the operating stress is too high during its service. 
Therefore, in this chapter, tension-tension fatigue loading was applied to the pseudo-
ductile laminates. Two types of tests are presented: pristine specimens, tested at 
various peak amplitudes in the elastic region below the “yield” stress, and 
overloaded specimens with “pre-fractured” 0° plies, which were loaded in fatigue. 
The first experiment aims to determine the operating limits of these laminates and 
the latter one focuses on damage progression, particularly on the delamination onset 
and growth in these laminates.  




Pseudo-ductility has been observed in the thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 
0° plies loaded in tension. The primary damage mechanisms in these laminates are 
fibre fragmentation in the internal 0° plies and localised delamination, although the 
damage morphologies are similar in these laminates, but still vary from case to case.  
Fatigue is critical in the design of composites as structures have to bear a 
certain amount of fatigue loading during operation. Carbon fibre composites can 
usually sustain damage during cyclic loading, especially for thin ply carbon fibre 
laminates, but most tests have been conducted on conventional unidirectional or 
quasi-isotropic laminates, which behave linearly and have a sudden failure in static 
tension. Due to the unique failure mechanisms and pseudo-ductile stress-strain 
behaviour of [±m/0n]s laminates, fatigue testing needs to be performed.  
In this chapter, pseudo-ductile laminates with three different layups the 
TC35-TC35 [±266/0]s, MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s and MR60-M55 [±277/0]s presented 
in chapter 3 and chapter 5, were tested in tension-tension fatigue loading. Two types 
of tests were performed: pristine specimens were tested within the elastic region 
(below the “yield” stress) to determine the maximum stress level that these laminates 
can safely operate under and overloaded specimens with “built-in” initial 0° ply 
fragmentation, which were loaded in fatigue to investigate damage progression.  
 
6.2 Testing arrangements 
6.2.1 Specimens preparation and manufacture 
The three different laminates TC35-TC35 [±266/0]s, MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s and 
MR60-M55 [±277/0]s were all made from thin prepregs with different fibre types, 
different angles and different angle ply to 0° ply ratios.  
These laminates were manufactured from commercially available thin ply 
prepregs. The curing cycles were the same as those used in static tension and can be 
found in chapters 3 to 5. Due to prepreg availability, the North prepreg with Nippon 
YSH70 fibre that was used in the MR60-YSH70 laminate, was replaced by the 





Granoc prepreg with the same fibre type. The major difference between the two 
prepregs is the ply thickness, which is t = 0.05 mm for the Granoc prepreg compared 
to t = 0.032 mm for the North prepreg.  Therefore, in the present study, the layup of 
the MR60-YSH70 laminate was modified to [±252/0]s, where underline indicates 
only a single of 0° ply being used in the central ply. The cured prepreg properties are 
specified in Table 6.1 and the curing cycle is: dwell at 80oC for 75 mins and a curing 
temperature of 125oC for 165 mins. The laminates were machined to form specimens 
of the same dimensions as those used for the static tests, illustrated in Figure 3.2 in 
chapter 3.  
Table 6.1: Cured prepreg properties for the YSH70/epoxy Granoc prepreg 
  YSH70/epoxy 
(Granoc prepreg) 
E1 [GPa] 400 
E2 [GPa] 6.2 
 [MPa] 2000 
G12 [GPa] 4.0 
1 [%] 0.5 
t [mm] 0.05 
vf [%] 50 
 
 
6.2.2 Test matrix 
The pristine specimens underwent cyclic loading at several stress severities below 
the “yield” stress. As a starting point, the peak stress level used for all three 
configurations was 80% of the “yield” stress. Since there is no obvious stiffness loss 
in the specimen up to 1 x 105 cycles, the stress severity was then increased to 90% 
or higher. In the fatigue tests of “pre-fractured” specimens, the pristine specimens 
were first statically loaded to beyond the “yield” stress to introduce fragmentations 
in the specimen, called “pre-fractured” specimens. Then the “pre-fractured” 
specimens were tested under cyclic loading. The stress severity selected in the latter 
case is mainly focused on the maximum operating stress level determined from the 
first case. The details of the test matrix are shown in the Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2: Summary of test matrix for three different configurations. Note: 4 specimens in 
each test were planned. This number is slightly modified based on the real test.  
 









Pristine 80% 4 5 4 














6.2.3 Testing procedures and set-up 
All fatigue tests were performed using an Instron hydraulically-actuated system with 
a 5 kN load cell for the MR60-YSH70 laminate and a 25 kN load cell for the TC35-
TC35 and MR60-M55 laminates, since the latter two were operated at greater load 
ranges. Testing was carried out in a load control mode at a series of different peak 
stresses (peak) as stated previously in Table 6.2, with a constant load ratio of R = 0.1 
and frequency of 2 Hz across all the tests. Strains, used for the modulus calculation, 
were recorded at different numbers of cycles using an Imetrum Video Extensometer. 
Each batch of specimens was tested to 1 x 105 cycles if no specimen failure occurred 
before this number. Due to the time limit, only one specimen in each batch was tested 
to 1 x 106 cycles at 80% and 90% stress severities, as 1 x 106 cycles is commonly 
used in the investigation of fatigue behaviour of carbon fibre composites. The 








) 𝜎𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘     (6.1) 
The fracture of the 0° plies is found to be the first main damage mechanism 
and the material no longer behaves linearly when the “yield” stress has been reached, 
therefore the peak stress used in the fatigue tests was below the “yield” stress. In the 
pre-fractured fatigue tests, to introduce fragmentation in the 0° plies, the pristine 





specimen was firstly loaded statically to a strain that is higher than the “yield” strain 
of the same laminate. In order to limit the number of fragmentations and minimise 
local delamination developed in the laminates, the strain just beyond the “yield” 
strain was selected as the “fracture” strain, which was 2.00% for the TC35-TC35 
laminate (1.91%), 0.55% for the MR60-YSH70 laminate (0.49%) and 0.75% for 
MR60-M55 laminate (0.68%), where the numbers in the parentheses are the “yield” 
strains for each configuration. The selection of “fracture” strain was based on a ratio 
of the difference between fracture and “yield” strains to the total plateau strain. One 
of the major factors that can introduce variability in the results for “pre-fractured” 
fatigue is the number of fragmentations generated in the static “pre-fracture” tests. It 
is not easy to quantify and control the number of fragments within the specimens, 
since the carbon fibre laminates are not transparent and fragmentations randomly 
occur in the gauge length once the fibre fracture strain is reached. Therefore, acoustic 
emission was employed as a technique and sensors were attached to the specimen 
during the “pre-fracture” test. The reason for choosing acoustic emission is that 
amplitude and energy of acoustic emission events have been found to be useful in 
identifying the fibre fragmentation failure in previous studies [29]. An approximate 
number of fragments in the “pre-fracture” tests would be expected to be provided 
using acoustic emission. Figure 6.1 presents the test setup for the pre-fracture testing.   
 
 
Figure 6.1: Setup for the pre-fractured testing. A video gauge was employed to measure the 
strain of the specimen before and after pre-fracture, and acoustic emission was used to 
quantify the number of fragmentations in “pre-fracture” testing. 
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6.3 Results of static tensile testing 
Since the MR60-YSH70 [±252/0]s laminate with Granoc YSH70 fibre prepreg has 
not been previously tested, it was initially tested in static tensile loading using a 
loading rate of 2 mm/min. The tensile stress-strain response is plotted in the Figure 
6.2. Similar pseudo-ductile stress-strain behaviour was observed in the [±252/0]s 
laminate (two layers of 0° plies with nominal thickness 0.031mm in the centre) in 
Figure 2.7, and in the [±252/0]s laminate (single layer of 0° ply with nominal 
thickness 0.05mm in the middle). The major differences observed in [±252/0]s 
laminate compared to the [±252/0]s laminate is the lower “yield” stress and ultimate 
strength, which are due to there being only one 0° ply in the [±252/0]s laminate. The 
full set of key mechanical properties are summarised in the Table 6.3. From visual 
observation, the failure modes of [±252/0]s laminate are also similar to the [±252/0]s 
laminate, but are not discussed here. Along with the mechanical properties of the 
TC35-TC35 and MR60-M55 laminates, their key mechanical properties referenced 
in fatigue testing are presented in Table 6.4 and static tensile stress-strain curves are 
in Figure 6.3.  
 
 
Figure 6.2: Tensile stress-strain curves for MR60-YSH70 (Granoc) laminates tested under 
static tensile loading 
 





Table 6.3: Summary of mechanical testing results from static tension of MR60-YSH70 
(Granoc prepreg)) laminate. The coefficient of variations (CV) for each mechanical property 






























Figure 6.3: Recalling the tensile stress-strain curves for the (a) TC35-TC35 and (b) MR60-
M55 laminates in static tensile loading. 
 









Y [%] 1.91 0.49 0.68 
Y [MPa] 737 548 435 
E [GPa] 45 115 65 
 
6.4 Fatigue test results of the TC35-TC35 laminates 
6.4.1 Fatigue test of the pristine specimen 
The first batch of specimens was tested in a cyclic loading at a peak stress level - 80% 
of the “yield” stress. The normalised modulus is plotted against the number of cycles 
in Figure 6.4. The normalised modulus is defined as the modulus measured between 
0.1% and 0.3% strains, at the ith cycle (Ei) divided by the modulus of the pristine 
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specimens (E0), and it presents a straightforward way for observing damage 
evolution during loading. From Figure 6.4, it can be clearly seen that no obvious 
modulus reduction can be observed up to 1 x 105 cycles when the specimens were 
loaded at 80% stress severity and Spc4 even displayed no modulus reduction up to 
almost 1 x 106 cycles. From visual observation, only a few matrix cracks were 




Figure 6.4: Fatigue stiffness curves for the TC35-TC35 laminate at 80% and 90% severity. 
The present normalised modulus is the modulus at the ith cycle by initial modulus.The bottom 
figure shows the same figure, but zoomed in on the y-axis.  
 





The specimens removed from testing machine after 1 x 105 cycles in cyclic 
loading, were submerged in zinc iodide dye penetration and then were characterised 
in an X-ray CT inspection machine in the same fashion to that in chapter 3. Since 
the fragmentation in the central 0° plies and delaminations at 0/- interfaces were 
found to be the major damage when the specimens were loaded in the static tension, 
the X-ray images were taken at the mid-plane of the laminates. One additional image 
was taken at the surface ply, since micro-cracks have visually been observed on the 
surface. From the X-ray images captured at the mid-plane (Figure 6.5 (a)), there is 
no significant fatigue damage developed in the TC35-TC35 laminate at this stress 
level. The image taken at the surface (Figure 6.5 (b)) shows a few bright lines near 
the free edge of the specimen, which are related to matrix cracks in the 26° ply. These 
matrix cracks on the surface ply are due to the lack of constraint from the adjacent 
plies and to the free-edge effect.     
 
 
Figure 6.5: X-ray images of the pristine TC35-TC35 specimen tested to 1 x 105 cycles in 
fatigue loading at 80% severity. 
 




Figure 6.6: (a) The X-ray image of the pristine TC35-TC35 specimen interrupted at 400 
cycles and (b) visual observation of fractured specimen for the TC35-TC35 specimen tested 
in fatigue loading at 90% severity. 
Overall, the unchanged modulus and lack of critical fatigue damage in the 
laminates at 80% fatigue stress severity effectively demonstrate that the TC35-TC35 
laminate can be operated at this cyclic peak stress to up to 1 x 106 cycles without 
obvious stiffness reduction. The peak stress was further increased to 90% of the 
“yield” stress and the normalised modulus against number of cycles plotted in Figure 
6.4. All four specimens failed at an average 598 cycles (8.8% CV) and the average 
normalised modulus just before failure was 0.96 (0.3% CV). From visual observation 
presented in Figure 6.6 (b), the failed specimen displays some 0° ply fragmentation, 
complete fibre fracture in the angle plies and extensive delamination extended from 
the edge at the -26/26 interface. One specimen was interrupted at 400 cycles and 
inspected using X-rays, since the obvious modulus reduction can be observed at this 
number of cycles. In the X-ray image taken at the mid-plane of the laminate as shown 
in Figure 6.6 (a), a few inclined bright lines are observed in the top part of the gauge 
section and are identified as fragmentation of the 0° plies. These fragmentations were 
surrounded by a triangle shape with lower severity colour, which was found to be an 
edge delamination at the -26/26 interface. The delamination at -26/26 interface 
propagated quickly to form the final failure including the fracture of angle plies.   






6.4.2 Fatigue testing with pre-fractured 0° plies 
The pristine TC35-TC35 specimen displayed no modulus reduction at 80% of the 
“yield” stress, but showed poor performance in fatigue if the stress severity increased 
to 90%. To understand the ability of these laminates to withstand fatigue loading 
when the specimen contains “built in” fragmentation, fatigue tests with “pre-
fractured” specimens were performed. The specimens were loaded in static tension 
to a strain of 2.0%, 0.1% higher than the “yield” strain of the TC35-TC35 laminate, 
and then underwent cyclic loading at 80% of the “yield” stress. The 80% value was 
selected since it is the maximum stress level at which the pristine specimen can be 
operated without obvious modulus reduction. The normalised modulus is plotted 
against number of cycles in Figure 6.7 and the typical acoustic emission events 
captured in the pre-fracture testing are shown in Figure 6.8. The modulus at the ith 
cycle is normalised by the modulus of the pristine specimens, therefore the modulus 
reduction due to the pre-fracture can be seen from the same graph. The modulus was 
found to reduce significantly with the increase in number of cycles, and the 
specimens eventually failed at an average 2263 cycles (40% CV) with an average 
10% reduction in modulus. Acoustic emission energy events in Figure 6.8 show that 
the large variation in the cycles to failure can be attributed to the number of 
fragmentations introduced in the pre-fracture. The total modulus reduction is higher 
than the pristine specimens at 90% loading, whilst it can last a larger number of 
cycles.  
 Visual observation of the failed specimen in Figure 6.9 shows damage 
initiation from the pre-fractured 0° plies. Instead of introducing more fragmentations 
in the 0° plies, the damage migrated from the 0° plies to the -26/26 interfaces adjacent 
to both sides of the central 0° plies and propagated extensively until the final fracture. 
The modulus reduction at the beginning of the fatigue modulus curve is attributed to 
0° ply fragmentations, and the modulus reduction in the rest of the curve is primarily 
due to the delamination growth at -26/26 interfaces.  




Figure 6.7: The modulus reduction in the TC35-TC35 laminate against number of cycles in 
“pre-fractured” fatigue loading at 90% severity. 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Typical acoustic emission energy events plots have shown the fragmentation in 
the pre-fracture testing of the TC35-TC35 specimens. 
 






Figure 6.9: The failed TC35-TC35 specimen has shown fragmentation in 0° plies and 
complete delamination at -26/26 interface. 
 
6.5 Fatigue results of the MR60-YSH70 laminates 
6.5.1 Fatigue test of the pristine specimens 
The pristine MR60-YSH70 specimens were tested at three different stress severities: 
80%, 90% and 95% of the laminate’s “yield” stress. The normalised modulus against 
the number of cycles for all three stress severities is plotted in Figure 6.10. At 80% 
and 90% severities, no observable modulus reduction can be seen when the specimen 
underwent cyclic loading to at least 1 x 105 cycles. When the specimen was loaded 
at 95% load severity, the modulus significantly dropped to about 51% (5.3% CV) of 
the initial modulus and the specimen failed at an average 60,000 (57% CV) cycles.  
All the curves display very similar trends, but show very large variation in the 
number of cycles. Considering the different number of cycles required for the 
weakest cluster of fibres to initiate fragmentation in different specimens and the 
average “yield” stress used for fatigue reference stress, the results still display good 
consistency. In general, 90% of the “yield” stress is the operating limit for the MR60-
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YSH70 laminates. A red dashed-line is plotted in Figure 6.10 showing the modulus 
contribution from the angle plies calculated from Classical Laminate Analysis 
(CLA). It shows that the modulus of the specimen at failure point loaded at 95% 
severity is still higher than the angle-ply modulus contribution, which means the 0° 
plies still carry a certain amount of load before the final fracture.    
 
Figure 6.10: The normalised modulus against number of cycles plots for the MR60-YSH70 
laminate at 80%, 90% and 95% severities. The red dashed-line is plotted, showing the 
modulus contribution from the angle plies calculated from (CLA).  
 
Since the angle plies on each side of the central 0° plies are very thin, any 
delamination inside the laminates is reflected in the surface appearance. Figure 6.11 
presents the damage evolution during cyclic loading via observation of the surface 
appearance changes for the Spc2 at 95% severity and Figure 6.12 indicates the 
number of cycles where the images were captured. The fragmentation is expected to 
have initiated between 0 and 1000 cycles according to the fragmentation sound 
captured during the test. However, due to the small gaps between adjacent 
fragmentations in the 0° plies, it did not cause any visual changes at 1000 cycles. At 
16,000 cycles, inclined lines can be observed in the top of the specimen and at 28,000 
cycles, these lines are extended to a wider range, along with the initiation of 





delamination in a triangular shape at the free-edge. At 80,000 cycles just before the 
final failure, the area covered by the inclined lines increases to almost the entire 
gauge length and most of these lines are jointed together with edge delamination.  
 
Figure 6.11: Damage progression of the MR60-YSH70 laminates at 95% severity. The 
damage is shown as the surface appearance change of the specimen during testing. 
 
Figure 6.12: Stress-strain plot for showing the position of damage progression images for the 
pristine MR60-YSH70 specimens 
. 
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6.5.2 Fatigue test with pre-fractured 0° plies 
Four specimens were loaded in static tension to a strain of 0.55%, 0.06% higher than 
the “yield” strain of MR60-YSH70 laminate, and then tested in cyclic loading at 80% 
stress severity. The fibre fragmentation in the pre-loading was monitored by acoustic 
emission and a typical AE energy plot is shown in Figure 6.14. The normalised 
modulus against number of cycles is shown in Figure 6.13 and all the tests were 
manually terminated at 200,000 cycles. A 7% modulus drop is found in the pre-
fracture and only a further 5% modulus drop is in the cyclic loading after 200,000 
cycles. As opposed to the “pre-fractured” TC35-TC35 specimens that fail very 
quickly in cyclic loading, the “pre-fractured” MR60-YSH70 specimen retained good 
structural integrity.  
 
Figure 6.13: The normalised modulus against number of cycles plots for the “pre-fractured” 
MR60-YSH70 laminate at 80% fatigue severity. 
 
Figure 6.14: Typical acoustic emission energy events plot shows the amounts of 
fragmentation in the pre-fracture test for the MR60-YSH70 laminate. 





 To understand the different fatigue behaviour of the “pre-fractured” MR60-
YSH70 specimen compared to the TC35-TC35 specimen, the specimens were 
removed from the testing machine after 200,000 cycles and analysed in the X-ray 
CT-scan. The X-ray images taken at the mid-plane of three specimens from Spc1 to 
Spc3 are shown in Figure 6.15 (a) to (c). It is worth noting that the images only 
present segments with observed damage, and the rest of the undamaged parts are not 
presented here.  
Small amounts of damage – a few inclined thin white lines close to the free 
edge and small amounts of free edge delamination – can be observed in the X-ray 
images of all three specimens. As discussed in the context of the static tensile 
behaviour of the MR60-YSH70 laminate in Section 3.4.2, these thin white lines are 
the fibre fragmentation in 0° plies with small amounts of localised dispersed 
delamination around the fragmentation. These areas of delamination did not 
propagate any further. It would be interesting to assess the energy release rate and 
compare it to the critical energy release rate for Mode-II delamination GIIc. The 
energy release rate GII calculation is re-arranged from [11]: 







   (6.2) 
Where peak is the peak stress, E11 and ExAP are the modulus of the central 0° plies 
and angle plies, tUD and tAP are the thickness of central 0° plies and angle plies 
respectively. At the peak fatigue stress, the calculated GII is 0.2 N/mm, which is 
lower than the critical energy release rate GIIc of 0.75 N/mm. Therefore, there is no 
further delamination propagation during cyclic loading at 80% severity. 




Figure 6.15: X-ray images for the pre-fractured MR60-YSH70 laminates after loading in 
fatigue to 200,000 cycles. 
 
6.6 Fatigue test results of the MR60-M55 laminates 
6.6.1 Fatigue testing of the pristine specimens 
The pristine specimens were tested at three different stress severities: 80%, 90% and 
95% of the “yield” stress. Figure 6.16 shows the plot of normalised modulus versus 
number of cycles for all three severities. At 80% severity, the modulus for all four 
specimens remains unchanged to at least 1 x 105 cycles. When the peak stress 
increases to 90% severity, the modulus for three out of four specimens is unchanged 
and only one specimen shows a small drop in modulus. Since the MR60-M55 
laminate shows good behaviour at 90% severity, two specimens were then tested at 
a further higher load - 95% of the “yield” stress. The modulus drops very quickly 
from around 1 x 104 cycles, since fracture of the weakest 0° ply occurs and then 
introduces delamination as the operating stress level is close to the “yield” stress.  
 






Figure 6.16: The normalised modulus against number of cycles plots for the MR60-M55 
laminate in fatigue at 80%, 90% and 95% severities 
 
Figure 6.17: Images of the MR60-M55 specimen tested under 95% severity at 1 x 105 cycles 
shows that complete delamination at the 0/-27 interface is the main damage mechanism 
causing the modulus reduction in the laminate. The term "dagger" refers to the delaminated 
central 0 ply protruding from the side of the laminate. 




Figure 6.18: X-ray images for the MR60-M55 specimens at 80% and 90% fatigue severities, 
captured at 1 x 105 cycles. 
No obvious visual damage was observed in the specimens tested at 80% and 
90% severities. However, at the 95% severity, the specimen taken from 1 x 105 
cycles was found to be saturated with damage. Figure 6.17 shows the visual 
observation from the front view and microscopic observation viewed from the side. 
The front view image shows a few “daggers” shapes at the free-edges of the 
specimen, which are assumed to be the central plies which have become detached 
from the outer angle plies. A higher magnification image from the side is evidence 
that this is the case. The delamination was found to be initiated from the 0° ply 
fracture, and then propagated either at the 0/-27 interfaces or -27/27 interfaces until 
the gauge length was saturated with complete delamination. The delamination 
contributed to the modulus reduction observed in the fatigue modulus plots.  
From the X-ray images of the specimens loaded at 80% and 90% severities 
(Figure 6.18 (a) and (b)), no critical damage can be observed. However, a small, 
white triangular shape can be seen at the free edge of the specimen at 90% severity, 
attributed to free-edge delamination at the -27/27 interface adjacent to the central 0° 
plies. 





6.6.2 Fatigue test of laminates with pre-fractured 0° plies 
Laminates with the same configuration were then tested in fatigue with pre-fractured 
0° plies. All the pristine specimens were loaded to a strain of 0.75%, which is 0.07% 
higher than the average “yield” strain. Figure 6.19 (a), (b) and (c) show two typical 
plots of acoustic emission energy events observed in the pre-fracture testing. All the 
tests were terminated at the same pre-fracture strain, but the acoustic emission shows 
two very different energy event plots: Figure 6.19 (a) and (b) represent moderate 
amounts of high energy events, with Figure 6.19 (c) showing small amounts of high 
energy events. The number of high energy events can represent the rough number of 
fragmentations in the “pre-fracture” testing – about ~6-8 fragments were observed 
in the specimen with moderate amounts of AE high energy events, and with 2 
fragments in the lowest case. In the specimen with 2 fragments, the fragments were 
not across the entire width. To achieve a more consistent fatigue test performance, 
only the specimens displaying moderate high energy AE events were selected for 
further fatigue testing.  
 
Figure 6.19: Two types of typical plots for acoustic emission energy events for the MR60-
M55 specimen in “pre-fracture” test: (a) (b) have shown moderate number of fragmentation 
and (c) has shown very few fragmentations.  
 
 




Figure 6.20: Normalised modulus plotted against number of cycles for the MR60-M55 
laminate at three different severities: 80%, 85% and 90%. The modulus has been found to 
reduce gradually with different degradation rates in different severity. The red dashed-lines 
are plotted in each graph, showing the modulus contribution from the angle plies calculated 
from (CLA). 
 The selected specimens were tested under fatigue loading with 80%, 85% 
and 90% severities. Figure 6.20 shows the plots of normalised modulus versus 
number of cycles for three different stress severities and the red dashed line indicates 
the modulus contribution by angle plies calculated from CLA. All specimens in each 
batch show consistent trends –similar modulus reduction as a function of the number 
of cycles.  
More specifically, the modulus degradation rate of the specimens at 90% 
severity is the highest and is the lowest at 80% severity among all three loading 
severities. At 90% severity, the modulus drops dramatically in the first 30,000 cycles 
and then remains constant at a normalised modulus close to 0.6. At 85% stress 
severity, it takes almost 80,000 cycles for the modulus to reduce to 0.6, which is 
more than twice of the number of cycles at 90% severity and the modulus stabilises 
with further loading. When the load severity decreases to 80%, the modulus 
degradation reduces significantly – less than 10% modulus reduction was observed 
after 1 x 105 cycles.  





6.6.3 Damage analysis of fatigue specimen with pre-fracture 
To understand the damage mode of the pre-fractured specimens operated at different 
fatigue loading severities and the damage mechanisms that contributed to the 
modulus reduction, the specimens were removed from the testing machine at 
100,000 cycles, submerged in zinc iodide dye penetrant and examined in the X-ray 
CT-scanner. Figure 6.21 presents images captured at the central 0° plies and the edge 
view of the specimens, with all the damage highlighted in white.  
At 80% severity, it is clear to see that the damage is located in the top and 
bottom of the specimen. Since the damage is localised and has not propagated further, 
the middle of the gauge length has been shown free of damage. A higher 
magnification view of the localised damage is shown in Figure 6.22. In these images, 
the thin white lines are fragmentations of the central 0° plies and the less intense 
bright regions on both side of these white lines are localised delamination areas at 
the 0/-27 interface. The distance these delamination areas have propagated to has 
been found to be similar to the localised delamination length in static tension, 
therefore the delamination observed at 80% severity probably occurs primarily in the 
pre-fracture testing. It means that at the current stress severity, the applied stress is 
lower than the delamination propagation stress of the laminate. The small amount of 
modulus reduction observed in fatigue loading with 80% severity is possibly 
attributed to the development of edge delamination and the extension of 
fragmentation.  
  




Figure 6.21: X-ray images of the “pre-fractured” MR60-M55 specimens tested at 80%, 85% 
and 90% severities, after 1x105 cycles.  
 
At 85% loading severity, extensive damage can be seen from either the front 
view or the edge view of the specimen as shown in Figure 6.23. Nine fragmentations 
across the entire width and some longitudinal 0° ply splitting seen as white thin lines 
are observed from the front view. From the edge view, complete delamination can 
be seen along the entire gauge length. At the top part of the specimen, the 
delamination is observed as a thin white line on one side of the 0/-27 interface. In 
the middle of the specimen, the delamination propagated to the 0/-27 interface on 
both sides of the 0° plies via the splitting in the 0° plies shown in the 2nd image 
viewed as a cross-section. At the bottom of the specimen, the delamination was even 
more severe, resulting in the 0° plies becoming completely detached from the angle 
plies on both sides. Small amounts of edge delamination at the -27/27 interface 





adjacent to the central 0° plies can also be observed at the free edge and finally 
coalesces with the delamination at the 0/-27 interface. 
The damage morphology of the specimen at 90% severity is very similar to 
what was observed for 85% severity – a similar number of fragmentations were 
observed in the laminate and delamination dominated failure modes were observed. 
From the damage mechanism observed at 85% and 90% severity, the significant 
modulus degradation at a constant rate observed in the fatigue modulus plot is mainly 
attributed to delamination. In theory, when the central 0° plies become separated 
from the surrounding angle plies as a consequence of the delamination at the 0/-27 
interfaces, the normalised modulus of the remaining angle plies - ignoring 
completely the effect of the 0° plies - can be estimated from CLA shown in the red-
dashed lines in Figure 6.20. The normalised modulus of 0.6 measured experimentally 
was found to be lower than the value of 0.8 calculated from CLA. In addition to the 
delamination at the 0/-27 interface, the damage in angle plies such as edge 
delamination at -27/27 interface and matrix cracking in angle plies shown in Figure 
6.23 resulted in further modulus reduction. 
 
Figure 6.22: X-ray images detail the extent of the fragmentation and delamination for the 
MR60-M55 specimen at 80% load severity. The image was taken at the middle of the 
specimen.  





Figure 6.23: X-ray images captured at different planes of the specimen detail the extent of 
the fragmentation and delamination for the MR60-M55 specimen at 85% load severity, 
captured at 1 x 105 cycles. 
 
6.6.4 Delamination analysis of the MR60-M55 specimen in fatigue 
loading 
From the damage analysis presented in section 6.6.3, the major damage mode of the 
pre-fractured MR60-M55 laminate in fatigue loading is delamination. The growth of 
delamination area in fatigue loading is critical to the design of laminates, since a 
thorough understanding of the delamination growth rate could help to predict the 
laminate behaviour in fatigue loading. However, the delamination is primarily along 
the interface between the central 0° plies and angle plies, which is invisible in the 
carbon fibre laminate. In the present study, the area of delamination was estimated 
from a method from Wisnom et al. which is based on the measured modulus and the 
delamination is assumed to propagate along the 0/- interfaces [148]. The 
delamination length “a” can be therefore estimated as: 























   (6.3) 
where d0 and d are the cyclic displacement over the gauge length (lg) before and after 
delamination initiation. E0 is the original modulus of the laminate before the 
delamination and E is the modulus of the laminate once fully delaminated - ignoring 
the modulus contribution from the 0° plies. All these properties were measured or 
determined experimentally.    
Figure 6.24 presents an example of estimated delamination length as a 
function of number of cycles. A reasonably linear change in delamination length 
with number of cycles can be found in the middle of the plot and the delamination 
growth tends to be slower and more stable after this region, therefore this region was 
used for establishing the delamination growth rate by using least squares fitting of 
the data.  
Moreover, as another major parameter for delamination characterisation, a 











=    (6.4) 
Where P is the maximum cyclic load per unit width, “k0” is the original normalised 
stiffness of the laminate (load per unit width per unit strain) before cyclic loading 
and “k” is the stiffness (load per unit width per unit strain) of the laminate without 
considering the central 0° plies contribution. Again, all these properties were 
determined experimentally.  
 It has only shown a small 4% modulus drop and that the delamination has 
not propagated when the specimens are loaded at 80% severity, only the 
delamination growth rate and strain energy release rate for 85% and 90% severities 
were calculated and summarised in Table 6.5. The delamination growth rate at 90% 
severity is 0.0031 (24%) mm/cycle, which is 50% higher than the value at 85% 
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severity. The strain energy release rate Gmax of 0.271 N/mm was calculated for the 
specimen at 90% severity, which is approximately 10% higher than at 85% severity. 
 
Figure 6.24: Typical plot of stiffness loss due to delamination for an overloaded MR60-M55 
specimen at 85% severity. The delamination growth rate can be derived from the linear range 
of the curve. 
 
Table 6.5: Results of calculated delamination growth rate and maximum strain energy release 
rate for MR60-M55 specimens at 85% and 90% severities 










Spc1 0.0019 0.232 0.0027 0.269 
Spc2 0.0017 0.241 0.0026 0.276 
Spc3 0.0026 0.267 0.0042 0.258 
Spc4 0.0016 0.240 0.0030 0.279 
Average 0.0020 (23%) 0.245 (6.2%) 0.0031(24%) 0.271 (3.5%) 
 
6.7 Conclusions 
Pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies were tested in 
tension-tension fatigue loading in order to determine their operation ranges and to 
understand the damage progression. Laminates with three different configurations 





that have shown pseudo-ductility in static tension, were loaded in fatigue at several 
different severities from 80% to 95% of their “yield” stress respectively.   
In the fatigue tests on pristine specimens, 80% severity was found to be the 
maximum stress for all three specimens where they can safely operate without 
obvious modulus reduction and damage observation. When the maximum fatigue 
stress increased to 90%, the TC35-TC35 specimen failed dramatically after less than 
only 1000 cycles. Premature fracture of the 0° plies and delamination at the 26/-26 
interface dominated the dramatic failure. By contrast, the MR60-YSH70 and MR60-
M55 laminates displayed no stiffness loss to at least 1 x 105 cycles and only a small 
amount of less critical damage was observed in the specimen at 90% severity. When 
the specimens were loaded in 95% severity, both of these two laminates showed a 
gradual modulus reduction as the number of cycles increased. The central 0° plies of 
the MR60-YSH70 specimen have been found to be significantly fragmented in the 
initial cycles and localised delamination at the 0/-25 interface leads to gradual 
modulus reduction. However, in the MR60-M55 specimen, the modulus reduction 
was as a result of delamination which was initiated from the tip of a single 
fragmentation and propagated along the entire gauge length.  
 In the pre-fractured fatigue test, all three types of specimens were loaded in 
static tension to a strain slightly higher than their “yield” strain and then were tested 
in fatigue. In the TC35-TC35 specimen, the laminate failed within 2000 cycles as a 
result of delamination at the -26/26 interface next to the central 0° plies. The “pre-
fractured” MR60-YSH70 laminate displayed only a 5% modulus reduction over 
200,000 cycles at 80% severity, which means it retained good structural integrity 
and mechanical properties in fatigue loading even after sustaining fragmentation in 
the laminate. In the MR60-M55 laminate, similar delamination dominated failure 
modes were observed at 85% and 90% severities. The delamination propagation 
stress was reached under these fatigue load and the delamination extensively 
extended at the 0/-27 interface. An estimated delamination growth rate based on the 
measured modulus shows that the delamination propagated 1.5 times faster in 90% 
severity than 85%.  
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7 Bearing failure of bolted pseudo-ductile 







Pseudo-ductile [±m/0n]s laminates have been previously tested in several different 
load-cases, such as open-hole tension and compression. These laminates have been 
found to exhibit different behaviour compared to laminates made from standard 
thickness plies or commonly used layups. As one of the major methods for joining 
carbon fibre composite components, mechanically fastened joints have been used 
and studied extensively. When mechanically fastened joints are loaded in tension, 
complicated damage modes are observed, including compressive and shear 
dominated bearing failure, shear-out failure and tensile failure. Therefore, it is 
necessary to understand the behaviour of these pseudo-ductile laminates containing 
bolted joints. As an initial investigation, two types of pseudo-ductile laminates were 
selected and specimens with single- or double-bolted joints were tested in double 
shear tensile loading. Gradual failure has been observed in all specimens with 
single- and double-bolts jointed laminates, but a higher bearing strength has been 
observed in the laminate containing standard modulus 0° plies. The failure modes 
have been found to be similar between the two layups, including bearing type of 
damage, followed by tear-out type of damage including splitting in angle plies and 
fibre microbuckling through the entire thickness.    






Up to now, CFRP composites have been introduced into a wide range of applications 
such as aerospace, automotive and sports. In all these applications, mechanical 
fastening is a common method to join the composite structures together. In the 
presence of holes and fasteners, the load carrying ability of the carbon fibre laminates 
is reduced significantly, due to the damage initiation in the early stage of loading and 
accumulation inside the laminates. The damage modes of jointed composites are 
significantly influenced by the laminate configuration and joint design, therefore the 
bearing performance, particularly for these pseudo-ductile laminates, needs to be 
understood.  
In the previous chapters, these pseudo-ductile laminates have been tested 
under several different load cases, including open-hole tension and unnotched 
compression. The behaviour and damage mechanism observed in these laminates are 
very different from those laminates made from standard thickness plies or 
conventional layups, and are significantly influenced by the carbon fibre grades, the 
angles in angle plies and the ratio between 0° and angle plies. Therefore, the 
behaviour of these laminates with bolted joints is particularly crucial to be 
understood. The present work is primarily focused on experimentally characterising 
the bearing strength, bearing/bypass interaction and damage evolution within 
pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates with single and double-bolted joints 
subjected to double lap shear loading and to compare the performance between the 
two different pseudo-ductile laminates. 
 
7.2 Experimental procedures for bearing testing 
7.2.1 Specimen design and test setup 
Bearing tests were carried out in accordance to procedure “A” of the ASTM D5961 
standard. A double shear-lap bolted joint test fixture with a single hole is 
recommended to be used in this test. A hole diameter of 3.175mm was used, to make 
it consistent with the open-hole tensile testing presented in chapter 3. The bearing 
force was applied by loading the fixture along with the test samples in tension in a 





standard testing machine. Figure 7.1(a) shows a schematic of the double shear-lap 
bolted joint test fixture stated in ASTM D5961 and Figure 7.1(b) shows the fixture 
that was used in the current bearing testing. The specimen is mounted in the fixture 
and is sandwiched between two halves of a steel cylindrical block. The cylindrical 
block is designed to provide lateral support during loading. The amount of lateral 
support, or in other words clamping pressure, was applied by adjusting the tightness 
of the nuts on both sides of the cylinder quantitatively using a torque wrench.  
Subject to the prepreg availability as mentioned in the previous chapters, in 
bearing testing, the TC35-TC35 [±266/0]s and MR60-YSH70(Granoc) [±252/0]s 
laminates were used to replace the T300-T300 [±265/0]s and MR60-YSH70(North) 
[±252/0]s layups in open-hole testing, which give laminate thicknesses of 1.35 mm 
and 1.08 mm respectively. The underline indicates a single layer of 0 ply being used 
in the laminate. Other specimen geometric parameters, such as width-to-diameter 
ratio (w/d) and edge distance-to-diameter ratio (e/d) need to be well considered in 
the design of bearing specimens, since they have been found to influence the bolted 
bearing strength and failure modes significantly.  
 
 
Figure 7.1: (a) Fixture assembly for a bearing test viewed from the side, (b) fixture assembly 
viewed from front side and (c) bearing test specimen drawing. 





Different failure modes, such as cleavage, net-tension, shear-out, bearing 
and tear-out, are all commonly seen in bolted joint composite tests. An illustration 
of these damage modes is presented in Figure 2.12. As the aim of this investigation 
is to determine bearing dominated behaviour, the failure modes of net-tension and 
cleavage need to be avoided. The geometric dimensions of the specimens play an 
important role in controlling the failure modes in bolted joint composite tests. When 
a low width-to-diameter ratio w/d is used, the laminate tends to fail in a net-tension 
type of failure. To avoid it, a w/d ratio of 5 was used. The rest of the failure modes 
are primarily dependent on the edge distance-to-diameter ratio e/d. Previous studies 
on bolted composites suggest that the transition region of edge distance-to-diameter 
ratio from brittle failure modes to bearing falls within the region of 1 to 3 for the 
majority of reported laminates [149]. In theory, a very large e/d ratio could be used 
to ensure the specimen fails in bearing rather than shear-out. However, a redundant 
edge distance length could make the design less efficient. In the present chapter, as 
an initial investigation, an e/d ratio of 3.5 was selected, which is a common ratio 
used in bearing test of conventional laminates and would be expected to show 
bearing failure whilst not being over designed. The geometry of bearing specimen is 
illustrated in Figure 7.1 and all the key geometric parameters are summarised in 
Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1: Key geometrical parameters for the TC35-TC35 and MR60-YSH70 specimens 






Fastener diameter, D [mm] 3.00 3.00 
Hole diameter, d [mm] 3.175 3.175 
Thickness, t [mm] 1.35 1.08 
Length, L [mm] 100 100 
Width, w [mm] 16.0 16.0 
Edge distance, e [mm] 10.5 10.5 
 
 





7.2.2 Specimen preparation and testing procedures 
Laminates with both configurations were manufactured from prepregs and the details 
of the manufacturing procedures are the same as for the laminates used in chapter 4 
and chapter 5. The laminate panels were then machined into the required size as 
mentioned in Figure 7.1 and Table 7.1. The fastener hole of diameter 3.175 mm was 
drilled using a carbide drill.  
The bearing tests were performed using an Instron hydraulically-actuated 
system with a 25 kN load cell, at loading rates of 0.5 mm/min. The lower edge of the 
specimen was clamped into the lower grip and the upper specimen was mounted in 
the fixture, and then the entire structure was fixed into the testing machine. Previous 
studies on the effect of clamping pressure on bearing behaviour show that bearing 
strength is found to be a function of clamping pressure [151,156,191–193]. To 
minimise the influences of clamping pressure on the bearing strength measurement 
and provide consistency across all specimens, a relatively low level of torque of 0.5 
N.m (finger-tight condition) was applied to the fastener using a torque wrench. The 
displacement was recorded using a video extensometer, by tracking the movement 





     (7.1) 
Where k is the load per hole factor: 1.0 for single bolt joint. 
 
7.3 Results and discussion of bearing testing 
7.3.1 Overall bearing behaviour 
Figure 7.2 shows the bearing stress-displacement curve for all the TC35-TC35 
specimens and consistent behaviour among all specimens can be seen in these curves. 
The curves are predominantly linear up to the first load drop, followed by a less stiff 
but more gradual increase up to the ultimate stress, although multiple small load 
drops can be seen within this region. This means that the laminate is still carrying 
sufficient load although damage has initiated. In the present study, two stresses are 





used to characterise the bearing behaviour: the stress at the first peak and the ultimate 
stress as illustrated in Figure 7.3. The first peak stresses and ultimate stresses for all 
four specimens are summarised in Table 7.2. The failure of the laminate is defined 
as when the load drop is more than 30% and based on that, the overall displacement, 
which is primarily contributed by the hole edge deformation, is found to be around 
1.35 mm over the bearing load.  
The bearing stress for the MR60-YSH70 laminate is plotted against 
displacement in Figure 7.4. All four specimens also show good consistency in the 
curves before the ultimate point, but quite large differences can be observed after 
this point. Unlike the TC35-TC35 specimen, the load increases up to the maximum 
load, and then drops gradually, including a large load drop (more than 30%). The 
MR60-YSH70 laminate shows an elastic deformation in the initial stage and then the 
curve tends to be more gradual up to the maximum stress. It also can be seen in this 
laminate that the hole deformation is only about one third of the TC35-TC35 
laminate, which is due to the higher stiffness of the MR60-YSH70 laminate. Again, 
the stresses at the first peak and ultimate point are summarised in the Table 7.3. It 
shows that both stresses are lower than for the TC35-TC35 laminate. 
 
Figure 7.2: Bearing stress - displacement curves for the TC35-TC35 laminates. 
 






Figure 7.3: A typical bearing stress-displacement curve for the TC35-TC35. The definition 
of the first peak and ultimate stress are presented in the curve. The secondary axis shows the 
applied load normalised with the thickness for the same specimen, will be used in the 
comparison and analysis with double-bolted joint specimens in the Section 7.5.  
 
Table 7.2: Summary of the bearing strength and the failure modes for the individual TC35-
TC35 specimens 





Spc1 425 567 bearing, tearout 
Spc2 442 653 bearing, tearout 
Spc3 436 596 bearing, tearout 









From the stress-displacement curves, gradual failure is achieved for both 
laminates and the curves are primarily in two stages. In the initial stage, the 
displacement increases almost linearly with the applied load. The bolt starts to 
contact with the laminate at the hole edge, resulting in the compressive deformation 
at the hole edge of the laminate in this region. Instead of a smooth load-displacement 





curve, small load drops can be seen in these curves. These multiple load drops would 
be related to the damage initiation and accumulation. The appearance of damage 
brings down the overall stiffness. It can also be seen that the total displacement of 
the bolted laminates loaded to the first load drop for the TC35-TC35 laminate is 3 
times higher than the MR60-YSH70 laminate, since YSH70 fibres fracture at a 
compressive strain of 0.12% [175] much lower than the TC35 fibres as well as due 
to the higher stiffness of the MR60-YSH70 laminate.  
 
Figure 7.4: Bearing stress - displacement curves for the MR60-YSH70 laminates. 
 
Figure 7.5: A typical bearing stress-displacement curve for the MR60-YSH70 laminates. The 
definition of first peak and ultimate strength have been drawn in the curve. The secondary 
axis shows the applied load normalised with the thickness for the same specimen, will be 
used in the comparison and analysis with double-bolted joint specimens in the Section 7.5. 





Table 7.3: Summary of the bearing strength and the failure modes for the individual MR60-
YSH70 specimens 





Spc1 371 485 bearing, tearout 
Spc2 351 460 bearing, tearout 
Spc3 363 482 bearing, tearout 










7.3.2 Visual observation of damage 
The damage modes of these tested specimens were visually observed to help validate 
the bearing test. Visual observation shows that similar failure modes can be observed 
in all specimens for both laminate configurations and are summarised in Table 7.2 
and Table 7.3. Since the damage modes for all the specimens are the same, only two 
specimens for each configuration are presented in Figure 7.6. From the surface 
inspection of the two failed specimens as presented in Figure 7.6 (a) and (b), the 
failure modes of bearing (can be seen as crushing at the hole edge), along with 
secondary tear-out failure mode including in-plane micro-buckling in the -° plies 
and splitting in the fibre direction of ° plies are observed. The latter failure mode 
occurred as a result of bearing failure. Red and yellow circles were added to each 
image to identify the deformation of the hole and show that the hole deformed more 
in the TC35-TC35 laminate than the MR60-YSH70 laminate. Small amounts of 
fractured fibres and wrinkles have been found in the small region near the contact 
hole edge, indicating the damage in this region is bearing failure.  






Figure 7.6: Photographs on the surface of the damaged (a) the TC35-TC35 and (b) the MR60-
YSH70 specimens. 
 
7.3.3 Damage analysis via X-ray analysis and microscopy 
In both layups, multiple characteristic load drops have been seen in the stress-
displacement curves. To get a better understanding of what these load drops were 
associated with, a few of specimens were loaded to two different load levels, both 
averaged of all four specimens from the previous tests, submerged in dye penetrate 
solution and then scanned in the Nikon XTN320 X-ray CT inspection machine. More 
specifically, specimens were loaded to the first load drops and the maximum loads 
respectively.   
Figure 7.7 shows X-ray images for the TC35-TC35 specimens taken at the 
first peak load. All the images were captured at three different planes to provide a 
complete observation. In these images, several thin white curves are found to be at 
the bolt-laminate contact edge, which is the same morphology as a typical bearing 
damage mode. Inspecting the damage in the bearing plane of the laminate (mid-side 
view), the damage is found to be close to the hole edge. Out-of-plane fractures, as 
one of the typical bearing failure modes, are shown in the angled white line through 
the thickness. From the image of the cross-section at the bolt-laminate edge, two 
white lines are observed in the 0° plies at two different locations. When the specimen 
is loaded to the ultimate load, the damage in the bearing plane is found to be more 
severe as shown in Figure 7.8. Due to the higher stress level, the total number of 





angled fractures increases and most of these fractures propagated outward from the 
0° plies to the outer surface. The bearing damage is extended from the hole edge to 
a wider range as seen in the image viewed from the mid-side.  
 
Figure 7.7: X-ray images showing the damage in the TC35-TC35 specimen at the first peak 
load drop. The images have been taken from three different planes. To improve the 
visualisation, the thickness (edge AB and CD) of the schematic diagram has been exaggerated.  






Figure 7.8: X-ray images showing the damage in the TC35-TC35 specimen at the ultimate 
load. The images have been taken from three different planes. To improve the visualisation, 
the thickness (edge AB and CD) of the schematic diagram has been exaggerated. 
 
The details of the bearing damage in the TC35-TC35 specimen were studied 
via microscopy. The microscopic images were taken near the centre of the bearing 
plane of a specimen that was loaded to the maximum stress and are presented in 
Figure 7.9. In the microscopic image taken at the entire bearing plane “ABCD”, the 
damage primarily can be seen from two locations: one is bearing damage at the bolt-
laminate edge and another one is away from the hole edge. The latter one 
corresponds to the bold white strip that was observed in the mid-side view of the X-
ray image, which involves splitting in the ° plies, fibre fracture in the 0° plies and 
in-plane fibre kinking in the -° plies. In the images taken at the hole edge at a high 
magnification, no obvious delamination can be observed in the fractured 0° plies and 
surrounding angle plies. This allows the compressive fracture of the 0° plies (kink 
band) to gradually expand in the in-plane direction as well as these kink bands 
gradually propagated to the adjacent angle plies in the out-of-plane direction.  







Figure 7.9. Microscopic images of the TC35-TC35 specimen, viewed from the middle slides 
of bearing plane. The lower two images present the view of bolt-laminate contact region at 
large magnifications. To improve the visualisation, the thickness (edge AB and CD) of the 
schematic diagram has been exaggerated. 
 
 X-ray images of the MR60-YSH70 specimens interrupted at the first load 
drop are presented in Figure 7.10. At the first peak load drop, the damage is mainly 
observed in the 0° plies at different locations through the thickness from the cross-





section view. In addition, the front view image taken at these 0° plies shows the 
region with an intensive and a less intensive white colour. Due to the compressive 
force applied by the bolt to the hole edge, the laminate at the hole edge was expected 
to be compressively deformed and the 0° fibres were expected to be fractured in 
compression once the fibre compressive strain has been reached. It has been 
previously reported in chapter 4 that under compressive deformation, high modulus 
fibres in the 0° plies were progressively fragmented into small segments and 
localised delamination was initiated at the crack tip due to the sliding between two 
adjacent fragmented fibres. Therefore, the region with intensive white colour 
observed in the 0° plies is the compressive fragmentation of the central high modulus 
YSH70 fibres and the region with a less intensive white colour would be localised 
delamination at the 0/-25 interface.  
When the load increases to the ultimate load, extensive angled fractures can 
also be observed in this layup shown as the angled white lines in Figure 7.11. To 
understand the damage at the bearing plane in detail, the middle of the bearing plane 
of the MR60-YSH70 specimen at maximum load was examined via microscopy and 
is presented in Figure 7.12. The laminate at the hole edge deformed extensively in 
the out-of-plane direction. The image at the higher magnification clearly presents 
that different damage modes accumulated in the laminate, including compressive 
fragmentation in the 0° plies, out-of-plane kink-band in the 0° plies and in the angle 
plies, and micro-cracks. Out-of-plane kink-bands can be clearly seen that initiated 
from the hole edge and grew inward. The extensive out-of-plane damage propagating 
inward indicates that the lateral constraints (clamping pressure) provided is 
insufficient to prevent inward out-of-plane damage growth. No blocks of 
delamination can be seen in the damaged area due to the crack suppression ability of 
the thin ply prepreg and the damaged material can continue to carry the additional 
load to achieve a gradual bearing failure.  






Figure 7.10: X-ray images showing the damage in the MR60-YSH70 specimen at the first 
peak drop load. The images have been taken from three different planes. To improve the 
visualisation, the thickness (edge AB and CD) of the schematic diagram has been exaggerated. 
 
Figure 7.11: X-ray images of showing the damage in the MR60-YSH70 specimen at the 
ultimate load. The images have been taken from three different planes. To improve the 
visualisation, the thickness (edge AB and CD) of the schematic diagram has been exaggerated. 







Figure 7.12. Microscopic images of the MR60-YSH70 specimen, viewed in the middle slide 
of bearing plane. The lower two images present the view of bolt-laminate contact region at 
large magnifications. To improve the visualisation, the thickness (edge AB and CD) of the 
schematic diagram has been exaggerated. 
 
Both the TC35-TC35 and MR60-YSH70 laminates were shown to have 
similar gradual bearing failures with complex damage sequences: elastic 
compressive deformation at the hole edge, fracture of the 0° ply fibres – either kink-
band or compressive fragmentation, out-of-plane kink-band propagation followed 
by splitting and in-plane kink band formation in the angle plies. Common failure 





modes that have been reported in laminates with standard thickness plies - namely 
extensive delamination initiated from local failure, were not seen in these laminates 
due to the crack suppression ability of thin ply prepreg. This is aiding the laminate 
to sustain additional bearing load and allowing more damage accumulation within 
the laminate before ultimate failure.  
 
7.4 Experimental procedures for double-bolted joints test: 
Once the fundamental bearing behaviour of the laminates with a single bolted joint 
was established, the characterisation was extended to understand the multi-bolted 
joint response – where multi-bolted joints were loaded in a row. The material and 
layups remain the same to those used in the single-bolted bearing test.  
In the multi-bolted joint tests, the analysis of the laminate becomes more 
complicated than the case with a single bolt, since the load transfer in such laminates 
includes bearing load around each individual hole and load that bypasses between 
each hole. Previous studies showed that the response is affected by several 
independent parameters such as end distance, plate width, number of bolts, the bolt 
spacing and the load distribution between the bolts. To start with, a laminate with 
two bolts was selected to test in a double shear tensile loading to investigate the 
bearing/bypass interaction response.  
The specimen design and test set-up follow the ASTM-D7248 standard. The 
geometrical drawing and parameter specifications of the specimens are given in 
Figure 7.13(c). To make a consistent comparison with the open-hole tensile response 
and bearing behaviour of the laminate with a single-bolted joint, a hole diameter of 
3.175 mm has been selected. In addition, the double-bolted joint specimens were cut 
from the same panels as the bearing test specimens to reduce the variation due to 
manufacture. The ASTM standard suggests that a width to diameter ratio of 5 and a 
bolt spacing to diameter ratio of 6 is adequate for the laminate to fail in tension. The 
edge distance to diameter ratio of the first hole remains the same as those that have 
been used in the bearing tests. The details of the specimen dimensions for both 
laminates are presented in Table 7.4.  





The specimen was mounted with a double lap joint fixture as illustrated in 
Figure 7.13(a) and (b), and the two metal loading strips were manufactured from the 
316 stainless steel with a thickness of 3 mm. When the bolts are fastened, a 0.5 N.m 
torque was applied to each bolt by using a torque wrench, as per the bearing tests to 
maintain a uniform and consistent clamping force among each batch of specimens. 
The entire fixture along with the specimen was gripped into an Instron hydraulically-
actuated testing machine with a tensile loading rate of 0.5 mm/min to allow 
progressive damage development. 
 
Figure 7.13: (a) Schematic diagram of a fixture assembly for a double-bolted joint test, 
suggested from ASTM D7248, (b) Photograph illustration of the fixture used in the testing 
and (c) schematic diagram of a double-bolted joint testing specimen drawing. 
 
 According to the standard, bypass stress for all specimens was calculated 
based on the specimen gross cross-sectional area. Bearing stress in this case was then 
calculated based on the bolt-specimen contact region – assumed to be the hole 
diameter by the specimen thickness. Therefore, the expression of ultimate bypass 
and bearing strength are: 












   (7.3) 
Where k1 is the proportion of total force transferred through the fastener #1 and it 




   (7.4) 


















































Where k1, k2 are proportion of total force transferred through fastener #1 and #2, CP, 
CS, CF are the flexibilities of test specimen, metal loading strips and fasteners 
respectively, tp, tS are the thickness of test specimen and metal loading strips, wP, wS 
are the width of test specimen and metal loading strips, ExP, ExS, EF are the modulus 
of the test specimen, metal loading strips and fasteners, vF is fastener’s Poisson’s 
ratio, p is the distance between fastener centrelines. Subscripts “1” and “2” denote 
the properties at the position of fastener #1 and #2 respectively. The properties of 
the metal loading strips and fasteners are presented in Table 7.5. Based on this, k1 is 
0.87 and 0.79 for the TC35-TC35 and MR60-YSH70 specimens respectively. These 
k1 values suggested that the majority of load is carried by fastener #1. It is worth 
noting that these calculated k1 values are valid to use only in the elastic deformation 
range before the initial failure.  





Table 7.4: Key geometrical parameters for the TC35-TC35 and MR60-YSH70 specimens 






Fastener diameter, D [mm] 3.0 3.0 
Hole diameter, d [mm] 3.175 3.175 
Thickness, t [mm] 1.35 1.08 
Length, L [mm] 180 180 
Width, w [mm] 16.0 16.0 
Edge distance, e [mm] 10.5 10.5 
Bolt spacing, p [mm] 21 21 
 
Table 7.5: Loading strip and fastener properties for double-bolted joints tests. 
  Properties 
Loading strip thickness, tS1, tS2  [mm] 3.0 
Loading strip width, wS1, wS2 [mm] 16.0 
Loading strip modulus, ES1, ES2 [MPa] 190000 
Fastener diameters, d1, d2 [mm] 3.0 
Fastener modulus, EF1, EF2 [MPa] 190000 
Fastener Possion’s ratio, F1, F2  0.28 
Fastener centreline distance, p [mm] 21 
 
 
7.5 Results and Discussion of multi-bolted joint tests 
7.5.1 General behaviour 
The applied load is plotted against displacement for all the TC35-TC35 and MR60-
YSH70 specimens and is shown in Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 respectively.   







Figure 7.14: Applied load versus displacement curves for the TC35-TC35 laminates with 
double-bolted joints. 
  
From the load-displacement curve for the TC35-TC35 laminate, the 
specimen initially deformed linearly, followed by a gradual deformation and failure, 
with multiple small load drops observed prior to ultimate failure. The slope of the 
initial part of the curve is similar to the initial slope of single-bolted joint test for the 
same laminate as presented in Figure 7.3. The initial linear behaviour was assumed 
to be primarily attributed to the compressive deformation at both the bolt-laminate 
contact regions. The point at which a small but distinct drop in the load-displacement 
curve occurs corresponds to an applied load of 1.6 kN (1.4kN at the hole #1), which 





is very similar to the first peak load of 1.5 kN in the single bolt joint bearing testing. 




Figure 7.15: Applied load versus displacement curves for the MR60-YSH70 laminates with 
double-bolted joints. 
 
In the MR60-YSH70 laminate, the major slope reduction of the applied load-
displacement curve is seen following the initial linear region. Similarly, the initial 
slope of the curve is similar to the one in the single-bolted joint as shown in Figure 
7.5. The damage initiation is found to be around an applied load of 1.1 kN, which is 
also close to the applied load at the first peak of 1.1 kN in the single bolted test for 





the same laminate. Like in the single bolted joint testing, the gradual failure after the 
first peak is due to the damage accumulation within the laminate, resulting in the 
stiffness reduction.  
Since damage has initiated in the early stage of loading, the load distribution 
around the hole and the total force transferred through the two fasteners are expected 
to change. In the initial stage of testing, the hole #1 carried majority of load according 
to the factor k1 values of 0.87 and 0.79. With damage occurring and accumulating at 
the hole #1, the deformation redistributes the load at the hole #1 whilst the load 
carried increases at the hole #2. The proportion of the total force transferred through 
the two fasteners #1 and #2 can be assumed to be equal eventually, and therefore k1 
and k2 of 0.5 were used in equation (7.2) and (7.3) for calculating bearing and bypass 
stresses after damage initiation in this case.  
 
Table 7.6. Summary of key results from unnotched tensile, single- and double-bolted joints 
tests. Pure bearing properties refer to the values obtained from single-bolted joint test. 
Bearing and bypass stresses at knee point, first peak and ultimate load were calculated using 
the k1 of 0.5. The coefficients of variation (CV) for each mechanical property are shown in 
parentheses.  
 TC35-TC35 MR60-YSH70 
Bypass stress at ultimate load [MPa] 130 (3.9%) 100 (4.0%) 
Bearing stress at knee point [MPa] 463 (9.4%) 382 (7.0%) 
Bearing stress at ultimate load [MPa] 659 (3.9%) 501 (4.0%) 
Pure bearing stress at first peak [MPa] 432 (2.0%) 368 (4.2%) 
Pure bearing strength [MPa] 609 (5.9%) 484 (4.0%) 
Unnotched tensile yield stress [MPa] 746 (1.3%) 548 (1.5%) 
 
Table 7.6 lists a summary of bypass and bearing stresses at maximum load 
from the double-bolted joint testing, pure bearing stresses at first peak and maximum 
load from single-bolted joint testing and the unnotched “yield” stresses of both 
laminates. The TC35-TC35 laminate shows higher values in all these properties 
compared to the MR60-YSH70 laminate. The bearing stresses are higher than the 





bypass stresses, suggesting that the results should be dominated by bearing. The 
bearing stress at the ultimate load is slightly higher than the pure bearing strength. 
In the single-bolted joint bearing test, the specimen failed in a bearing induced tear-
out mode and this failure mode is controlled by the end-distance to hole diameter 
ratio. In the double-bolted joint test, the end-distance at the hole #1 is larger than the 
previous case, resulting in a higher bearing stress at failure.  
 
7.5.2 Damage observation 
The failure modes were then examined via visual observation of all failed specimens 
in each batch as shown in Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17. The visual observation 
indicates that the primary failure modes are bearing damage at the contact hole edge 
in both holes, tear-out at the hole #1 and cleavage near both holes. More specifically, 
the damage mode at the hole #2 (the hole close to the edge) of the TC35-TC35 and 
MR60-YSH70 specimens is the same bearing damage mode that was observed in the 
single-bolted bearing test. The damage modes at the hole #1 are slightly different 
between specimens. Bearing and cleavage have been found to be the main damage 
modes for the hole #1 of the TC35-TC35 laminate, but one out of four specimens 
showed net-tension and bearing failure modes. For the hole #1 of the MR60-YSH70 
laminate, bearing, tensile damage and cleavage initiated from the tensile damage 
dominated the failure. Overall, the double-bolted joint test performed in this chapter 
is a bearing and bearing induced tear-out dominated bearing/bypass test. The applied 
load was primarily carried by the fastener #1 in the initial stage, and then the two 
fasteners are believed to have carried similar loads until the hole #2 failed in a 
bearing induced tear-out. Due to the larger end-distance at the hole #1, the fastener 
#1 carried further loading until the final failure.  A significant amount of cleavage 
damage in the specimen for both configurations is due to lack of lateral constraint of 
these particular layups.  
 






Figure 7.16: Photographs of the surface view of the damaged TC35-TC35 specimens. 
 
 
Figure 7.17: Photographs of the surface view of the damaged MR60-YSH70 specimens. 
 
7.5.3 Damage analysis via X-ray 
To further aid understanding of the damage development within the double-bolted 
joint laminates, specimens taken at several positions along the load-displacement 
curves, were scanned by X-ray using a Nikon XTN320 X-Ray CT inspection 
machine. As the specimens were immersed in a zinc iodide dye penetrant for at least 
24 hours before scanned in X-ray, all the damage within the specimen is shown in 
bright white in the X-ray images.  





Figure 7.18 shows the X-ray images viewed from the in-plane direction for 
the two TC35-TC35 specimens which were loaded to 1.5 mm and 1.9 mm 
displacements respectively. The damage around the hole #2 presented in the two top 
images, is the same as the damage mode of a single bolted laminate under the bearing 
load. This is not surprising to see due to the edge distance to diameter ratio e/d being 
the same as the bearing test, and the bearing strength was reached at the current load 
level. In the hole #1, the damage is different to the hole #2. The damage is observed 
primarily close to the bolt-laminate contact region and is a crushing type of bearing 
failure. The damaged region was found to be larger than the region damaged by 
bearing load around the hole #1 and no tear-out failure is observed due to the bolt 
spacing to diameter ratio p/d being twice the edge distance to diameter ratio e/d for 
the hole #2. Due to the bolt spacing, the shear stress in the angle plies was sufficiently 
reduced at the same applied load and thus tear-out failure is avoided at the hole #1. 
In addition, at 1.5 mm displacement, a small amount of damage was initiated on both 
sides of the hole edges. This is very similar to the damage that was seen in the 
specimen loaded in open-hole tension. When the specimen was further loaded to a 
displacement of 1.9 mm, the tensile damage propagated to a wider region and joint 
bearing damage occurred (as shown in white curves parallel to the hole edge).  
The damage at the hole #1 has also been analysed via the X-ray images in 
the through thickness direction and is presented in Figure 7.19 and Figure 7.20. The 
red and yellow lines in the top left image indicate the directions where these images 
were taken. The images in the red rectangle present the cross-section view at four 
different positions from (1) to (4). In the image taken at the position (1) of the centre 
of the hole, the damage can only be observed in the 0° plies, which is the small 
amount of tensile fragmentation of the central 0° plies due to the stress concentration 
at the hole edge. In the image taken at the bearing plane, a large number of shear 
fractures in the through thickness direction, can be observed, which is the same as 
the bearing damage that was shown in Figure 7.7 for the same layup. The images in 
the yellow rectangle indicate the side view of the damaged specimen. At the right 
hole edge, fragmentation in the central 0° plies and fractures through the thickness 
can be seen. The damage morphology at the centre of the bearing plane is the same 
as the bearing damage modes observed at the ultimate bearing stress shown in Figure 





7.8. These X-ray images indicate that the damage modes dominating at the hole hole 
#1 are the bearing damage at the bolt-hole contact region and a small amount of 
tensile damage. However, the fragmentation in the 0° plies can redistribute the stress 
around the hole, allowing the laminate to fail in cleavage rather than the typical net-
section failure.  
 
Figure 7.18: X-ray images for the TC35-TC35 laminates with double-bolted joints at two 
different load levels. All four images were taken at the 0° plies.  






Figure 7.19: Detailed X-ray images for the TC35-TC35 specimen loaded to 1.5 mm 
displacement. All the images were taken in the through-thickness direction, either viewed 
from the cross-section or side of the hole #1 of the specimen. 
 
Figure 7.20: Detailed X-ray images for the TC35-TC35 specimen loaded to 1.9 mm 
displacement. All the images were taken in the through thickness direction, either viewed 
from the cross-section or side of the hole #1 of the specimen. 





Similarly, the X-ray images taken at the two 0° plies for the two MR60-
YSH60 specimens loaded to displacements of 0.7 mm and 1.1 mm respectively are 
presented in Figure 7.21. For the specimen loaded to the displacement of 0.7 mm at 
the first load drop, damage modes at the hole #2 (the one close to the edge) are the 
same as the bearing test specimen at its ultimate load. At the hole #1, the damage is 
primarily around the bearing plane without extended splitting and in-plane kink-
bands in the angle plies. When the specimen was loaded to a displacement of 1.1mm, 
damage can be seen to have grown significantly – a complete fracture was formed 
from the edge of the hole #2 to the edge of the specimen, extended bearing damage 
at the hole #1 and cleavage were initiated from the side of the hole #2.  
 
Figure 7.21: X-ray images for the MR60-YSH70 laminates with double-bolted joints at two 
different load levels. All four images were taken at the 0° plies. 
 
X-ray images of the specimen were taken at several through-thickness 
positions at the hole #1 are shown in Figure 7.22 and Figure 7.23, from either a cross-
section view or side view. At the two side edges of the hole (at the positions (1) and 
(2)), the damage appears primarily in the 0° plies and can be identified as 
fragmentation of the 0° plies and possibly localised dispersed delamination at the 0/-





25 interface due to the stress concentration of the hole #1 under tensile loading. In 
the image taken in the bearing region, the damage modes observed in the single-hole 
bearing test, included angled fracture through the thickness (shown as the inclined 
white strips), kink-bands and splitting in the angle plies (shown as the thin straight 
lines perpendicular to the plies), compressive fragmentation and out-of-plane kink-
band in the 0° plies.  
 
 
Figure 7.22: Detailed X-ray images for the MR60-YSH70 specimen loaded to 0.7 mm 
displacement. All the images were taken in the through thickness direction, either viewed 
from the cross-section or side of the hole #1 of the specimen. 






Figure 7.23: Detailed X-ray images for the MR60-YSH70 specimen loaded to 1.1 mm 
displacement. All the images were taken in the through thickness direction, either viewed 
from the cross-section or side of the hole #1 of the specimen. 
 
7.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, bearing responses of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply carbon fibre 
laminates have been investigated by loading the laminates in single- and double-
bolted joint configurations in double shear tension. The main objectives were to 
understand the fundamental bearing behaviour of pseudo-ductile laminates with 
different materials and layups. The investigation was focused on fixed test 
parameters such as hole/pin diameter, width-to-hole ratio w/d, edge distance-to-hole 
ratio e/d, clamping pressure, and hole spacing to diameter p/d in the double-bolted 
joint test. 
 Gradual failure in bearing is achieved in both the TC35-TC35 [±266/0]s and 
MR60-YSH70(Granoc) [±252/0]s laminates. Both laminates show elastic 
deformation in the initial region, then present a gradual reduction in stiffness until 
the final failure. More specifically, in the first stage, the linear behaviour shown in 
the bearing stress-displacement curve is primarily attributed to compressive 
deformation of the laminate at the hole contact edge. With further applied load, the 





compressive damage in the central 0° plies within both laminates was initiated, 
resulting in the first major load drop in the stress-displacement curve. However, due 
to the crack and delamination suppression ability of thin ply laminates, the damage 
in the 0° plies – either fibre kinking in the TC35-TC35 laminate or compressive fibre 
fragmentation in the MR60-YSH70 laminate, does not lead to a catastrophic failure. 
Instead, with a further increase in applied load, a kink-band propagates in the out-
of-plane direction via the adjacent angle plies to allow this gradual failure.  
 In the double-bolted joint tests, gradual failure was also achieved in both 
laminate configurations. The bearing stress at the ultimate load is 5% to 8% higher 
than the pure bearing strength obtained from the equivalent single-bolted joint 
bearing test. This is due to the larger end-distance at the hole #1 in the double-bolted 
joint test than in the single-bolted joint test. The bypass stresses at the ultimate load 
for both configurations are lower than the bearing stresses, suggesting that the tests 
with present configurations are dominated by bearing and bearing induced tear-out. 
The damage modes at the hole #2, which is the one closest to the edge of the 
specimen, are the same as the damage modes of the single-bolted joint laminates. At 
the hole #1, the damage is primarily at the bolt/laminate contact plane. Eventually 
the laminate failed in a cleavage type mechanism due to the lack of 90° plies to 
provide lateral constraint.   
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8 Conclusions and future work 
 
8.1 Conclusions 
This thesis has presented a comprehensive investigation on thin ply angle-ply 
laminates with central 0° plies subjected to several different load cases including 
open-hole tension, compression, bending, fatigue loading and bearing/bypass 
loading. In general, the overall aim of this thesis has been achieved. The behaviour 
of the laminates in each load case was shown to be significantly dependent on the 
selection of material and the design of the relevant stacking sequences. The damage 
suppression as observed in thin ply laminates assures the presence of other failure 
mechanisms, e.g. fibre fragmentation, which leads to different failure behaviour 
compared to traditional laminates under given specific load cases. Some key findings 
of each chapter have been summarised in the following paragraphs.  
Chapter 3: Open-hole tensile behaviour of two different laminates: the 
T300-T300 [±5/0]s and MR60-YSH70 [±2/0]s laminates have been investigated 
experimentally. Initially, these laminates were tested in unnotched tension and 
pseudo-ductile tensile stress-strain responses have been demonstrated in both layups. 
Two different pseudo-ductile strain to “yield” strain ratios have been seen in the two 
layups, which are 0.86 and 3.02 respectively. When these two laminates were loaded 
in open-hole tensile loading, 96% of the unnotched “yield” stress has been retained 
in the MR60-YSH70 laminate, whilst only 63% has been retained in the T300-T300 
laminate. Via in-situ and post-failure analysis, significant amounts of 0° ply 
fragmentation and dispersed delamination have been observed around the hole edge 
which relieved the stress concentration around the hole in the MR60-YSH70 
laminate. This observation suggested that an important factor for the open-hole 
performance of pseudo-ductile laminates is the strain ratio – if the strain ratio is 
sufficiently high, full load redistribution could be achieved.   
Chapter 4:  The thin ply angle-ply laminate with central 0° plies has been 
tested in compression via a sandwich beam subjected to four-point bending load. 
Overall, non-linear compressive stress-strain curves and progressive failure have 
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been achieved in the MR60-M55 [±7/0]s laminate. Common compressive failure 
modes - fibre kinking and complete delamination at the 0/ interface were not seen 
in this laminate. Instead, progressive fibre fractures were promoted, and 
delamination was successfully suppressed in this specimen. The fragmented fibre 
length was found to be around half of the critical fibre length, showing the different 
load transfer mechanism in compression and tension. The final failure of the laminate 
was due to the combination of high transverse tensile stress and in-plane shear stress 
within the angle plies in compression. In addition, incorporating the high modulus 0° 
plies into angle-ply laminates has shown a significant increase in the initial modulus 
of angle-ply laminates.  
Chapter 5: Flexural testing was carried out on pseudo-ductile thin ply 
angle-ply laminates with two configurations, where the MR60-M55 [±7/0]s 
laminate showed fibre fragmentation in both tensile and compressive loading, and 
the TC35-TC35 [±6/0]s laminate showed fibre fragmentation only in tension. Non-
linearity in the load-displacement curve, and progressive failure have been 
successfully demonstrated in the MR60-M55 laminate under flexural loading. 
Damage was initiated from the compressive side by 0° ply fragmentation, followed 
by fragmentation on the tensile side. The fragmentation on the tensile side 
successfully slowed down damage accumulation on the compressive side and 
achieved a gradual failure in bending. Fragmentation in tension and compression 
showed the potential of slowing down the damage accumulation, but it has only 
shown a small effect on the overall load-displacement behaviour.  
Chapter 6: Investigations on the fatigue life and damage progression under 
fatigue loading of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates have been presented. 
All three types of pristine specimens (TC35-TC35 [±6/0]s, MR60-YSH70 
[±2/0]s and MR60-M55 [±7/0]s), have been found able to be safely operated up 
to 1 x 106 cycles at 80% of each laminate “yield” stress. When overloaded specimens 
with pre-fractured 0° ply fibres were loaded in cyclic loading, the damage 
progression in each configuration behaved differently. The MR60-YSH70 laminate 
has shown only a 5% modulus reduction at 80% stress severity over 200,000 cycles 
and only a small amount of delamination propagated under cyclic loading. The 
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TC35-TC35 laminate sustained fatigue load at 80% severity only up to 2,000 cycles 
and failed by complete delamination at the -26/26 interface. In the MR60-M55 
specimen, a less than 10% stiffness reduction has been observed up to 100,000 cycles 
at 80% stress severity, and the delamination propagated at the 0/-27 interface with 
different delamination rates at 85% and 90% severities. Due to the energy release 
rate for the MR60-YSH70 and MR60-M55 laminates at 80% severity being lower 
than the critical energy release rate, the delamination did not propagate further.   
Chapter 7: Bearing of the TC35-TC35 [±6/0]s and MR60-YSH70 [±2/0]s 
laminates have been investigated via loading the laminates in single- and double-
bolted joint configurations in double shear tension. Gradual failure in bearing has 
been achieved in both laminates with an initial elastic deformation and then gradual 
deformation due to the damage accumulation within the laminates. Compressive 
damage – fibre microbuckling and fragmentation of the 0° plies has initiated in the 
laminates and fibre microbuckling propagated in the through-thickness direction 
through the adjacent plies due to the delamination suppression ability of thin ply 
laminates, enabling gradual failure. In the double-bolted joint tests, the failure of 
these pseudo-ductile laminates was dominated by bearing. In both load cases, the 
damage modes were similar in both laminates, including bearing damage at the bolt-
hole contact surface and secondary tear-out damage due to lack of lateral constraint 
in laminates.   
 In general, thin ply angle-ply laminates with central 0° plies have shown 
promising behaviour, including reduced notch-sensitivity, gradual failure and good 
fatigue performance of damaged specimens. The mechanical behaviour is found to 
be reliant on a combination of material, layup and angles in angle-ply selections, and 
there are trade-offs between each mechanical property. For example, in the structure 
a notch present, laminates with high modulus central plies were found to be a better 
candidate than those made with standard modulus plies. On the contrary, in 
applications where strength is more critical, the laminate with standard modulus 0° 
plies is favourable as it has a high the “yield” strength. This indicates that the design 
of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates can be flexible and tailored to meet 
the specific requirements for different applications. 
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Compared with conventional carbon fibre laminates, thin ply angle ply 
laminates with central 0° plies lose some stiffness and strength due to the low 
mechanical properties of angle plies. However, taking into consideration the benefits 
of additional pseudo-ductile strain and the residual load carrying capacity of these 
pseudo-ductile materials, reduced safety margins would be required in design than 
current conventional laminates. Along with the good fatigue performance of pristine 
and damaged specimens and improved notched-behaviour, the actual load design 
limit of pseudo-ductile laminates can be very close to the “yield” stress of them, and 
therefore can improve the structural efficiency of the laminate. In addition, 
progressive damage and failure can ensure the structure will not fail catastrophically, 
and any over-loading can be easily visually inspected.  
However, there are also some limitations of these pseudo-ductile laminates 
slowing their use in industrial applications. The first limitation is the high cost of 
thin ply laminates. As mentioned in chapter 2, many more plies will be required to 
maintain thickness requirement of the structures, which will increase the total cost 
of materials and time for layup. This limitation can be potentially minimised by using 
pre-manufactured pseudo-ductile tape. For instance, the MR60-YSH70 [±2/0]s 
configuration can be made into a prepreg tape to replace conventional UD prepreg, 
since its modulus is similar to the standard modulus carbon fibre UD prepreg and its 
total thickness is only 0.25 mm, similar to conventional prepregs. In addition, each 
sublaminate has a low thickness, enabling it to build up to different thickness 
required in applications.    
Another limitation is the laminates can only be used in the case where the 
structure is primarily loaded in the longitudinal direction or off-axis load at small 
angles (less than 10°) due to the lack of 90° plies in these laminates, which is not 
realistic in many real-world applications. As in these laminates, 90° plies can limit 
fibre scissoring in angle plies and therefore restrict the development of pseudo-
ductility. However, it can be a good candidate for tubular structures, as these pseudo-
ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates can withstand longitudinal tension, compression 
as well as some torsion and shear load. One of the examples is to use as struts in any 
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pin-jointed truss structure since they usually experienced only in longitudinal tension 
and compression.  
 
8.2 Recommendations for future work 
Several key areas deserve further investigation and are summarised as follows: 
• Open-hole tension and compression: in the present work, the characterisation 
has focused on a single hole size of d = 3.175mm. In previous literature on the 
hole size effect, the notched strength of the laminate made from standard 
thickness plies tends to decrease with the increase of the hole size. However, due 
to the different damage mechanisms for the reduction of notch sensitivity, the 
hole size effect observed in conventional laminates is not expected to apply to 
the pseudo-ductile laminates. With increasing hole size, the damaged area would 
be expected to increase with further relief of the stress concentration. Therefore, 
a further investigation on the hole size effect is recommended to verify this 
hypothesis. 
Similar work would also be worth carrying on open-hole compression. As 
specimen with thicker plies was shown a higher open-hole compressive strength 
than the one with thinner plies, due to the local damage e.g. fibre-matrix splitting, 
in the first one redistributed the stress around the hole. The compressive fibre 
fragmentation would be expected to redistribute the stress around the hole in the 
pseudo-ductile laminates in compression.   
• Compressive loading: Although progressive failure and fibre fragmentation 
have been achieved in compressive loading, the compressive strength and failure 
strain were still found to be lower than the tensile properties due to the high 
transverse tensile stress and in-plane shear stress. It is worth designing and 
testing pseudo-ductile laminates with angle plies made from prepreg with an 
enhanced shear property, where increased pseudo-ductility would be expected 
to be achieved.  
• Flexural loading: Some degree of non-linearity and progressive failure have 
been achieved in the MR60-M55 [±7/0]s laminate in flexural loading through 
fibre fragmentation in the 0° layers on both the compressive and tensile side of 
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the beam. To achieve an increased non-linearity and pseudo-ductility, two 
proposed methods could be used. (1) Design the bending specimen to be thicker 
and to have more sub-laminates (which is 4 for the present design) ensuring the 
strain gradient between the adjacent two sub-laminates will be reduced and 
fragmentation in more 0° layers will be introduced. (2) Use standard modulus 
fibres in the 0° plies on the compressive side of the beam and use fibres with 
lower strain to failure on the tensile side. The fragmentation would then only be 
expected on the tensile side, avoiding catastrophic failure on the compressive 
side of the beam. 
• Bearing: In bearing tests of either single-bolted or double-bolted composite 
joint, the specimens failed by a combination of bearing and tear-out due to lack 
of lateral constraint in these [±n/0m]s laminates. This suggests that for the 
pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates, a higher edge distance to hole 
diameter ratio would be desirable to fully exploit the bearing strength of laminate 
and it is worth investigating in future work.  
• Other load cases: Indentation and compression after impact (CAI) are also 
worth investigating as the behaviour of laminates with “uncontrolled defects” is 
crucial in real applications. Delamination and intralaminar failure such as matrix 
cracking and fibre breakage, are found to be the main damage mechanisms in 
indentation and impact loading. When the pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply 
laminate is subjected to indentation or low-velocity impact, the matrix cracking 
would expect to be suppressed and delamination would be less compared to 
conventional laminates. The compression after impact properties of the laminate 
should be promising too since the inner plies are well-protected by adjacent plies. 
It is also essential to understand the behaviour of pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-
ply laminates under non-standard environmental conditions such as hot-wet 
condition on a coast in tropical climate or low temperature in the stratosphere. 
From the present work, pseudo-ductile thin ply angle-ply laminates failed in a 
matrix dominant mode in many load cases. Therefore, it is also essential to 
understand their behaviour under different environmental conditions such as 
in hot-wet tropical climate region or in low temperature stratosphere, since the 
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matrix properties, e.g. glass transition temperature Tg, can be significantly 
affected by the hydrothermal conditions.  
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